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ABSTRACT
The Academic United States History I course is designed to provide students with an examination of the political, economic, and social development
of the United States. It will cover topics from Westward Expansion through the Great Depression and New Deal. The year will begin with a review of
US expansionist policy prior to the Civil War and then continue with US expansionist policy through the closing of the frontier in 1890 with a focus
on conflicts between the US government and Native American nations. Next, students will study the topics of Industrialization, Immigration,
Urbanization, and Progressivism to describe changes in the United States as the country moved from an agrarian to an industrial society. Students
will examine how the labor movement tried to improve conditions for all workers and how progressive reformers attacked social, political, and
economic problems. Students will then examine how the US developed as a world power through a unit on imperialism and World War I. The year
will conclude with a study of the Era between the World Wars, where students will learn about the Roaring Twenties, Great Depression, and New
Deal. This course offers students the opportunity to develop literacy skills and knowledge in a wide variety of areas. Emphasis will be placed upon
factual reading and critical thinking, map skills, writing, note-taking, and listening. In this course, the students will analyze and synthesize materials
at a high level—giving them an opportunity to examine historical information from a variety of sources. Reading is critical to building knowledge in
history. The students will demonstrate an understanding of domain-specific words and phrases; an attention to precise details; and the capacity to
evaluate intricate arguments, synthesize complex information, and follow detailed descriptions of events and concepts. In history, students need to
be able to analyze, evaluate, and differentiate primary and secondary sources. Students will read complex informational texts with independence
and confidence because the vast majority of reading in college and workforce training programs will be sophisticated nonfiction. It is important to
note that the Reading standards of the CCSS are meant to complement the specific content demands of the discipline--not replace them. For
students, writing is a key means of asserting and defending claims, showing what they know about a subject, and conveying what they have
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experienced, imagined, thought, and felt. The students must take task, purpose, and audience into careful consideration, choosing words,
information, structures, and formats deliberately. They need to be able to use technology strategically when creating, refining, and collaborating on
writing. They have to become adept at gathering information, evaluating sources, and citing material accurately, reporting findings from their
research and analysis of sources in a clear and cogent manner. They must have the flexibility, concentration, and fluency to produce high-quality
first-draft text under a tight deadline and the capacity to revisit and make improvements to a piece of writing over multiple drafts when
circumstances encourage or require it. This course helps students to develop the ability to make informed and reasoned decisions as citizens of a
culturally diverse, democratic society in an interdependent world.
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Mission Statement
The Kingsway Regional School District believes that this school district is responsible for developing and maintaining a comprehensive educational program that
will foster the academic, social, and personal growth of all students. The Kingsway Regional School District provides a secure, supportive environment. It also
provides high quality resources to challenge and empower each individual to pursue his/her potential, to develop a passion for learning in a diverse and
challenging world, to encourage active citizenship, and to reach a high standard of achievement at all grade levels as defined by the New Jersey Core Curriculum
Content Standards (NJCCCS) & Common Core State Standards (CCSS).
Curriculum & Instruction Goals
Goal(s):
1. To ensure students are college and career ready upon graduation
2. To vertically and horizontally align curriculum K-12 to ensure successful transition of students at each grade level
3. To identify individual student strengths and weaknesses utilizing various assessment measures (formative, summative, alternative, etc.) so as to
differentiate instruction while meeting the rigor of the applicable content standards
4. To improve student achievement as assessed through multiple measures including, but not limited to, state testing, local assessments, and intermediate
benchmarking
How to Read this Document
This curricular document contains both pacing guides and curriculum units. The pacing guides serve to communicate an estimated timeframe as to when skills
and topics will be taught throughout the year. The pacing, however, may differ slightly depending upon the unique needs of each learner. The curriculum units
contain more detailed information as to the content, goals, and objectives of the course well as how students will be assessed. The terms and definitions below
will assist the reader to better understand the sections and components of this curriculum document.
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Terms to Know
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Accommodation(s): The term "accommodation" may be used to describe an alteration of environment, curriculum format, or equipment that allows an
individual with a disability to gain access to content and/or complete assigned tasks. They allow students with disabilities to pursue a regular course of
study. The term accommodation is often used interchangeable with the term modification. However, it is important to remember that modifications
change or modify the intended learning goal while accommodations result in the same learning goal being expected but with added assistance in that
achievement. Since accommodations do not alter what is being taught, instructors should be able to implement the same grading scale for students
with disabilities as they do for students without disabilities.
Differentiated Instruction: Differentiation of instruction relies on the idea that instructional approaches should be tailored to each individual student’s
learning needs. It provides students an array of options during the learning process that allows them make sense of ideas as it relates to them. The integration
of differentiated instructional techniques is a curriculum design approach to increase flexibility in teaching and decrease the barriers that frequently limit
student access to materials and learning in classrooms.
Enduring Understanding: Enduring understandings (aka big ideas) are statements of understanding that articulate deep conceptual understandings at
the heart of each content area. Enduring understandings are noted in the alongside essential questions within each unit in this document.
Essential Question: These are questions whose purpose is to stimulate thought, to provoke inquiry, and to spark more questions. They extend beyond a
single lesson or unit. Essential questions are noted in the beginning of each unit in this document.
Formative Assessments: Formative assessments monitor student learning to provide ongoing feedback that can be used by (1) instructors to improve
teaching and (2) by students to improve their learning. Formative assessments help identify students’ strengths and weaknesses and address problems
immediately.
Learning Activity(s): Learning activities are those activities that take place in the classroom for which the teacher facilitates and the students participate
in to ensure active engagement in the learning process. (Robert J. Marzano, The Art and Science of Teaching)
Learning Assignment(s): Learning assignments are those activities that take place independently by the student inside the classroom or outside the
classroom (i.e. homework) to extend concepts and skills within a lesson.
Learning Goal(s): Learning goals are broad statements that note what students “should know” and/or “be able to do” as they progress through a unit.
Learning goals correlate specifically to the NJCCCS and CCSS are noted within each unit.
Learning Objective(s): Learning objectives are more specific skills and concepts that students must achieve as they progress towards the broader
learning goal. These are included within each unit and are assessed frequently by the teacher to ensure students are progressing appropriately.
Model Assessment: Within the model curriculum, model assessments are provided that included assessments that allow for measuring student
proficiency of those target skills as the year of instruction progresses.
Model Curriculum: The model curriculum has been provided by the state of New Jersey to provide a “model” for which districts can properly implement
the NJSLS (New Jersey Student Learning Standards) by providing an example from which to work and/or a product for implementation.
Modification(s): The term "modification" may be used to describe a change in the curriculum. Modifications are typically made for students with
disabilities who are unable to comprehend all of the content an instructor is teaching. The term modification is often used interchangeable with the term
accommodations. However, it is important to remember that modifications change or modify the intended learning goal while accommodations result
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in the same learning goal being expected but with assistance in that achievement.
13. Performance Assessments: (aka alternative or authentic assessments) Performance assessments are a form of assessment that requires students to
perform tasks that generate a more authentic evaluation of a student’s knowledge, skills, and abilities. Performance assessments stress the application
of knowledge and extend beyond traditional assessments (i.e. multiple-choice question, matching, true & false, etc.).
14. Standards: Academic standards, from which the curriculum is built, are statements that of what students “should know” or “be able to do” upon
completion of a grade-level or course of study. Educational standards help teachers ensure their students have the skills and knowledge they need to be
successful by providing clear goals for student learning.
o State: The New Jersey Student Learning Standards (NJSLSs) include Preschool Teaching and Learning Standards as well as K-12 standards for:

Visual and Performing Arts; Comprehensive Health and Physical Education; Science; Social Studies; World Languages; Technology; 21st-Century
Life and Careers; Language Arts Literacy; and, Mathematics
15. Summative Assessments: Summative assessments evaluate student learning at the end of an instructional time period by comparing it against some

standard or benchmark. Information from summative assessments can be used formatively when students or faculty use it to guide their efforts and
activities in subsequent courses.
16. 21st Century Skills: These skills emphasis the growing need to focus on those skills that prepare students successfully by focusing on core subjects and
21st century themes; learning and innovation skills; information, media and technology skills; and life and career skills. These concepts are embedded in
each unit of the curriculum.
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Proficiencies and Pacing
Course Title: Academic United States History I
4-5 weeks
September/October

Unit 1: Early US
Expansion

Power Standards
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.3.a
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.3.b
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.4.a
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.B.3.a

Students will understand how the
US expanded and be able to
evaluate the impact of US growth
and expansion through 1840
(6.1.12.A.3.a; 6.1.12.A.3.b).
(1-2 weeks)

Supportive/Secondary
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.C.3.b
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.D.3.a
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.3.h
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.D.3.c
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.3.c

Students will understand the
concept of Manifest Destiny and be
able to judge the acquisitions of
Texas, Oregon, and the Mexican
Cession and their impact on the US
(6.1.12.A.3.a; 6.1.12.A.3.b).
(1-2 weeks)

Reading History and Social
Studies
NJSLS.RH.9-10.1
NJSLS.RH.9-10.2
NJSLS.RH.9-10.4
NJSLS.RH.9-10.6
NJSLS.RH.9-10.9
Writing History, Science and
Technical Subjects
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.A
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.B
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.C
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.D
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.E
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2
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Students will understand the
causes of the Civil War and be able
to assess how Manifest Destiny in
combination with the slavery issue
contributed to secession and the
Civil War (6.1.12.A.4.a)
(1-2 weeks)

Label a map of US expansion
Describe how the US acquired
land in the West
Define Manifest Destiny, annex,
cede
Identify and describe the ways in
which territories were acquired
Explain how the US gained the
Louisiana territory
Explain the controversy of
Jefferson making the Louisiana
Purchase
Identify the purpose of the Lewis
and Clark expedition
Describe the voyage of the Corps
of Discovery and its findings
Describe the impact of the
Louisiana Purchase
Assess Jefferson’s decision to
purchase the Louisiana Territory
Identify causes of the War of
1812
Describe the causes and
outcome of the War of 1812
Identify the Monroe Doctrine
Describe how the US obtained
Florida
Explain how the US obtained part
of the Oregon Country
Summarize the events that led to
Texas independence

NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.B
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.C
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.D
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.4
Interdisciplinary:
Technology
NJSLS.TECH.8.1.12.D.1
NJSLS.TECH.8.1.12.A.3
Career Ready Practices
CRP1
CRP2
CRP4
CRP6
Financial Literacy
NJSLS.9.1.12.A.5
English Language Arts
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.A
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.B
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.C
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.D
Comprehensive Health and
Physical Education
NJSLS HE.9-12.2.1.12.E.1
Career Exploration
9.3.GV-GOV.3
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Contrast various viewpoints on
the annexation of Texas
List the causes and results of the
Mexican-American War
Compare perspectives on the
Mexican War
Debate US motives for the
Mexican War
Summarize how war against
Mexico helped the US achieve its
“manifest destiny”
Explain how Americans justified
Westward Expansion
Analyze the role race played in
arguments regarding US
expansion
Analyze the role “race” played in
how the US acquired territories
Identify push-pull
factors/identify the causes and
effects of migration to parts of
the West (Utah, California)
Describe the pioneers of the
1840’s
Explain the impact of the
discovery of gold in California
Explain how and why early
pioneers journeyed west, and
examine where they settled
Describe difficulties early settlers
encountered
Identify the impact of early
expansion on Native Peoples and
the impact of native peoples on

those expanding
Compare the experiences of
various groups in the West
List the major causes of the Civil
War
Define slavery, states’ rights,
sectionalism, tariff, popular
sovereignty, secede
Label a map of free states, slave
states, border states
Examine the role of states’ rights
and slavery
Analyze the Constitution in
regards to states’ rights and
slavery
Identify events leading to the
Civil War
Describe the events leading to
the Civil War
Assess how Manifest Destiny in
combination with the slavery
issue contributed to secession
and the Civil War
Explain the Dred Scott decision
Assess the impact of Lincoln’s
election on secession
Analyze and Synthesize
information from multiple
sources to develop an alternative
to the Civil War
Cite Evidence to support a
position on secession
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Unit 2: The Civil War,
Reconstruction, and
Redemption

3-4 weeks
October

Power Standards:
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.B.4.a
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.D.4.c
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.6.c
NJSLS.SOC 6.1.12.A.4.c
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.D.4.a
Supportive:
NJSLS.SOC 6.1.12.A.4.b
NJSLS.SOC 6.1.12.C.4.a
NJSLS.SOC 6.1.12.C.4.b
NJSLS.SOC 6.1.12.C.4.c
NJSLS.SOC 6.1.12.D.4.d
NJSLS.SOC 6.1.12.D.4.e
NJSLS.SOC 6.1.12.A.5.b
Reading History and Social
Studies
NJSLS.RH.9-10.1
NJSLS.RH.9-10.2
NJSLS.RH.9-10.4
NJSLS.RH.9-10.6
NJSLS.RH.9-10.9
Writing History, Science and
Technical Subjects
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.A
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.B
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.C
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.D
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.E
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.B
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(1-2 weeks)

Compare and contrast the
antebellum North and South
Assess the strengths and
weaknesses of the North and the
South
Explain how and why the Civil
War began
Identify key players in the Civil
War Era
Summarize why Lincoln issued
the Emancipation Proclamation
Evaluate total war as a tactic
Define Reconstruction
Describe how the Civil War
affected the South
Explain the assassination of
Lincoln
Analyze the reasons John Wilkes
Booth assassinated Lincoln
Predict the impact of Lincoln’s
assassination on the South
Explain Lincoln’s Plan for reunion
Debate Lincoln’s role in “freeing”
the slaves
Compare and contrast Johnson’s
plans for Reconstruction with
that of Abraham Lincoln
Explain why Congress disagreed
with Johnson’s goals for
Reconstruction
Identify the 13th, 14th, and 15th
Amendments
Identify the goals of the Radical
Republicans

NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.C
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.D
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.4
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.5
Interdisciplinary:
Career Ready Practices
CRP1
CRP2
CRP4
CRP6
Financial Literacy
NJSLS.9.1.12.A.5
English Language Arts
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.A
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.B
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.C
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.D
Comprehensive Health and
Physical Education
NJSLS HE.9-12.2.1.12.E.1
Career Exploration:
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.GV-GOV.3
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Describe Radical Reconstruction
Compare and contrast
Congressional and Presidential
goals for Reconstruction
Explain why Congress tried to
remove President Johnson from
office
Explain how and why
Reconstruction came to an end
Define poll tax, literacy test, Jim
Crow Laws, Plessy v. Ferguson,
lynching, NAACP
List the means by which AfricanAmericans were denied rights
and discriminated against after
Reconstruction
Cite relevant historical evidence
to describe the condition of
freedmen in the periods of
Reconstruction and Redemption
Describe how African-Americans
responded to discrimination
Summarize the views of W.E.B.
DuBois on civil rights and
education for African-Americans
Compare and Contrast primary
and secondary sources describing
how Booker T. Washington and
W.E.B. DuBois addressed the
issue of segregation and
discrimination
Cite relevant historical evidence
in defining problems faced by
African Americans and the

solutions proposed by
Washington and DuBois in
seeking their civil rights

Unit 3: Westward
Expansion and Conflict
on the Plains

3-4 weeks
October/November/
December

Power Standards:
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.D.3.a
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.3.a
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.3.e
Supportive:
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.C.3.b
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.B.5.a
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.D.5.b
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.5.b
NJSLS.SOC.6.2.12.D.4.i

Reading History and Social
Studies
NJSLS.RH.9-10.1
NJSLS.RH.9-10.2
NJSLS.RH.9-10.3
NJSLS.RH.9-10.4
NJSLS.RH.9-10.6
NJSLS.RH.9-10.7
NJSLS.RH.9-10.8
NJSLS.RH.9-10.9
NJSLS.RH.9-10.10
Writing History, Science and
Technical Subjects
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.A
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.B
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List reasons people moved West
following the Civil War
Identify the conditions that
inspired people to move West
Explain the life of cowboys
Summarize the experience of
Exodusters
Define Homestead Act
Describe farmers’ economic
complaints
Research groups moving West
Identify push-pull factors
Describe difficulties groups
encountered
Compare the experiences of
various groups in the West
Summarize the two opposing
arguments in the monetary
policy debate of the late 1800s.
Evaluate the impact of Westward
Expansion on individuals and
groups
Assess Populism as a solution to
farmers’ problems
Explain how Native Americans
were forced West
Explain how President Jackson
dealt with Native Americans
Judge the way in which Jackson
dealt with Native Americans

NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.C
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.D
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.E
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.A
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.B
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.C
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.D
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.E
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.F
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.4
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.5
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.6
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.7
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.8
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.9
Interdisciplinary:
Technology
NJSLS.TECH.8.1.12.D.1
Career Ready Practices
CRP1
CRP2
CRP4
CRP6
CRP7
CRP8
CRP9
Financial Literacy
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Define reservation, Dawes Act
Describe cultural clashes
between whites and Plains
Indians
Describe reasons Native
Americans and settlers came into
conflict
Define genocide and recognize
the stages of genocide
Identify various US policies
towards Native Americans
Summarize how the US
government tried to assimilate
Native Americans
Summarize problems created by
attempts to assimilate Native
Americans
Describe how Plains Indians tried
to resist change
Explain the causes of specific
conflicts between whites and
Native Americans
Identify patterns of conflict
between the US government and
Native Americans
Analyze important turning points
in the struggle between the
military and the Indians in the
West
Analyze the placement of Indians
on reservations.
Explain how expansion impacted
Plains Indians
Explain the impact that migration

NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.A.8
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.D.2
English Language Arts
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.A
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.B
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.C
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.D
NJSLS.SL.9.10.2
NJSLS.SL.9.10.3
NJSLS.SL.9.10.4
Career Exploration:
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.ED.2
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.GV-GOV.2
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had on Native American groups
living in the western states and
territories during this time period
(ex: Little Big Horn, Wounded
Knee).
Investigate the impact of
expansion on the US and Native
peoples
Hypothesize whether conflict
between Plains Indians and the
US government could have been
avoided
Judge US policies and actions
towards Native Americans
Evaluate the continued
mistreatment of the Native
Americans in terms of their lives
and land by government and
private citizens as impacted by
Manifest Destiny.
Debate US expansionist policy
Cite evidence to support a
position on US expansionist
policy

Unit 4:
Industrialization,
Immigration, and
Progressivism

5-8 weeks
January/February

Power Standards:
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.C.5.a
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.D.5.d
NJSLS.SOC 6.1.12.D.5.b
NJSLS.SOC 6.1.12.A.6.a
Supporting Standards:
NJSLS.SOC 6.1.12.A.6.b
NJSLS.SOC 6.1.12.A.5.a
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.B.5.b
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.D.5.a
NJSLS.SOC 6.1.12.D.6.a
NJSLS.SOC 6.1.12.B.6.b

Reading History and Social
Studies
NJSLS.RH.9-10.1
NJSLS.RH.9-10.2
NJSLS.RH.9-10.4
NJSLS.RH.9-10.6
NJSLS.RH.9-10.7
NJSLS.RH.9-10.9
Writing History, Science and
Technical Subjects
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.A
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.B
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.C
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.D
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.E
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.A
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(1-2 weeks)

Identify monopoly, laissez-faire,
Social Darwinism, vertical
integration, horizontal
integration, philanthropist
List the factors in the
Industrialization of America
Identify key business leaders of
the late 1800s
Explain the business practices of
key business leaders of the late
1800s
Summarize the ways that
industrialists gained a
competitive edge over rivals and
the effects that big business had
on American society
Identify arguments in “The
Gospel of Wealth”
Define Old Immigration, New
Immigration, Nativism, Melting
Pot
Compare and contrast the Old
and New Immigration
Describe the push-pull matrix in
regards to immigration
Compare the experiences of
“typical immigrants”
List arguments for and against
the New Immigration
Critique arguments made against
the New Immigration.
Analyze and Synthesize
information from multiple
sources to create an immigration

NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.B
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.C
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.D
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.E
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.F
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.4
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.5
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.6
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.7
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.8
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.9
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.10
Interdisciplinary:
Technology
NJSLS.TECH.8.1.12.D.1
NJSLS.TECH.8.2.12.C.2
Career Ready Practices
CRP4
CRP7
Financial Literacy
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.A.6
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.A.9
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.A.13
English Language Arts
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.A
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.B
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.C
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.D
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narrative addressing the pushpull matrix and cultural
experience of an immigrant
group
List problems in the cities
resulting from industrialization
and immigration
Describe problems in the cities
resulting from industrialization
and immigration
Draw Evidence from
informational texts to explain
how monopolistic practices had
positive and negative economic
effects on individuals and the
nation
Define muckraker
Identify the purpose of The
Jungle and explain its impact
Describe working conditions in
the Industrial Era
Describe living conditions in the
Industrial Era
Describe disasters that occurred
in the Industrial Era
Explain the impact of disasters
that occurred in the Industrial Era
Define union, strike, anarchist
Identify capitalism, socialism,
and communism
Explain characteristics of
capitalism, socialism, and
communism
Summarize the struggle of the

NJSLS.SL.9.10.4
Visual and Performing Arts:
NJSLS.VPA.9-12.1.3.12.C.1
Comprehensive Health and
Physical Education
NJSLS HE.9-12.2.2.12.C.1
NJSLS HE.9-12 2.2.12.C.2
NJSLS HE.9-12.2.1.12.E.1
NJSLS HE.9-12.2.1.12.E.2
Career Exploration:
NJSLS.CAEP.9.2.12.C.8
NJSLS.CAEP.9.2.12.C.4
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.AR-AV.2
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.AR-AV.4
NJSLS.CAEP 9.3.12.AR.-JB.3
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.ED.2
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.GV-GOV.2
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workers during the Industrial
Revolution
Identify reasons workers formed
unions
Identify reasons for worker
strikes
Describe various labor conflicts
Analyze and evaluate the
relationship between powerful
industrialists (like Andrew
Carnegie) and their employees
through analyzing labor conflicts
(like the Homestead Strike).
Compare and contrast various
unions
Describe politics in the Gilded
Age
Explain examples of Gilded Age
culture
Identify problems Progressives
saw in society
List goals of Progressives
Explain ways in which
Progressives advocated to
improve society
Explain how government policies
responded to the conditions and
called for change.
Identify the policies of Teddy
Roosevelt’s administration
Analyze the impact of the
policies of Teddy Roosevelt’s
administration
Assess the legacy of Teddy

Roosevelt

Unit 5: American
Foreign Policy

4-5 weeks
March/April

Power Standards:
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.B.6.a
NJSLS.SOC.6.2.12.D.3.d
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.D.6.b
NJSLS.SOC.6.2.12.A.3.e
Supporting Standards:
NJSLS.SOC.6.2.12.C.3.b
NJSLS.SOC.6.2.12.D.3.c
NJSLS.SOC.6.2.12.A.6.b
Reading History and Social
Studies
NJSLS.RH.9-10.1
NJSLS.RH.9-10.2
NJSLS.RH.9-10.3
NJSLS.RH.9-10.4
NJSLS.RH.9-10.6
NJSLS.RH.9-10.7
NJSLS.RH.9-10.8
NJSLS.RH.9-10.9
Writing History, Science and
Technical Subjects
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.A
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.B
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.C
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.D
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.E
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Students will understand
imperialism and be able to evaluate
the role geography played in
gaining access to raw materials and
finding new global markets to
promote trade (6.1.12.B.6.a)
(1-1.5 weeks)

Label a map of areas subject to
US influence
Define imperialism
Recognize reasons for
imperialism
Describe how the areas on the
labeled map relate to imperialism
Describe and summarize the
Students will understand the role
reasons for imperialism
of racism in US foreign policy and
Summarize the annexation of
be able to analyze US foreign policy Hawaii
from multiple perspectives
Summarize US involvement in
6.2.12.D.3.d
China and Japan
(1-1.5 weeks)
Define yellow journalism
Identify the causes of the
Students will understand how US
Spanish-American War
foreign policy resulted in the US
Describe the results of the
becoming a world power and be
Spanish-American War
able to compare and contrast the
Identify reasons McKinley gave
foreign policies of presidents in the for annexing the Philippines
Emergence of Modern America
Summarize reasons some
6.1.12.D.6.b
Americans opposed War with the
(1-1.5 weeks)
Philippines and annexing the
Philippines
Students will understand how US
Summarize the causes and
foreign policy made the United
results of the Spanish-American
States both welcome and
War and Philippine-American
unpopular around the world and be War
able to defend and/or condemn the Describe the relationship
role of the US in various regions
between racism and US foreign
(6.1.12.D.6.b, 6.2.12.D.3.d;
policy

NJSLS.WHST.9-10.4
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.7
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.8
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.9
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.10

Interdisciplinary:
Technology
NJSLS.TECH.8.1.12.D.1
Career Ready Practices
CRP2
CRP4
CRP5
CRP6
CRP7
CRP12
English Language Arts
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.A
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.B
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.C
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.D
NJSLS.SL.9.10.2
NJSLS.SL.9.10.3
NJSLS.SL.9.10.4
Visual and Performing Arts:
NJSLS.VPA.9-12.1.3.12.C.1
Comprehensive Health and
Physical Education
NJSLS HE.9-12.2.1.12.E.1
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6.2.12.A.3.e)
(in conjunction with the above
units)

Analyze US foreign policy from
the perspective of various groups
of white Americans, many
African-Americans, and Filipinos
Analyze political cartoons as
being pro or anti-US and explain
the symbols and meanings
Draw Conclusions as to why
American soldiers acted the way
they did in the Philippines
Identify Open Door Policy,
Monroe Doctrine, Roosevelt
Corollary, Imperialism, Big Stick,
Dollar Diplomacy, Missionary
Diplomacy, Great White Fleet,
White Man’s Burden, banana
republic
Recognize ways in which the US
become a world power
Describe some foreign policies
used by the US
Explain how the construction of
the Panama Canal helped the US
become a world power
Summarize Roosevelt’s
arguments about the role of the
US in Latin-America
Summarize anti-imperialist views
about the role of the US in LatinAmerica
Assess the foreign policy of
Theodore Roosevelt
Compare and contrast the
foreign policies of McKinley,

Roosevelt, Taft, and Wilson
Explain how US foreign policy
made the US both welcome and
unpopular around the world and
support this statement with
specific examples
Debate America’s New Role in
the World and defend and/or
condemn this role in various
regions
Cite evidence to support a
position on US foreign policy

Career Exploration:
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.GV-FIR.1
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.GV-GOV.3
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.AR-AV.2
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.AR-AV.4
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.AR.-JB.3
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.ED.2
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.GV-GOV.2

Unit 6: WWI

3 weeks
April

Power Standards
Subject Area: SOC.9-12
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.7.a
NJSLS.SOC.6.2.12.D.4.a
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.7.b
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.7.c
Supporting Standards
Subject Area: SOC.9-12
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.B.7.a
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.D.7.b
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.C.7.a
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.C.7.b
Reading History and Social
Studies
NJSLS.RH.9-10.1
NJSLS.RH.9-10.2
NJSLS.RH.9-10.4
Writing History, Science and
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Students will understand the
causes of WWI and US entry into
the war and analyze the extent to
which militarism, alliances,
imperialism, and nationalism led to
WWI and judge whether or not it
was necessary for the US to enter
the war (6.1.2.A.7.a).
(1-2 weeks)
Students will understand the
impact of WWI on individual
liberties and be able to judge
government policies designed to
promote patriotism and protect
national security (6.1.12.A.7.b).
(1-2 weeks)
Students will understand the goals
of the Fourteen Points and the
Treaty of Versailles and be able to

Label key players and alliances in
WWI
Identify the causes of WWI
Recognize the spark of WWI
Summarize the causes and
events that led to WWI
Describe the relationship
between the causes of WWI and
the spark of WWI
Identify and Explain new
technologies of WWI
Explain why the US went to war
in 1917
Judge whether the US was
justified in entering WWI
Recognize the ways the US
government prepared the nation
for war
Explain how the US raised an
army
Explain how the US gained

Technical Subjects
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.A
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.B
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.C
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.D
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.1.E
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.7
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.8
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.9
Interdisciplinary:
Technology
NJSLS.TECH.8.1.12.D.1
Career Ready Practices
CRP4
CRP7
Financial Literacy:
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.A.5
English Language Arts
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.A
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.B
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.C
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.D
NJSLS.SL.9.10.2
NJSLS.SL.9.10.3
NJSLS.SL.9.10.4
Comprehensive Health and
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compare and contrast the Fourteen
Points and the Treaty of Versailles
and judge the fairness of the Treaty
(6.1.12.A.7.c).
(1-2 weeks)

support for WWI
Define propaganda, espionage,
conscription, bond, pacifist,
victory garden
Describe how and why
propaganda was used
Explain how the US raised an
army and won support for WWI
Describe how efforts to enforce
loyalty led to hostility and
repression
Summarize reasons some
Americans opposed the war and
wartime governmental policies
Defend and/or Condemn US
policies designed to promote
patriotism and protect national
security
Define the Fourteen Points
Identify Wilson’s general goals in
the Fourteen Points
List 3 specific points in Wilson’s
Plan
Summarize the main provisions
of the Fourteen Points
Summarize the main provisions
in the Treaty of Versailles
Describe the relationship
between the causes of war and
provisions in the Fourteen Points
and the Treaty of Versailles
Compare and Contrast the
Fourteen Points and the Treaty of
Versailles

Physical Education
NJSLS HE.9-12.2.1.12.E.1
NJSLS HE.9-12.2.3.12.C.3

Judge the fairness of the Treaty
of Versailles

Career Exploration
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.LW-SEC.7
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.LW-SEC.18

Unit 7: Boom Times to
Hard Times: The 20’s
Boom, the Crash, the
Great Depression and
the New Deal

5-6 weeks
May/June

Power Standards
Subject Area: SOC.9-12
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.8.c
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.C.8.b
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.D.8.a
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.9.a
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.D.9.b
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.C.10.b
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.10.b
Supporting Standards
Subject Area: SOC.9-12
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.D.6.c
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.C.8.a
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.D.8.b
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.C.9.b
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.B.9.a
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.C.9.a
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.10.c
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.10.a
Reading History and Social
Studies
NJSLS.RH.9-10.1
NJSLS.RH.9-10.2
NJSLS.RH.9-10.4
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Students will understand changing
attitudes and values in the postwar period and be able to analyze
the impact of intolerance and
changing attitudes and values on
society and politics. 6.1.12.C.8.b
(1.5-3 weeks)

Define Red Scare
Explain the causes of the Red
Scare
Explain why Americans believed
“reds” were active in America
Examine the impact of the Red
Scare on the Trial of Sacco and
Vanzetti
Students will understand the
List examples of racial
causes of the Great Depression and intolerance in the 1920s
the stock market crash and be able Explain the causes of racial
to assess the impact of the crash
intolerance in the 1920s
and analyze the impact of the Great Identify Harlem Renaissance and
Depression on various groups in
key individuals involved in the
America (6.1.12.A.9.a;
Harlem Renaissance
6.1.12.D.9.b).
Describe the Harlem Renaissance
(2.5-3 weeks)
Summarize the influence of
African-American musical styles
Students will understand the New
on mass culture
Deal and be able to identify key
Define eugenics
components and criticisms of the
Define flapper
New Deal and analyze the impact
Describe characteristics of the
of the New Deal on the
New Youth Culture
government and individuals in
Describe the main features of the
America (6.1.12.C.10.b).
Roaring Twenties
(1-2 weeks)
Define Prohibition

NJSLS.RH.9-10.8
NJSLS.RH.9-10.9
NJSLS.RH.9-10.10

Writing History, Science and
Technical Subjects
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.A
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.B
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.C
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.D
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.E
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.2.F
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.4
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.7
NJSLS.WHST.9-10.8
Interdisciplinary:
Technology
NJSLS.TECH.8.1.12.D.1
Career Ready Practices
CRP4
CRP5
CRP7
Financial Literacy
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.A.12
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.D.3
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.D.12
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.A.5
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.G.1
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Explain reasons for Prohibition
List arguments for and against
Prohibition
Evaluate the successes and
failures of Prohibition
Cite Evidence in an analysis of
Prohibition
Explain the historical context of
gender roles in the US
Identify suffrage
Identify key leaders in the early
women’s movement and explain
their arguments
Summarize the major arguments
in the Declaration of Sentiments
Describe the debate over
women’s equality in the late
1800s
List arguments for and against
suffrage for women
Trace the Development of the
suffrage movement.
Compare and contrast the goals
and methods of key leaders in
the women’s movement
Summarize the different
strategies that NAWSA and the
NWP used in the final push for
suffrage
Analyze the factors that led to a
final victory for the suffragists
Analyze and Synthesize
information from multiple
sources to evaluate the role of

English Language Arts
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.A
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.B
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.C
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.D
NJSLS.SL.9.10.4
Visual and Performing Arts:
NJSLS.VPA.9-12.1.2.12.A.2
NJSLS.VPA.9-12.1.3.12.C.1
Comprehensive Health and
Physical Education
NJSLS HE.9-12.2.3.12.C.3
Career Exploration
NJSLS.CAEP.9.2.12.C.4
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.AR-AV.2
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.AR-AV.4
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.AR.-JB.3
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.ED.2
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.GV-GOV.2
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individuals on the suffrage
movement
List the causes of the economic
boom of the 1920s
Describe the ways in which
America boomed in the 1920s
Identify groups that did not
benefit from the economic boom
and explain why
Identify some risks of investing
in the stock market in the 1920s
Identify Black Tuesday
Explain the panic that ensued
after the stock market crash in
1929
List the causes of the Great
Depression
Analyze the effect of the stock
market crash on banks
Analyze the implications of the
stock market crash in
contributing to the Great
Depression.
Critique the economic boom of
the 20’s by identifying
weaknesses that would
contribute to the Great
Depression
Identify problems associated
with the Great Depression
Explain the impact of the Great
Depression on various groups in
America
Explain the Dustbowl

Compare and Contrast the
different approaches to meeting
the immediate problems of the
Great Depression by Hoover and
Roosevelt.
Identify the goals of the New
Deal
Describe ways FDR responded to
the economic crisis
Explain some New Deal programs
Explain criticisms of the New
Deal
Cite relevant historical evidence
to Defend or Condemn
Roosevelt’s New Deal addressing
the opposition
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Kingsway Regional School District
Grade 10-Academic United States History I
Unit 1: Early US Expansion and the Seeds of the Civil War

Recommended Duration: 4-5 weeks (September/October)

Unit Description: This unit is designed to guide students in understanding the multiple political, social, and economic factors that caused
American territorial expansion and how this expansion contributed to the Civil War. Students will be able to trace the development of the
United States from “Sea to Shining Sea” and explain how the concept of Manifest Destiny defined the period of Early US expansion. Students will
be able to relate how the addition of new territories heightened sectional tensions and list and explain the causes of the Civil War. Students will
be able to assess how Manifest Destiny in combination with the slavery issue contributed to secession and the Civil War.
Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings

Should political opposition have the right to criticize a president’s
foreign policy?

Yes, nations build upon compromise and conflict. Political opposition
has the right to criticize a president’s policy for the right to freedom of
speech and ideas and the right to try to manipulate public opinion for
political gain. No, political opposition should support the president’s
foreign policy aims or it makes the country appear weak to other
nations. When the opposition becomes the ruling party, then they can
make policy changes.

How did the US expand and what was the social, cultural, political, and
economic impact of this expansion?

The US expanded through purchasing territory, annexing territory,
going to war, and compromising with other nations. After the
Purchase of the Louisiana Territory, Americans began to settle West
leading to conflict with Mexico and ultimately the acquisition of new
land which allowed the US to fulfill its manifest destiny. Territorial and
economic growth cause change in politics and society. The impact of
the expansion resulted in emphasizing sectional differences between
the North and South and the rise of the Republican party. It led to
wars with Native-Americans. It provided economic opportunities
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Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings
(mining, furs, trade etc.) and allowed for the incorporation of many
different nationalities and races into our nation.

How did western expansion exacerbate the conflict between the North
and South?

Was the Civil War inevitable?

Was slavery the primary cause of the Civil War?
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The issue of statehood for new territories in the West divided the
nation. From the Missouri Compromise to the Kansas-Nebraska Act,
the debate over slavery in the territories placed an assault on national
unity. Though there was compromise, decisions like the Dred Scott
Case reopened the issues expansion caused. Incorporating new
territories lead to disputes over slavery, disrupted the balance of
power between slave and free states in Congress, and increased
sectionalism. The growing political power of the free states caused
fear among the slave states.
War is never inevitable. Americans’ shared values, national identity,
commitment to democracy and belief in capitalism could have allowed
for compromise and peaceful settling of their differences. A plan
recognizing the rights of slave owners while providing for the gradual
abolition of slavery and help in adjusting to a more industrial economy
may have been feasible if presented in a manner displaying a greater
benefit to cost ratio. Stronger leadership in the pre-war years could
have stood up to extremists agitating dissent or favoring dissolution of
the Union. The Civil War could not have been avoided. Sectional
differences had grown too deep by 1860 ensuring major conflict.
The causes of the Civil War were many and complex (slavery, state’s
rights, protective tariffs, sectionalism along with Westward Expansion
and political control and issues concerning leadership). To state one
primary cause of the war is to simplify the issue and limit
understanding to an elementary level. To be sure slavery is one of the

Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings
primary causes of the Civil War driving many of the major divisions
between the North and South, but the idea that it was the principal
cause can be challenged. The issue of states’ rights entangled within
the slavery debate and the way in which southerners felt the federal
government was threatening their way of life cannot be discounted.

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Content Standards:
Power (Primary):

Students will understand how the US
expanded and be able to evaluate the impact
of US growth and expansion through 1840.

Label a map of US expansion
Describe how the US acquired land in the West
Define Manifest Destiny, annex, cede
Identify and describe the ways in which
territories were acquired
Explain how the US gained the Louisiana territory
Explain the controversy of Jefferson making the
Louisiana Purchase
Identify the purpose of the Lewis and Clark
expedition
Describe the voyage of the Corps of Discovery and
its findings
Describe the impact of the Louisiana Purchase
Assess Jefferson’s decision to purchase the
Louisiana Territory
Identify causes of the War of 1812
Describe the causes and outcome of the War of
1812
Identify the Monroe Doctrine
Describe how the US obtained Florida

Power (Primary):
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.3.a
Assess the influence of Manifest Destiny on
foreign policy during different time periods in
American history.
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.3.b
Determine the extent to which America’s
foreign policy (i.e. Tripoli pirates, the Louisiana
Purchase, the War of 1812, the Monroe
Doctrine, the war with Mexico, and Native
American removal) was influenced by
perceived national interests.

Students will understand the concept of
Manifest Destiny and be able to judge the
acquisitions of Texas, Oregon, and the
Mexican Cession and their impact on the US.
Students will understand the causes of the
Civil War and be able to assess how Manifest
Destiny in combination with the slavery issue
contributed to secession and the Civil War.

NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.4.a
Analyze the ways in which prevailing attitudes,
socioeconomic factors, and government actions
(i.e., the Fugitive Slave Act and Dred Scott
Decision) in the North and South (i.e.,
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Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Secession) led to the Civil War.
NJSLS.SOC. 6.1.12.B.3.a
Assess the impact of Western settlement on
the expansion of United States political
boundaries.
Supportive (Secondary):
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.A.3.c
Assess the role of geopolitics in the
development of American foreign relations
during this period.
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12.C.3.b
Relate the wealth of natural resources to the
economic development of the United States
and to the quality of life of individuals.
NJSLS.SOC6.1.12.D.3.a
Determine how expansion created opportunity
for some and hardship for others by
considering multiple perspectives.
NJSLS.SOC. 6.1.12.A.3.h
Examine multiple perspectives on slavery and
evaluate the claims used to justify the
arguments.
NJSLS.SOC. 6.1.12.D.3.c
Assess how states’ rights (i.e., Nullification) and
sectional interests influenced party politics and
shaped national polices (i.e., the Missouri
Compromise and the Compromise of 1850)
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Learning Objectives
Explain how the US obtained part of the Oregon
Country
Summarize the events that led to Texas
independence
Contrast various viewpoints on the annexation of
Texas
List the causes and results of the MexicanAmerican War
Compare perspectives on the Mexican War
Debate US motives for the Mexican War
Summarize how war against Mexico helped the
US achieve its “manifest destiny”
Explain how Americans justified Westward
Expansion
Analyze the role race played in arguments
regarding US expansion
Analyze the role “race” played in how the US
acquired territories
Identify push-pull factors/identify the causes and
effects of migration to parts of the West (Utah,
California)
Describe the pioneers of the 1840’s
Explain the impact of the discovery of gold in
California
Explain how and why early pioneers journeyed
west, and examine where they settled
Describe difficulties early settlers encountered
Identify the impact of early expansion on Native

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Key Ideas and Details:
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.1
Accurately cite strong and thorough textual
evidence to support analysis of primary and
secondary sources, attending to such features
as the date and origin of the information.
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.2
Determine the theme, central ideas, key
information and/or perspective(s) presented in
a primary or secondary source; provide an
accurate summary that makes clear the
relationships among the key details and ideas.
Craft and Structure:
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.4
Determine the meaning of words and phrases
as they are used in a text, including vocabulary
describing political, social, or economic aspects
of history and the social sciences; analyze the
cumulative impact of specific word choices on
meaning and tone.
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.6
Compare the point of view of two or more
authors in regards to how they treat the same
or similar topics, including which details they
include and emphasize in their respective
accounts.
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas:
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.9
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Learning Objectives
Peoples and the impact of native peoples on
those expanding
Compare the experiences of various groups in the
West
List the major causes of the Civil War
Define slavery, states’ rights, sectionalism, tariff,
popular sovereignty, secede
Label a map of free states, slave states, border
states
Examine the role of states’ rights and slavery
Analyze the Constitution in regards to states’
rights and slavery
Identify events leading to the Civil War
Describe the events leading to the Civil War
Assess how Manifest Destiny in combination with
the slavery issue contributed to secession and the
Civil War
Explain the Dred Scott decision
Assess the impact of Lincoln’s election on
secession
Analyze and Synthesize information from
multiple sources to develop an alternative to the
Civil War
Cite Evidence to support a position on secession

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Compare and contrast treatments of the same
topic, or of various perspectives, in several
primary and secondary sources; analyze how
they related in terms of themes and significant
historical concepts.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2
Write informative/explanatory texts, including
the narration of historical events, scientific
procedures/ experiments, or technical
processes.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.B
Develop the topic with well-chosen, relevant,
and sufficient facts, extended definitions,
concrete details, quotations, or other
information and examples appropriate to the
audience's knowledge of the topic.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.C
Use varied transitions and sentence structures
to link the major sections of the text, create
cohesion, and clarify the relationships among
ideas and concepts.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.D
Use precise language and domain-specific
vocabulary to manage the complexity of the
topic and convey a style appropriate to the
discipline and context as well as to the
expertise of likely readers.
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Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Production and Distribution of Writing:
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.4
Produce clear and coherent writing in which
the development, organization, and style are
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1
Write arguments to support claims in an
analysis of substantive topics or texts, using
valid reasoning and relevant sufficient textual
and non-textual evidence.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.A
Introduce precise claim(s), distinguish the
claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and
create an organization that establishes clear
relationships among the claim(s),
counterclaims, reasons, and evidence.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.B
Develop claim(s) and counterclaims using
sound reasoning, supplying data and evidence
for each while pointing out the strengths and
limitations of both claim(s) and counterclaims
in a discipline-appropriate form and in a
manner that anticipates the audience's
knowledge level and concerns.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.C
Use transitions (e.g. words, phrases, clauses) to
link the major sections of the text, create
cohesion, and clarify the relationships between
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Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

claim(s) and reasons, between reasons and
evidence, and between claim(s) and
counterclaims.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.D
Establish and maintain a style and tone
appropriate to the audience and purpose (e.g.
formal and objective for academic writing)
while attending to the norms and conventions
of the discipline in which they are writing.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.E
Provide a concluding statement or section that
supports the argument presented.

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Performance Assessments

Questioning, Discussions, Exit
Tickets, Entrance Tickets Graphic
Organizers, Think/Pair/Share,
Read/Pair/Share, Quizzes,
SHEG Reading Like a HistorianManifest Destiny

Quizzes
Unit Test
Political Cartoon CreationCauses of the Civil War
Primary Source précis

Mini Presentation
Debate
Primary Source Discussion
RAFT-Prelude to Civil War
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Major
Activities/Assignments/Assessments
(required)
Map Quiz
Summative Assessment Pre-Test
SHEG Reading Like a Historian
Manifest Destiny

Unit Vocabulary
Essential: abolitionist, acquisition, annex, cede, compromise, Compromise of 1850, condemn, defend, defiance, Dred Scott Decision, forty-niners,
Fugitive Slave Act, manifest destiny, Mexican Cession, Missouri Compromise, Monroe Doctrine, oppose, popular sovereignty, radical, Rio Grande,
sectionalism, slavery, sovereignty, states’ rights, tariffs, Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo
Non-Essential: allotted, assails, Border Ruffians, federalists, grievances, cholera, polygamy, Providence, Mormon Trail, Oregon Trail, Alamo, Fourth
Amendment, Tenth Amendment, 3/5 Compromise, Seminoles, Lone Star Republic, Gadsden Purchase, War Hawks, impressment, push factors, pull
factors, polygamy
Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

____ Global Awareness

__x_ Creativity & Innovation

__x__ Civic Literacy

__x_ Media Literacy

Laptop Carts

____ Financial, Economic,

_x__ Critical Thinking and Problem

S – Students will read historical
information online.

Business, & Entrepreneurial

Solving

Literacy

____ Life and Career Skills

____ Health Literacy

____ Information & Communication

Integration of Technology

Technology:
Technology
NJSLS.TECH.8.1.12.D.1
Demonstrate appropriate application of Poll Everywhere
copyright, fair use and/or Creative
Promethean Board
Commons to an original work.
NJSLS.TECH.8.1.12.A.3
Collaborate in online courses, learning
communities, social networks or virtual
worlds to discuss a resolution to a
problem or issue
Career Ready Practices
CRP1
Act as a responsible and contributing
citizen and employee.
CRP2
Apply appropriate academic and
technical skills.
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S – Students will study
geography by playing online
map games.

Technologies Literacy
A – Students will take a quiz
using Google Form instead of
using a pencil and paper.
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__x_ Communication & Collaboration
__x_ Information Literacy

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

CRP4
Communicate clearly and effectively
and with reason.
CRP6
Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
Financial Literacy
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.A.5
Analyze how the economic, social, and
political conditions of a time period can
affect the labor market
Subject-Specific Interdisciplinary
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1
Initiate and participate effectively in a
range of collaborative discussions (oneon-one, in groups, and teacher-led)
with peers on grades 9-10 topics, texts,
and issues, building on others’ ideas
and expressing their own clearly and
persuasively.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.A
Come to discussions prepared, having
read and researched material under
study; explicitly draw on that
preparation by referring to evidence
from texts and other research on the
topic or issue to stimulate a thoughtful,
well-reasoned exchange of ideas.
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.B
Collaborate with peers to set rules for
discussions (e.g. informal consensus,
taking votes on key issues, presentation
of alternate views); develop clear goals
and assessment criteria (e.g. student
developed rubric) and assign individual
roles as needed.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.C
Propel conversations by posing and
responding to questions that relate the
current discussion to broader themes
or larger ideas; actively incorporate
others into the discussion; and clarify,
verify, or challenge ideas and
conclusions.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.D
Respond thoughtfully to various
perspectives, summarize points of
agreement and disagreement, and
justify own views. Make new
connections in light of the evidence and
reasoning presented.
Health/PE:
HE.9-12.2.1.12.E.1
Predict the short- and long-term
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

consequences of unresolved conflicts.
Career Exploration
9.3.GV-GOV.3
Select and apply appropriate political
processes to gain consensus for the
resolution of differing opinions and
positions.

Resources:
Texts/Materials: The American Republic Since 1877
The American West 1840-1895: The Struggle for the Plains
Louisiana Purchase Timeline
US Territorial Expansion Map
“Letters by Federalists”
“Purchase of Louisiana”---Alexander Hamilton
“Charles Sumner Assails the Texas Grab”
“President James Polk Justifies the Texas Coup”
“The Cabinet Debates War”
“The President Blames Mexico”
“Massachusetts Voices Condemnation”
“Andrew Jackson and the Annexation of Texas”
“A House Divided”
“Which Way the Nation”
“The Meaning of the Fourth of July to the Negro”---Frederick Douglass
“The Union in Jeopardy: A Fourth of July Speech.”---Robert Stockton
“White Southerners’ Defense of Slaveholding”
“Dred Scott v. Sanford”
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Resources:
Political Cartoons EX: Polk’s Dream
Major Assignments (required): Map Quiz, Summative Assessment Pre-Test
Major Activities (required): Primary Source Analysis (Constitution Day) SHEG Reading Like a Historian Manifest Destiny
Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations
Special Education Students

ELLs [English Language Learners]

At-Risk Students

Gifted Students

Accommodations
● Additional Time
● Vary Test Formats
● Student Choice
● Highlight Key Directions
● Pace Long-Term Projects
● Allow Retakes on Certain
Assessments
● Provide Study Guides
● Order Test Items from
Least Complex to Most
Complex

Accommodations
● Additional Time
● Vary Test Formats
● Student Choice
● Highlight Key Directions
● Allow Retakes on Certain
Assessments
● Provide Study Guides
● Order Test Items from
Least Complex to Most
Complex
● Google Translate
● Resources in Native
Language
● Simplified Assessment
● Simplified Content

Accommodations
● Additional Time
● Vary Test Formats
● Student Choice
● Highlight Key Directions
● Pace Long-Term Projects
● Allow Retakes on Certain
Assessments
● Provide Study Guides
● Quiz / Test Prep
● Order Test Items from
Least Complex to Most
Complex

Accommodations/Differentiation
● Enhanced Learning Goals
● Additional Reading and
Resources to Enrich Material
● One-to-One Teacher Interaction
to Further Learning
● Retakes Allow Student to
Achieve Higher Levels with no
Limit

Modifications
● Oral Testing
● Choice Format /
Alternative Assessment
Differentiation
● Extra Practice
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Modifications
● Oral Testing
● Accept Short Answers
● Choice Format /
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Modifications
● Choice Format /
Alternative Assessment
Differentiation
● Extra Practice

Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations
Special Education Students
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

One-to-One Tutoring
Varied Homework
Assignments
Choice Menu
RAFT
Provided Visuals and
Other Study Aids
Tiered Homework
Tiered Assessments

ELLs [English Language Learners]

At-Risk Students

Alternative Assessment
● Allow Electronic Device
Differentiation
● Extra Practice
● One-to-One Tutoring
● Varied Homework
Assignments
● Choice Menu
● RAFT
● Provided Visuals and
Other Study Aids

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Gifted Students

One-to-One Tutoring
Varied Homework
Assignments
Choice Menu
RAFT
Provided Visuals and
Other Study Aids
Tiered Homework
Tiered Assessments

Possible Instructional Modifications/Accommodations/Differentiation
Special Education Students

ELLs [English Language Learners]

At-Risk Students

Accommodations
● Graphic Organizers
● Preferential Seating
● Review Sessions
● Textbooks for At-Home
Use
● Additional Time for
Assignments
● Guided Notes
● Copies of Notes Provided

Accommodations
● Graphic Organizers
● Visuals Accompany
Written Information
● Textbooks for At-Home
Use
● Additional Time for
Assignments
● Guided Notes, Google
Translate Option via

Accommodations
Accommodations/Differentiation
● Graphic Organizers
● Tiered assignments
● Preferential Seating
● Multiple texts (leveled
● Review Sessions
reading)
● Textbooks for At-Home Use
● Tiered Homework
● Additional Time for
assignments
Assignments
● Mini-lessons/Small group
● Guided Notes
instruction
● Copies of Notes Provided
● One-on-one conferences
● Support Auditory
● Oral quizzes
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Gifted Students

Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations
Special Education Students
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Support Auditory
Presentations with Visuals
Hands-On Activities
Use of Manipulations
Establish Classroom Rules
and Procedures
Alternate Quiet and Active
Time
Teach Time Management
Skills
Verbal and Visual Cues for
Staying on Task
Adjusted Assignment
Timelines
Immediate Feedback
Work-In-Progress Check
Personalized Examples
No Penalty for Spelling
Errors or Sloppy
Handwriting [assessments
graded at higher standard
than homework]

Modifications
● No Penalty for Spelling
Errors
● Change of Level of
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ELLs [English Language Learners]
●
●
●
●
●
●

Google Classroom
Copies of Notes Provided
Support Auditory
Presentations with Visuals
Hands-On Activities
Verbal and Visual Cues for
Staying on Task
Adjusted Assignment
Timelines
No Penalty for Spelling
Errors or Sloppy
Handwriting [assessments
graded at higher standard
than homework]

At-Risk Students
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Presentations with Visuals
Hands-On Activities
Use of Manipulations
Establish Classroom Rules
and Procedures
Alternate Quiet and Active
Time
Teach Time Management
Skills
Verbal and Visual Cues for
Staying on Task
Adjusted Assignment
Timelines
Immediate Feedback
Work-In-Progress Check
Personalized Examples
No Penalty for Spelling
Errors or Sloppy
Handwriting [assessments
graded at higher standard
than homework]

Modifications
● No Penalty for Spelling
Errors
● Change of Level of
Difficulty and Complexity
● Shortening Assignment
● Reworded Questions /
Modifications
Problems
● Projects Instead of Written
● No Penalty for Spelling
Products
Errors
● Modified Grading
● Change of Level of
Difficulty and Complexity
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Gifted Students
●
●
●
●
●

Learning Stations
Flexible grouping
Learning Contracts
Curriculum Compacting
Jigsaw

Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations
Special Education Students
●
●
●

●
●
●

ELLs [English Language Learners]

Difficulty and Complexity
Read Passages Aloud
Shortening Assignment
Allow outlining, instead of
writing for an essay or
major project
Reworded Questions /
Problems
Projects Instead of Written
Products
Modified Grading

Differentiation
● Mini-lessons / Small Group
Instruction
● One-on-One Conference
● Learning Stations
● Flexible Grouping
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At-Risk Students
●
●
●

Gifted Students

Read Passages Aloud
Shortening Assignment
Allow outlining, instead of
writing for an essay or
major project
● Reworded Questions /
Problems
● Projects Instead of Written
Products
● Modified Grading

Kingsway Regional School District
Grade 10-Academic United States History I
Unit 2: The Civil War, Reconstruction, and Redemption

Recommended Duration: 3-4 weeks (October)

Unit Description: This unit is designed to guide students in understanding the lasting impact of the Civil War. Students will compare the aims of
the Union and Confederacy in the Civil War and assess the broadening of Union war goals. Students will assess the methods by which the Union
won the war. They will be able to explain how efforts to reunite the country through Reconstruction were contested and resisted and evaluate
the long-term consequences, impact, and legacy of Reconstruction. Students will be able to define the problems faced by African-Americans in
the post-Reconstruction period and compare, contrast, and evaluate the various proposals of how to secure African-American civil rights.
Students will understand the impact the Civil War and Reconstruction eras had in dealing with the states versus federal government conflict for
supremacy.
Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings

Does Abraham Lincoln deserve to be called the “Great Emancipator,”
or did the slaves free themselves?

Yes, the Emancipation Proclamation freed slaves in states in rebellion
to the Union. It inspired southern slaves who learned of the
Proclamation to free themselves by escaping to Union lines. Lincoln
deserves to be called the “Great Emancipator” because though he
started as a Republican who wanted to prevent the spread of slavery to
the West, he evolved in his thinking. Declaring slaves “contraband of
war” and freeing them along with Lincoln’s suggestion to Douglass to
organize men to inform slaves of emancipation shows he had a moral
interest in abolishing slavery. Lincoln supported emancipation and
even black voting in a speech before his death. Though he originally
stated his goal was to save the Union, it is clear his opinion on slavery
evolved.

How should the Union be reconstructed/Should the South have been
treated as a defeated nation or as rebellious states?

No, the Emancipation Proclamation was a political ploy to keep
England out of the war and a military strategy. It had little direct
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Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings
impact on slavery as the Confederacy did not accept the Proclamation,
it did not free slaves living in Confederate areas under Union control,
and it did not free slaves in the border states. In Lincoln’s First
Inaugural Address he reasserted he had no intention of ending slavery
where it existed or repealing the Fugitive slave law and that the war
was a war to preserve the Union. Lincoln did not free the slaves. If he
freed the slaves he would have created an executive order that also
freed them in the border states. The Thirteenth Amendment abolished
slavery and was ratified by the States. Slavery was in the Constitution
and only changing the Constitution could truly end slavery.
The South should be viewed as rebellious states. It was a small group
of wealthy southerners that agitated for secession. These Confederate
leaders should be barred from politics until they repent for their
actions, but the rest of the southerners should not be punished and
should resume the rights of citizenship. The goal of the war was to
reunite the nation, punishing the South will not assist in that goal.
President Lincoln viewed the South as the prodigal son and stated
“with malice towards none, with charity towards all, let us bind up the
nation’s wounds.” As he viewed the war as a war to save the Union, he
did not believe states had a right to secede, and therefore were not an
independent nation but simply rebellious states.
The South should be treated as a defeated nation, treated as
conquered territories, and punished. The Confederacy viewed
themselves as a separate nation with their own government and
Constitution. They lost the war and should be treated just as Mexico
was treated after losing war with the US. The southern states should
have their political, social, and economic life reorganized by the victors.
Confederate leaders should be hanged for treason. George Julian even
went as far as to advocate a redistribution of Confederate leaders’
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Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings
estates among the poor and blacks of the South to promote democracy
and prevent the old Confederate leaders from retaining power.

Does tension between the President and Congress make for a healthy
government?

Yes, it allows all views to be vigorously debated and promotes a
democratic tradition. No, it results in nothing being accomplished and
an acrimonious atmosphere that lowers citizen approval of
government. No, it then allows a party with the majority of power to
dictate what it wants rather than listening to the needs of all citizens.

Does racial equality depend upon government action?
Yes, without the government’s ability to enforce equality under the law
equality cannot exist. This is evidenced in the way in which the Courts
legislated during the Civil Rights Movement and how troops had to be
used to desegregate schools.
No, racial equality can never be fully achieved without people believing
in the idea. The government can help promote cultural diversity and
awareness, but the change has to come from within otherwise it is not
true equality.
Can separate be equal?
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Yes, separate can be equal and be beneficial. For example having only
gender neutral bathrooms could make people uncomfortable and
unable to carry out their necessary functions because of fear or having
adult facilities that allow children could be detrimental to business.
NO, simply stating separate but equal makes a person/group inherently
unequal. It reinforces that there is a dominant class that wants to be
separated from a subject class and makes the non-dominant class feel
unequal.

Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings

What are the lasting repercussions of the Civil War and
Reconstruction?

The Civil War forever changed the relationship between Americans and
their government and gave a new meaning to American citizenship.
Reconstruction greatly redefined the place of African-Americans in
American society. African-Americans made limited political gains
throughout the era of Reconstruction but the rights guaranteed to
them gave hope to the struggle for full equality. The provisions of the
Fourteenth Amendment were later used in the Civil Rights Movement
and the movements for civil rights for other groups including the
LGBQT community today. The Civil War asserted the authority of the
federal government over states in a debate that continues to this day.
It led to the creation of the KKK which was reborn in later decades and
an entrenchment of a hatred for the federal government which
continues in many areas in the US. The Civil War and the Fourteenth
Amendment are still a topic of heated debate throughout the nation
concerning the role of states’ rights and the role of the federal
government.

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Content Standards:
Power (Primary):

Students will understand goals of the Union
and Confederacy and assess the broadening of
Lincoln’s goals and analyze the reasons the
Union won the Civil War.

Compare and contrast the antebellum North and
South
Assess the strengths and weaknesses of the North
and the South
Explain how and why the Civil War began
Identify key players in the Civil War Era
Summarize why Lincoln issued the Emancipation
Proclamation
Evaluate total war as a tactic

NJSLS.6.1.12.B.4.a
Use maps and primary sources to assess the
impact that geography, improved military
strategies, political and military decisions (e.g.,
leadership), and new modes of transportation
had on the outcome of the Civil War
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Students will understand the period of
Reconstruction and be able to compare,
contrast, and evaluate various Reconstruction
plans and their impact on the US.
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Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

NJSLS.6.1.12.D.4.c
Analyze the debate about how to reunite the
country, and determine the extent to which
enacted Reconstruction policies achieved their
goal

Students will understand the condition of
African-Americans in the early 1900s and be
able to compare, contrast, and critique the
response of Booker T. Washington and WEB
DuBois to these conditions.

Define Reconstruction
Describe how the Civil War affected the South
Explain the assassination of Lincoln
Analyze the reasons John Wilkes Booth
assassinated Lincoln
Predict the impact of Lincoln’s assassination on
the South
Explain Lincoln’s Plan for reunion
Debate Lincoln’s role in “freeing” the slaves
Compare and contrast Johnson’s plans for
Reconstruction with that of Abraham Lincoln.

NJSLS.6.1.12.A.6.c
Relate the creation of African American
advocacy organizations (i.e., the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored
People) to United States Supreme Court
decisions (i.e., Plessy v Ferguson) and state and
local government policies
NJSLS.6.1.12.A.4.c
Judge the effectiveness of the 13th, 14th, and
15th Amendments in obtaining citizenship and
equality for African Americans
NJSLS.6.1.12.D.4.a
Compare and contrast the roles of African
Americans who lived in Union and Confederate
states during the Civil War.
Supportive (Secondary):
NJSLS.6.1.12.C.4.a
Analyze how ideas found in key documents
(i.e., the Declaration of Independence, the
Seneca Falls Declaration of Sentiments and
Resolutions, the Emancipation Proclamation,
and the Gettysburg Address) contributed to
demanding equality for all.
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Explain why Congress disagreed with Johnson’s
goals for Reconstruction
Identify the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments
Identify the goals of the Radical Republicans
Describe Radical Reconstruction
Compare and contrast Congressional and
Presidential goals for Reconstruction
Explain why Congress tried to remove President
Johnson from office
Explain how and why Reconstruction came to an
end
Define poll tax, literacy test, Jim Crow Laws,
Plessy v. Ferguson, lynching, NAACP
List the means by which African-Americans were
denied rights and discriminated against after
Reconstruction
Cite relevant historical evidence to describe the

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

NJSLS 6.1.12.A.4.b
Assess the role that economics played in
enabling the North and South to wage war.
NJSLS.6.1.12.C.4.c
Compare and contrast the immediate and longterm effects of the Civil War on the economies
of the North and South.
NJSLS 6.1.12.C.4.b
Explain why the Civil War was more costly to
America than previous conflicts were.
NJSLS.6.1.12.D.4.d
Relate conflicting political, economic, social,
and sectional perspectives on Reconstruction
to the resistance of some Southern individuals
and states.
NJSLS.6.1.12.D.4.e
Analyze the impact of the Civil War and the 14th
Amendment on the development of the
country and on the relationship between the
national and state governments.
NJSLS.6.1.12.A.5.b
Analyze the effectiveness of governmental
policies and of actions by groups and
individuals to address discrimination against
new immigrants, Native Americans, and African
Americans.
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Learning Objectives
condition of freedmen in the periods of
Reconstruction and Redemption
Describe how African-Americans responded to
discrimination
Summarize the views of W.E.B. DuBois on civil
rights and education for African-Americans
Compare and Contrast primary and secondary
sources describing how Booker T. Washington and
W.E.B. DuBois addressed the issue of segregation
and discrimination
Cite relevant historical evidence in defining
problems faced by African Americans and the
solutions proposed by Washington and DuBois in
seeking their civil rights

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Key Ideas and Details:
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.1
Accurately cite strong and thorough textual
evidence to support analysis of primary and
secondary sources, attending to such features
as the date and origin of the information.
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.2
Determine the theme, central ideas, key
information and/or perspective(s) presented in
a primary or secondary source; provide an
accurate summary that makes clear the
relationships among the key details and ideas.
Craft and Structure:
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.4
Determine the meaning of words and phrases
as they are used in a text, including vocabulary
describing political, social, or economic aspects
of history and the social sciences; analyze the
cumulative impact of specific word choices on
meaning and tone.
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.6
Compare the point of view of two or more
authors in regards to how they treat the same
or similar topics, including which details they
include and emphasize in their respective
accounts.
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas:
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.9
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Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Compare and contrast treatments of the same
topic, or of various perspectives, in several
primary and secondary sources; analyze how
they related in terms of themes and significant
historical concepts.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2
Write informative/explanatory texts, including
the narration of historical events, scientific
procedures/ experiments, or technical
processes.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.B
Develop the topic with well-chosen, relevant,
and sufficient facts, extended definitions,
concrete details, quotations, or other
information and examples appropriate to the
audience's knowledge of the topic.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.C
Use varied transitions and sentence structures
to link the major sections of the text, create
cohesion, and clarify the relationships among
ideas and concepts.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.D
Use precise language and domain-specific
vocabulary to manage the complexity of the
topic and convey a style appropriate to the
discipline and context as well as to the
expertise of likely readers.
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Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Production and Distribution of Writing:
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.4
Produce clear and coherent writing in which
the development, organization, and style are
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1
Write arguments to support claims in an
analysis of substantive topics or texts, using
valid reasoning and relevant sufficient textual
and non-textual evidence.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.A
Introduce precise claim(s), distinguish the
claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and
create an organization that establishes clear
relationships among the claim(s),
counterclaims, reasons, and evidence.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.B
Develop claim(s) and counterclaims using
sound reasoning, supplying data and evidence
for each while pointing out the strengths and
limitations of both claim(s) and counterclaims
in a discipline-appropriate form and in a
manner that anticipates the audience's
knowledge level and concerns.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.C
Use transitions (e.g. words, phrases, clauses) to
link the major sections of the text, create
cohesion, and clarify the relationships between
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Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

claim(s) and reasons, between reasons and
evidence, and between claim(s) and
counterclaims.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.D
Establish and maintain a style and tone
appropriate to the audience and purpose (e.g.
formal and objective for academic writing)
while attending to the norms and conventions
of the discipline in which they are writing.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.E
Provide a concluding statement or section that
supports the argument presented.

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Performance Assessments

Questioning, Discussions, Exit
Slips, Graphic Organizer
Reconstruction Plans,
Think/Pair/Share,
Read/Pair/Share, Quizzes, “In My
Defense”---Summary John Wilkes
Booth
Conversation between Lincoln
and Sumner
Conversation between
Washington and DuBois

Quizzes
Test
Illustrated Concept Map of the
Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and
Fifteenth Amendments and
their impact today
Reconstruction Songs
Twitter Handle and
Conversation with justification
Compare, Contrast, CritiqueWashington v Dubois

“If This Is Freedom What is
Slavery?”—Songs
SAC Were African Americans Free
During Reconstruction
Reconstruction Debate
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Major
Activities/Assignments/Assessments
(required)
Civil War Quiz
Twitter Handle and Conversation
with Justification
Compare, Contrast, CritiqueWashington v DuBois

Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations
Special Education Students

ELLs [English Language
Learners]

Accommodations
 Additional Time
 Vary Test Formats
 Highlight Key Directions
 Pace Long-Term Projects
 Provide Study Guides

Accommodations
● Additional Time
● Vary Test Formats
● Highlight Key Directions
● Provide Study Guides
● Google Translate
● Resources in Native Language

Modifications
● Oral Testing
● Alternative Assessment
Differentiation
● Extra Practice
● One-to-One Tutoring
● Varied Homework
Assignments
● Choice Menu
● Provided Visuals and Other
Study Aids
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Modifications
● Oral Testing
● Accept Short Answers
● Allow Electronic Device
Differentiation
● Extra Practice
● One-to-One Tutoring
● Varied Homework Assignments
● Choice Menu
● Provided Visuals and Other
Study Aids
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At-Risk Students
Accommodations
● Additional Time
● Vary Test Formats
● Student Choice
● Highlight Key Directions
● Pace Long-Term Projects
● Provide Study Guides
● Quiz / Test Prep
● Order Test Items from Least
Complex to Most Complex
Modifications
● Alternative Assessment
Differentiation
● Extra Practice
● One-to-One Tutoring
● Varied Homework Assignments
● Choice Menu
● Provided Visuals and Other
Study Aids

Gifted Students
Accommodations/Differentiation
● Enhanced Learning Goals
● Additional Reading and Resources to
Enrich Material
● One-to-One Teacher Interaction to
Further Learning

Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/ Differentiation): How will the teacher provide multiple means for the following student
groups to ACCESS the content/skills being taught?
Special Education Students
English Language Learners (ELLs)
At-Risk Learners
Advanced Learners
Accommodations
Accommodations
Accommodations
Accommodations/Differentiation
● Preferential Seating
● Visuals Accompany Written
● Preferential Seating
● Tiered assignments
● Review Sessions
Information
● Review Sessions
● Multiple texts (leveled reading)
● Textbooks for At-Home Use
● Preferential Seating
● Textbooks for At-Home Use
● Mini-lessons/Small group
● Additional Time for
● Graphic Organizers
● Learning Contracts
instruction
Assignments
● Textbooks for At-Home Use
● Additional Time for
● One-on-one conferences
● Copies of Notes Provided
● Additional Time for
Assignments
● Flexible grouping
● Verbal and Visual Cues for
Assignments
● Guided Notes
Staying on Task
● Guided Notes, Google
● Copies of Notes Provided
● Adjusted Assignment
Translate Option via Google
● Verbal and Visual Cues for
Timelines
Classroom
Staying on Task
● Immediate Feedback
● Copies of Notes Provided
● Adjusted Assignment
● Work-In-Progress Check
● Support Auditory
Timelines
● Personalized Examples
Presentations with Visuals
● Immediate Feedback
● No Penalty for Spelling Errors
● Hands-On Activities
● Work-In-Progress Check
or Sloppy Handwriting
● Verbal and Visual Cues for
● Personalized Examples
[assessments graded at
Staying on Task
● No Penalty for Spelling Errors
higher standard than
● Adjusted Assignment
or Sloppy Handwriting
homework]
Timelines
[assessments graded at
● No Penalty for Spelling Errors
higher standard than
Modifications
or Sloppy Handwriting
homework]
[assessments
graded
at
● No Penalty for Spelling Errors
higher standard than
Modifications
● Change of Level of Difficulty
homework]
● No Penalty for Spelling Errors
and Complexity
● Change of Level of Difficulty
● Read Passages Aloud
Modifications
and Complexity
● Shortening Assignment
● Read Passages Aloud
● Allow outlining, instead of
● No Penalty for Spelling Errors
● Shortening Assignment
writing for an essay or major
● Change of Level of Difficulty
● Reworded Questions /
project
and Complexity
Problems
● Reworded Questions /
● Shortening Assignment
●
Projects Instead of Written
Problems
● Reworded Questions /
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Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/ Differentiation): How will the teacher provide multiple means for the following student
groups to ACCESS the content/skills being taught?
Special Education Students
English Language Learners (ELLs)
At-Risk Learners
Advanced Learners
● Projects Instead of Written
Problems
Products
Products
● Projects Instead of Written
Modified Grading
● Modified Grading
Products
Modified Grading
Differentiation
● Mini-lessons / Small Group
Instruction
● One-on-One Conference
● Learning Stations
Flexible Grouping
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Instructional Strategies
Cooperative Learning
Direct Instruction-Lecture
Guided Reading – “Gettysburg Address” – Student analyze the meaning of document.
Reading For Meaning – “Emancipation Proclamation” – Students read document and state the purpose and effect of the document.
Writing to Inform – RAFT – Students write in the 1st person of what it would have been like to live during the Civil War.
Graphic Organizers
Mini-Lessons
Compare/Contrast – List the advantages and disadvantages of the North and South.
Homework
Note Taking
Role Playing
Games
Mapwork – Students recreate the slave standings of states before the Civil War through maps

Unit Vocabulary
Essential: amnesty, assassinate, civil rights, contraband, emancipate, Fourteenth Amendment, Fifteenth Amendment, freedmen, gradualism, Jim
Crow Laws, literacy tests, lynching, malice, Plessy v Fergusson, poll tax, Reconstruction, segregation, sharecropping, total war, Thirteenth
Amendment
Non-Essential: Anaconda Plan, Atlanta Compromise, black codes, carpetbaggers, cash crop, copperheads, grandfather clause, guerillas, impeach,
habeas corpus, KKK, martial law, Radical Reconstruction, Redeemers, Talented Tenth, tenant farming, Ten-Percent Plan, Twenty-Fourth
Amendment, scourge, scalawags, siege, solid South, Wade-Davis Plan, war of attrition
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Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Career Ready Practices:
CRP1
Act as a responsible and contributing
citizen and employee.

Technology

____ Global Awareness

__x__ Creativity & Innovation

Poll Everywhere
Promethean Board
Laptop Carts

__x__ Civic Literacy

____ Media Literacy

____ Financial, Economic,

__x__ Critical Thinking and Problem

Business, & Entrepreneurial

Solving

Literacy

____ Life and Career Skills

____ Health Literacy

____ Information & Communication

CRP2
Apply appropriate academic and
technical skills.
CRP4
Communicate clearly and effectively
and with reason.
CRP6
Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
Financial Literacy:
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.A.5
Analyze how the economic, social, and
political conditions of a time period can
affect the labor market.

S – Students will read historical
information online.
S – Students will study
geography by playing online
map games.
A – Students will take a quiz
using Google Form instead of
using a pencil and paper.

Subject-Specific Interdisciplinary
E/LA: English Language Arts
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1
Initiate and participate effectively in a
range of collaborative discussions (oneon-one, in groups, and teacher-led)
with peers on grades 9-10 topics, texts,
and issues, building on others’ ideas
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Technologies Literacy
__x__ Communication & Collaboration
__x__ Information Literacy

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

and expressing their own clearly and
persuasively.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.A
Come to discussions prepared, having
read and researched material under
study; explicitly draw on that
preparation by referring to evidence
from texts and other research on the
topic or issue to stimulate a thoughtful,
well-reasoned exchange of ideas.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.B
Collaborate with peers to set rules for
discussions (e.g. informal consensus,
taking votes on key issues, presentation
of alternate views); develop clear goals
and assessment criteria (e.g. student
developed rubric) and assign individual
roles as needed.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.C
Propel conversations by posing and
responding to questions that relate the
current discussion to broader themes
or larger ideas; actively incorporate
others into the discussion; and clarify,
verify, or challenge ideas and
conclusions.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.D
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

Respond thoughtfully to various
perspectives, summarize points of
agreement and disagreement, and
justify own views. Make new
connections in light of the evidence and
reasoning presented.
Health/PE:
NJSLS HE.9-12.2.1.12.E.1
Predict the short- and long-term
consequences of unresolved conflicts.
Career Exploration:
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.GV-GOV.3
Select and apply appropriate political
processes to gain consensus for the
resolution of differing opinions and
positions.

Resources:
Texts/Materials: The American Republic Since 1877
Map of the Union and Confederacy
The Emancipation Proclamation
Lincoln’s First Inaugural Address
Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address
“General William Sherman Dooms Atlanta”
“Georgia Damns the Yankees”
“Atlanta Compromise”—Booker T. Washington
“Harper’s Ferry Speech”---WEB DuBois
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Resources:
Plessy v. Fergusson
Major Assignments (required): Civil War Quiz
Twitter Handle and Conversation with Justification
Compare, Contrast, Critique-Washington v Dubois
Major Activities (required): Primary Source Analysis
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Kingsway Regional School District
Grade 10-Academic United States History I
Unit 3: Westward Expansion and Conflict on the Plains

Recommended Duration: 3-4 weeks (October/November/December)

Unit Description: Following the Civil War, thousands of settlers crossed the Mississippi. This unit will help students understand why large
numbers of Americans and Europeans moved West following the Civil War and the impact this movement had on the nation and individuals.
Students will describe why settlers wanted to move out onto the Great Plains, how the government encouraged settlement, and how settlers
survived. They will understand the opportunities created and the hardships endured in the development of the Plains. Students will be able to
explain the rise and decline of the cattle industry. Students will understand the goals of the Populist Party and its legacy. In addition, this unit
will examine the potential for genocide when two conflicting cultures come into contact. Students will examine the conflict between the US and
Plains Indians and analyze the causes of the conflict and why it ended in the defeat of Native Americans. This unit explains how the rise of
prominent American Indian leaders in resistance movements against US encroachment helps to define US history at the end of the 19th century.
Students will be able to describe the impact of settlers and the government on Plains Indians’ way of life and their food supply and understand
why it was by 1895 that Plains Indians lost the struggle for the Plains, were confined to reservations, and the buffalo had been slaughtered.
Students will be able to describe various conflicts, the destruction of the buffalo, and the reservation policy. Students will be able to use the
information from this unit and the previous three units to debate and judge US expansionist policy.
Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings

What factors influenced various groups of people to move West?

The end of the Civil War, development of the Transcontinental
Railroad, and the Homestead Act encouraged people to move West.
These main factors worked in conjunction with various push and pull
factors like escaping discrimination in the South (Exodusters) and
opportunity and adventure.

How did Expansion influence politics in America?

Expansion influenced politics in America by providing territories with
enough people to apply for statehood. Wyoming entered with
extending women suffrage as the first state at that time to allow
women full political participation. It led to the development of the
Populist Party which influenced the Democrats. It continues to
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Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings
influence America by supporting “rural” views rather than “urban”
views in the candidates which the Great Plains supports in national
elections.

What role do third parties play in the American “democratic” political
system?

Even though third parties tend not to win elections, they enhance
democracy by allowing the voice of the people to be heard. Third
parties help the parties in power to respond to the concerns of the
disgruntled or risk losing their power. Many third party reforms get
adopted by mainstream parties. Third parties keep the discussion alive
and prevent major parties from staying content in the status quo.

To what extent does the legacy of populism continue today and in
today’s political discourse?

Although the Populist movement was short lived, its political influence
lasted into the twentieth century with its core ideas being supported
by some Democrats and Progressives. For example, Populists
supported tariff reform, a graduated income tax, an 8 hour work day,
and the direct election of Senators. The Progressives picked up some
of these reforms resulting in the eventual ratification of the Sixteenth
and Seventeenth Amendments. Politicians continue to try to be
viewed as “the common man” emphasizing stories of humble
beginnings. Farm bills continue to be debated in Congress. Libertarian
populism is a current catchphrase in politics and even the Tea Party
discusses bringing “power to the people.” The idea of William Jennings
Bryan’s “the masses vs. the classes” lives on in the “99% vs. the 1%”
Wall Street protests.

How did the development of the West impact Native-Americans?

The movement of people, ideas, and goods has a profound influence
on society. To Americans, Manifest Destiny justified pushing Plains
tribes on to reservations and out of the way of Americans.
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Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings

How should the government have responded to the fact that Indians
lived on the Plains?

Americans were right to pursue a policy of extermination. NativeAmericans threatened American citizens killing women and children in
“savage” ways. Treaties and promises did not last. Native-American
society/government was constructed in such a way that it was
impossible to negotiate with the various tribes for a lasting peace. A
military solution was the only way to ensure peace on the Plains.
The government needed to enforce treaties made with Native peoples.
There was room for multiple cultures on the Plains. If the government
took a stronger stand in enforcing boundaries and treaties,
extermination would not have been an option.
Assimilation was the best policy for both the US and Native peoples.
Culturally the Native peoples could not survive. Assimilation provided
the various tribes with methods to adapt to the change. It was the
most humane strategy in saving native peoples.

Why were the white Americans able to destroy to a great extent the
way of life and culture of the Plains Indians?

The government should not have allowed settlement of the Plains at all
and simply negotiated for rights to cross to California, build railroads,
and mine, but settlement should not have been an option. The
government should have respected the Plains as the territory of
independent nations.
There is danger in thinking that one’s culture is the only correct way of
living; there is value in understanding other peoples’ cultures. White
Americans were able to destroy to a great extent the way of life and
culture of the Plains Indians for a variety of reasons. The military,
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Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings
cultural, technological, and government policies the US employed,
along with reservations and the destruction of the buffalo and
weaknesses Plains Indian nations had in responding to US policy
resulted in the destruction of life and culture for native peoples. White
Americans’ belief in Manifest Destiny created the ideology for the
justification of the dehumanization and extermination of native
peoples. While some wanted to negotiate a solution to the “Indian
problem” through education and assimilation, these methods created
cultural genocide. Others simply wanted to exterminate what they
viewed as “savages.” The US government supported the
homesteaders, miners, and ranchers and promoted settlement of the
West. US government policies were ethnocentric failing to take into
account the culture of Plains Indians people. The reservation policy
placed tribes under US military rule and enabled the government to
control Native-Americans through taking away their horses and
weapons, forbidding them to leave the reservation, and making the
tribes dependent on the government for food. This prevented NativeAmericans’ power to resist because the military could use force or
starve them out of resistance. The reservations ran counter to NativeAmerican culture. Reservations were divided into individual plots and
the size of territory allotted to native peoples was reduced. The US
pressured US values of individual land ownership which ran counter to
Plains Indian beliefs. Limiting horses and preventing the buffalo hunt
effectively denied the tribes’ economic base. The government took
control of legal matters and the political and economic policies
imposed weakened the power and authority of chiefs and the tribal
structure. The government banned religious ceremonies undermining
the power of medicine men. The US brought in Christian missionaries
and reeducated children by sending them away to boarding schools
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Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings
where they were not allowed to speak their language and forced to live
as whites. Militarily, winter campaigns hurt Plains Indians when they
were most vulnerable. The strategy of total war forced the Plains
nations with a choice between starvation or surrender and
demoralized Plains nations. Technological advancements like the
sharps rifle, railroads, and a new tanning process contributed to the
destruction of the buffalo herds. The destruction of buffalo herds and
their habitat destroyed Plains tribes’ source of food and shelter, again
forcing surrender and relocation to reservations. The nations
themselves had weaknesses in both their fighting tactics, weapons, and
inability to unite various nations against the US military.

How is the condition of Native-Americans in the US today related to
past US-Indian policy?
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Native-Americans were relegated to land that seemed to be of less
value to whites. Even today, when resources are discovered on tribal
lands conflicts occur with the federal government. The suicide rate,
alcoholism, violence, poverty level, and diseases etc., remains
exceedingly high in Native-American communities. Some of this results
from the destruction of Native-American cultures and the dependency
on the government. Food items provided to reservations are high in
saturated fat and salt resulting in diabetes etc. The government has
used numerous policies that continue in the destruction of NativeAmerican cultures in attempts at assimilation. Some tribes are losing
their languages. The reservation system provides few opportunities for
the tribes and leaving the reservation for cities etc. contributes to
cultural genocide. The policies in place have allowed for mass
corruption on the reservations.

Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings

Why do Native-Americans protest against mascots like the Washington
Red Skins?

Images of Native-Americans as mascots continue the
“dehumanization” of diverse groups of people and reinforce
stereotypical notions of what it is to be an “Indian.” Redskins is a
pejorative term that native peoples do not call themselves. It is racist
in its roots, and just as a team would not use the “n” word as a mascot;
redskin is as offensive to native peoples.

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Content Standards:
Power (Primary):
NJSLS.6.1.12.A.3.e
Judge the fairness of government treaties,
policies, and actions that resulted in Native
American migration and removal.

Students will understand why large numbers
of Americans and Europeans continued to
move into the West following the Civil War
and be able to evaluate the impact of
Westward Expansion on individuals and
groups.

NJSLS.6.1.12.A.3.a
Assess the influence of Manifest Destiny on
foreign policy during different time period s in
American history.
NJSLS.6.1.12.D.3.a
Determine how expansion created opportunity
for some and hardships for others by
considering multiple perspectives.
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Learning Objectives

List reasons people moved West following the
Civil War
Identify the conditions that inspired people to
move West
Explain the life of cowboys
Summarize the experience of Exodusters
Define Homestead Act
Students will understand cultural differences
Describe farmers’ economic complaints
between whites and Plains Indians and be
Research groups moving West
able to analyze and form conclusions as to
Identify push-pull factors
how these differences would influence US
Describe difficulties groups encountered
actions and policies and lead to conflict.
Compare the experiences of various groups in the
West
Students will understand the impact of
Summarize the two opposing arguments in the
Westward Expansion on Native Americans and monetary policy debate of the late 1800s.
be able to judge the fairness of government
Evaluate the impact of Westward Expansion on
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Supportive (Secondary):
NJSLS.6.1.12.A.5.b
Analyze the effectiveness of governmental
policies and of actions by groups and
individuals to address discrimination against
new immigrants, Native Americans, and
African-Americans.

policies towards Native peoples.
Students will be able to develop a clear,
cohesive argument and defend or condemn
US expansion.

NJSLS.6.2.12.D.4.i
Compare and contrast the actions of individuals
as perpetrators, bystanders, and rescuers
during an event of persecution or genocide,
and describe the long-term consequences of
genocide for all involved.
NJSLS.6.1.12.C.3.b
Relate the wealth of natural resources to the
economic development of the United States
and to the quality of life of individuals.
NJSLS.6.1.12.B.5.a
Explain how the Homestead Act, the availability
of land and natural resources, and the
development of transcontinental railroads and
waterways promoted the growth of a
nationwide economy and the movement of
populations.
NJSLS.6.1.12.D.5.b
Evaluate how events led to the creation of
labor and agricultural organizations that
protect the rights of workers.
Key Ideas and Details:
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individuals and groups
Assess Populism as a solution to farmers’
problems
Explain how Native Americans were forced West
Explain how President Jackson dealt with Native
Americans
Judge the way in which Jackson dealt with Native
Americans
Define reservation, Dawes Act
Describe cultural clashes between whites and
Plains Indians
Describe reasons Native Americans and settlers
came into conflict
Define genocide and recognize the stages of
genocide
Identify various US policies towards Native
Americans
Summarize how the US government tried to
assimilate Native Americans
Summarize problems created by attempts to
assimilate Native Americans
Describe how Plains Indians tried to resist change
Explain the causes of specific conflicts between
whites and Native Americans
Identify patterns of conflict between the US
government and Native Americans
Analyze important turning points in the struggle
between the military and the Indians in the West
Analyze the placement of Indians on reservations.
Explain how expansion impacted Plains Indians
Explain the impact that migration had on Native

NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.1
Accurately cite strong and thorough textual
evidence to support analysis of primary and
secondary sources, attending to such features
as the date and origin of the information.
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.2
Determine the theme, central ideas, key
information and/or perspective(s) presented in
a primary or secondary source; provide an
accurate summary that makes clear the
relationships among the key details and ideas.
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.3
Analyze in detail a series of events described in
a text; draw connections between the events,
to determine whether earlier events caused
later ones or simply preceded them.
Craft and Structure:
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.4
Determine the meaning of words and phrases
as they are used in a text, including vocabulary
describing political, social, or economic aspects
of history and the social sciences; analyze the
cumulative impact of specific word choices on
meaning and tone.
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.6
Compare the point of view of two or more
authors in regards to how they treat the same
or similar topics, including which details they
include and emphasize in their respective
accounts.
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American groups living in the western states and
territories during this time period (ex: Little Big
Horn, Wounded Knee).
Investigate the impact of expansion on the US
and Native peoples
Hypothesize whether conflict between Plains
Indians and the US government could have been
avoided
Judge US policies and actions towards Native
Americans
Evaluate the continued mistreatment of the
Native Americans in terms of their lives and land
by government and private citizens as impacted
by Manifest Destiny
Debate US expansionist policy
Cite evidence to support a position on US
expansionist policy

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas:
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.7
Integrate quantitative or technical analysis
(e.g., charts, research data) with qualitative
analysis in print or digital text to analyze
information presented via different mediums.
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.8
Assess the extent to which the reasoning and
evidence in a text support the author's claims.
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.9
Compare and contrast treatments of the same
topic, or of various perspectives, in several
primary and secondary sources; analyze how
they related in terms of themes and significant
historical concepts.
Range of Writing:
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.10
Write routinely over extended time frames
(time for reflection and revision) and shorter
time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for
a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes,
and audiences.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2
Write informative/explanatory texts, including
the narration of historical events, scientific
procedures/ experiments, or technical
processes.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.A
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Introduce a topic and organize ideas, concepts,
and information to make important
connections and distinctions; include
formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g.,
figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to
aiding comprehension.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.B
Develop the topic with well-chosen, relevant,
and sufficient facts, extended definitions,
concrete details, quotations, or other
information and examples appropriate to the
audience's knowledge of the topic.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.C
Use varied transitions and sentence structures
to link the major sections of the text, create
cohesion, and clarify the relationships among
ideas and concepts.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.D
Use precise language and domain-specific
vocabulary to manage the complexity of the
topic and convey a style appropriate to the
discipline and context as well as to the
expertise of likely readers.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.E
Establish and maintain a style and tone
appropriate to the audience and purpose (e.g.
formal and objective for academic writing)
while attending to the norms and conventions
of the discipline in which they are writing.
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NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.F
Provide a concluding paragraph or section that
supports the argument presented.
Production and Distribution of Writing:
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.4
Produce clear and coherent writing in which
the development, organization, and style are
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.5
Develop and strengthen wiring as needed by
planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a
new approach, focusing on addressing what is
most significant for a specific purpose and
audience.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.6
Use technology, including the Internet, to
produce, share, and update writing products,
taking advantage of technology’s capacity to
link to other information and to display
information flexibly and dynamically.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1
Write arguments to support claims in an
analysis of substantive topics or texts, using
valid reasoning and relevant sufficient textual
and non-textual evidence.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.A
Introduce precise claim(s), distinguish the
claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and
create an organization that establishes clear
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relationships among the claim(s),
counterclaims, reasons, and evidence.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.B
Develop claim(s) and counterclaims using
sound reasoning, supplying data and evidence
for each while pointing out the strengths and
limitations of both claim(s) and counterclaims
in a discipline-appropriate form and in a
manner that anticipates the audience's
knowledge level and concerns.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.C
Use transitions (e.g. words, phrases, clauses) to
link the major sections of the text, create
cohesion, and clarify the relationships between
claim(s) and reasons, between reasons and
evidence, and between claim(s) and
counterclaims.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.D
Establish and maintain a style and tone
appropriate to the audience and purpose (e.g.
formal and objective for academic writing)
while attending to the norms and conventions
of the discipline in which they are writing.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.E
Provide a concluding statement or section that
supports the argument presented.
Research to Build and Present Knowledge:
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.7
Conduct short as well as more sustained
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research projects to answer a question
(including a self-generated question) or solve a
problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when
appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the
subject, demonstrating understanding of the
subject under investigation.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9.10.8
Gather relevant information from multiple
authoritative print and digital sources, using
advanced searches effectively; assess the
usefulness of each source in answering the
research question; integrate information into
the text selectively to maintain the flow of
ideas, avoiding plagiarism and following a
standard format for citation.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.9
Draw evidence from informational texts to
support analysis, reflection, and research.

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Performance Assessments

Questioning, Discussions, Exit
Slips, Graphic Organizers,
Think/Pair/Share,
Read/Pair/Share, Quizzes,
Memory Map, Farmers Graffiti
Wall, Mirror, Mirror—
Problem/Solution Farmers
Political Cartoons, In My Defense
Summary--Chivington

Story Board
Research Project-Who Went
West and Why?
Westward Expansion Speech
Political Cartoon CreationConflict on the Plains
Debate Reflection
Quiz
Test

Project Presentations
US Expansion Mock Trial/Debate
RAFT-Conflict on the Plains
Choice Options-Conflict on the
Plains
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Major
Activities/Assignments/Assessments
(required)
Westward Expansion Speech
November Summative Assessment
US Expansion mock trial/debate
questions with citations and works
cited page
US Expansion mock trial/debate oral
arguments
Debate Reflection

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Performance Assessments

Major
Activities/Assignments/Assessments
(required)

November Summative
Assessment

Instructional Strategies
Cooperative Learning
Direct Instruction-Lecture
Guided Reading
Reading For Meaning
Writing to Inform – RAFT – Students write in the 1st person of what it would have been like to live on the Great Plains.
Graphic Organizers – Storyboard – Students select a specific group (Ranchers, Miners, Homesteaders…) of people and organize their travels and
lifestyle through pictures.
Mini-Lessons – “Choice project” – Song, political cartoon and other items that students select and relate to Native American life.
Compare/Contrast – Students read accounts and form their own opinions about incidents between Natives and the American Government
(Sandcreek, Fetterman’s Massacre, Little Big Horn)
Homework
Note Taking
Games

Unit Vocabulary
Essential: Great Plains, long drive, Exodusters, Homestead Act, sod, sod house, cholera, Populists, Texas longhorn, transcontinental railroad,
deflation, Plains, nomadic, Dawes Act, assimilate, reservations, sun dance, Ghost Dance, Black Hills, annuities
Non-Essential: Chisholm Trail, branding, chuck wagon, vigilantes, Mennonites, segregation, freedmen, Jim Crow Laws, sharecropping, Nicodemus,
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Grange, cooperatives, wholesale, inflation, Pacific Railway Act, Union Pacific, Central Pacific, Promontory Point, Coolies, Morill Land-Grant Act, dry
farming, bonanza farms, placer mining, gold bugs, Bland-Allison Act, silverites, gold standard, Omaha Platform, Fort Laramie, Wankan Tanka,
genocide, dehumanization, denial, polarization, extermination, Red Cloud’s War, Battle of the Little Big Horn, Sand Creek Massacre, Red River War,
Massacre at Wounded Knee, Little Crow’s War, Trail of Tears, kiva, ethnocentrism, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Carlisle Indian School
Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Technology:
NJSLS.TECH.8.1.12.D.1
Demonstrate appropriate application
of copyright, fair use and/or Creative
Commons to an original work.

Technology

____ Global Awareness

___x_ Creativity & Innovation

Poll Everywhere
Laptop Carts
Promethean Board

__x__ Civic Literacy

____ Media Literacy

_x___ Financial, Economic,

__x__ Critical Thinking and Problem

Business, & Entrepreneurial

Solving

Literacy

____ Life and Career Skills

____ Health Literacy

____ Information & Communication

Career Ready Practices:
CRP1
Act as a responsible and contributing
citizen and employee.

S – Students will read historical
information online.

CRP2
Apply appropriate academic and
technical skills.

S – Students will study
geography by playing online
map games.

CRP4
Communicate clearly and effectively
and with reason.

A – Students will take a quiz
using Google Form instead of
using a pencil and paper.

CRP6
Demonstrate creativity and
innovation.
CRP7
Employ valid and reliable research
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Technologies Literacy
__x__ Communication & Collaboration
__x__ Information Literacy

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

strategies.
CRP8
Utilize critical thinking to make sense
of problems and persevere in solving
them.
CRP9
Model integrity, ethical leadership and
effective management.
Financial Literacy:
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.A.8
Analyze different forms of currency
and how currency is used to exchange
goods and services.
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.D.2
Assess the impact of inflation on
economic decisions and lifestyles.
Subject-Specific Interdisciplinary:
E/LA: English Language Arts
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1
Initiate and participate effectively in a
range of collaborative discussions
(one-on-one, in groups, and teacherled) with peers on grades 9-10 topics,
texts, and issues, building on others’
ideas and expressing their own clearly
and persuasively.
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.A
Come to discussions prepared, having
read and researched material under
study; explicitly draw on that
preparation by referring to evidence
from texts and other research on the
topic or issue to stimulate a
thoughtful, well-reasoned exchange of
ideas.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.B
Collaborate with peers to set rules for
discussions (e.g. informal consensus,
taking votes on key issues,
presentation of alternate views);
develop clear goals and assessment
criteria (e.g. student developed rubric)
and assign individual roles as needed.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.C
Propel conversations by posing and
responding to questions that relate
the current discussion to broader
themes or larger ideas; actively
incorporate others into the discussion;
and clarify, verify, or challenge ideas
and conclusions.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.D
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

Respond thoughtfully to various
perspectives, summarize points of
agreement and disagreement, and
justify own views. Make new
connections in light of the evidence
and reasoning presented.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.2
Integrate multiple sources of
information presented in diverse
media or formats (e.g., visually,
quantitatively, qualitatively, orally)
evaluating the credibility and accuracy
of each source.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.3
Evaluate a speaker’s point of view,
reasoning, and use of evidence and
rhetoric, identifying any false
reasoning or distorted evidence.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.4
Present information, findings, and
supportive evidence clearly, concisely,
and logically. The content,
organization, development, and style
are appropriate to task, purpose, and
audience.
Career Exploration:
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.ED.2
Demonstrate effective oral, written
and multimedia communication in
multiple formats and contexts.
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Resources:
Texts/Materials: The American Republic Since 1877
The American West 1840-1895: The Struggle for the Plains
Ken Burns The West
“Cross of Gold”—William Jennings Bryan
“Iron Horse”
“Speech to the WCTU”—Mary Elizabeth Lease, 1890 \
“Let Them Eat Grass” How the West Was Lost
Ken Burns The West
“Custer’s Last Stand”
“Jackson Endorses Indian Removal”---Andrew Jackson
“The Cherokee Removal Through the Eyes of a Private”---John G. Burnett
“Carl Schurz Proposes to Civilize the Indians”
“Theodore Roosevelt Downgrades the Indians”
“A Native American Tries to Walk the White Man’s Road”—Sun Elk
“Native Americans and White Culture”---Ohiyesa (Charles Eastman)
“Cooking the History Books: The Thanksgiving Massacre”
Picture of the Buffalo
Stages of Genocide
Video Clip Pine Ridge Reservation
Multiple Resources From the Kingsway Approved Subscription Data Bases (Ex: Facts on File)

Major Assignments (required): Westward Expansion Speech and November Summative Assessment
Major Activities (required): US Expansion mock trial/debate
Primary Source Discussion
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Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations
Special Education Students

ELLs [English Language Learners]

Accommodations
Accommodations
● Additional Time
● Additional Time
● Vary Test Formats
● Vary Test Formats
● Student Choice
● Student Choice
● Highlight Key Directions
● Highlight Key Directions
● Pace Long-Term Projects
● Allow Retakes on Certain
● Allow Retakes on Certain
Assessments
Assessments
● Provide Study Guides
● Provide Study Guides
● Order Test Items from
● Order Test Items from
Least Complex to Most
Least Complex to Most
Complex
Complex
● Google Translate
● Resources in Native
Modifications
Language
● Simplified Assessment
● Oral Testing
● Simplified Content
● Choice Format /
Alternative Assessment
Modifications
Differentiation
● Oral Testing
● Accept Short Answers
● Extra Practice
● Choice Format /
● One-to-One Tutoring
Alternative Assessment
● Varied Homework
● Allow Electronic Device
Assignments
● Choice Menu
Differentiation
● RAFT
● Provided Visuals and
● Extra Practice
Other Study Aids
● One-to-One Tutoring
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At-Risk Students

Gifted Students

Accommodations
● Additional Time
● Vary Test Formats
● Student Choice
● Highlight Key Directions
● Pace Long-Term Projects
● Allow Retakes on Certain
Assessments
● Provide Study Guides
● Quiz / Test Prep
● Order Test Items from
Least Complex to Most
Complex

Accommodations/Differentiation
● Enhanced Learning Goals
● Additional Reading and
Resources to Enrich Material
● One-to-One Teacher Interaction
to Further Learning
● Retakes Allow Student to
Achieve Higher Levels with no
Limit

Modifications
● Choice Format /
Alternative Assessment
Differentiation
● Extra Practice
● One-to-One Tutoring
● Varied Homework
Assignments
● Choice Menu
● RAFT
● Provided Visuals and
Other Study Aids

Resources:
●
●

Tiered Homework
Tiered Assessments

●

Varied Homework
Assignments
● Choice Menu
● RAFT
● Provided Visuals and
Other Study Aids

●
●

Tiered Homework
Tiered Assessments

Possible Instructional Modifications/Accommodations/Differentiation
Special Education Students

ELLs [English Language Learners]

Accommodations
Accommodations
● Graphic Organizers
● Graphic Organizers
● Preferential Seating
● Visuals Accompany
● Review Sessions
Written Information
● Textbooks for At-Home
● Textbooks for At-Home
Use
Use
● Additional Time for
● Additional Time for
Assignments
Assignments
● Guided Notes
● Guided Notes, Google
● Copies of Notes Provided
Translate Option via
● Support Auditory
Google Classroom
Presentations with Visuals
● Copies of Notes Provided
● Hands-On Activities
● Support Auditory
● Use of Manipulations
Presentations with Visuals
● Establish Classroom Rules
● Hands-On Activities
and Procedures
● Verbal and Visual Cues for
● Alternate Quiet and
Staying on Task
Active Time
● Adjusted Assignment
● Teach Time Management
Timelines
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At-Risk Students

Gifted Students

Accommodations
Accommodations/Differentiation
● Graphic Organizers
● Tiered assignments
● Preferential Seating
● Multiple texts (leveled
● Review Sessions
reading)
● Textbooks for At-Home Use
● Tiered Homework
● Additional Time for
assignments
Assignments
● Mini-lessons/Small group
● Guided Notes
instruction
● Copies of Notes Provided
● One-on-one conferences
● Support Auditory
● Oral quizzes
Presentations with Visuals
● Learning Stations
● Hands-On Activities
● Flexible grouping
● Use of Manipulations
● Learning Contracts
● Establish Classroom Rules
● Curriculum Compacting
and Procedures
● Jigsaw
● Alternate Quiet and Active
Time
● Teach Time Management
Skills

Resources:
Skills
● No Penalty for Spelling
● Verbal and Visual Cues for
Verbal and Visual Cues for
Errors or Sloppy
Staying on Task
Staying on Task
Handwriting [assessments
● Adjusted Assignment
● Adjusted Assignment
graded at higher standard
Timelines
Timelines
than homework]
● Immediate Feedback
● Immediate Feedback
● Work-In-Progress Check
Modifications
● Work-In-Progress Check
● Personalized Examples
● Personalized Examples
● No Penalty for Spelling
● No Penalty for Spelling
● No Penalty for Spelling
Errors or Sloppy
Errors
Errors or Sloppy
Handwriting [assessments
● Change of Level of
Handwriting [assessments
graded at higher standard
Difficulty and Complexity
graded at higher standard
than homework]
● Shortening Assignment
than homework]
● Reworded Questions /
Modifications
Problems
Modifications
● Projects Instead of Written
● No Penalty for Spelling
● No Penalty for Spelling
Products
Errors
Errors
● Modified Grading
● Change of Level of
● Change of Level of
Difficulty and Complexity
Difficulty and Complexity
● Read Passages Aloud
● Read Passages Aloud
● Shortening Assignment
● Shortening Assignment
● Allow outlining, instead of
● Allow outlining, instead of
writing for an essay or
writing for an essay or
major project
major project
● Reworded Questions /
● Reworded Questions /
Problems
Problems
● Projects Instead of Written
● Projects Instead of
Products
Written Products
● Modified Grading
● Modified Grading
●
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Resources:
Differentiation
● Mini-lessons / Small
Group Instruction
● One-on-One Conference
● Learning Stations
● Flexible Grouping
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Kingsway Regional School District
Grade 10-Academic United States History I
Unit 4: Industrialization, Immigration and Progressivism

Recommended Duration: 5-8 weeks (January-February)

Unit Description: This unit will help students understand how the rise of big business, heavy industry, mass immigration, and urbanization
impacted Americans and the United States. The unit is designed to guide students in understanding the expansion of American industry in
transforming the United States and the relations between the industrialists and laborers. Students will be able to explain why American
industrialists were called both “robber barons” and “captains of industry” and explain how the rise of industry and the growth of big business
brought great wealth to some and hardship to others. This unit will explain how immigration fueled industrialization and led to anti-immigrant
sentiment. Students will be able to identify major industrialists, differences between the Old and New immigration, and the push and pull
factors and cultural experience of various immigrant groups.
Progressive reform movements promoted government efforts to address the problems created by rapid industrialization, immigration, and unfair
treatments of women, children, and minority groups. In this unit, students will understand problems workers faced in Industrial America and
evaluate the various responses to improve their working conditions. The Roosevelt presidency will be examined as a study in identifying
Progressive goals and in evaluating the effectiveness of these reforms. Students will read and view the works of various muckrakers to assist in
identifying social problems in the Progressive Era.
Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings

Were big business leaders “captains of industry” or “robber barons?”

Big business leaders were captains of industry. They offered products
people wanted and by employing vertical and horizontal integration
were able to cut costs lowering prices competitors charged. They
presented job opportunities and promoted philanthropic endeavors.
They were able to organize industries in a way which stimulated the
development of other industries helping the US rise to the status of
world power.
Big business leaders were robber barons. They used ruthless and
violent methods in organizing and maintain control over their
industries and their workers. Their corporations dominated the
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Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings
economy and created monopolies that hurt consumers. They
influenced the court system and other businesses, and used stock
manipulation and other tactics while wielding their economic power.
Their businesses treated workers inhumanely paying them low wages
for long hours in dangerous and unhealthy conditions. They fought
against unionization crushing the ambition of workers.

What role does capitalism play in the gathering of personal wealth and
the development of personal responsibility?

Has industrialization produced more benefits or more problems for the
nation?
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Capitalism in theory rewards those who work harder and smarter than
others. It places value on individual initiative. Laissez-faire policies
allow competition which results in a system where people can multiply
their fortunes even if others lose theirs. In terms of the development
of personal responsibility, the capitalist decides how to spend their
wealth. If they are irresponsible making poor investments, they will
lose it. If they properly diversify their assets their wealth grows. Many
wealthy like Andrew Carnegie and Bill Gates recognize a moral
responsibility to assist those who are not beneficiaries of capitalism to
become beneficiaries of capitalism by developing skills that enable
people to rise the economic latter.

Industrialization has benefited the nation in growing its wealth in
people having access to more products at cheaper costs and having
more leisure time. It allowed the nation to stand as equals to
European powers and assisted in winning WWI and WWII. The
problems of industrialization extend to working conditions and
poverty, issues in urbanization, cleanliness, safety, and infrastructure,
and negative environmental results. World powers are industrialized
nations and though industrialization creates problems, it strengthened
the nation as a whole.

Essential Questions

How did immigration influence the US in the last quarter of the
nineteenth century?

Should the United States limit immigration?

Enduring Understandings

The cultural, political, and economic impact of immigration shaped the
United States. Immigrants contributed to entrepreneurship,
innovation, and industrialization and provided a labor force and also
shaped political institutions and our multicultural nation poses both
challenges and provides the country with strength. Food, fashion, art,
music, science, technology, business, and politics are all enriched by
the skills and talents of people from across the world.
No, the United States IS a nation of immigrants. It would be
hypocritical to deny immigration. Immigrants help the economy; they
are motivated to work, and many work jobs non-immigrants do not
want to do. The form part of the underground economy that keeps
many businesses afloat in areas like agriculture and construction.
Many immigrants arrive with strong family units that value education,
promote discipline and high standards, and value what the US has to
offer. They become proud citizens knowing more about the nation
they adopted than many native born citizens. They contribute to the
economy not only as workers and tax payers but also as consumers.
Many are afraid of taking public assistance and do not drain the
economy as many opponents argue.
Yes, high levels of immigration hurt the American economy.
Immigrants are willing to work for low wages and many send the
money they make back to their country of origin. State and local
governments get stuck paying costs of welfare, health care, and
education. It places a drain on the states receiving immigrants. Many
of these immigrants do not learn English and stay in ethnic enclaves
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Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings
and do not adapt to American culture. Some of these immigrants do
not love or support America as evidenced by those joining terrorist
groups in the fight in Syria. They could return to the US and jeopardize
the safety of American born citizens through their radicalization.

How am I connected to the past?

Somewhere someone along the way in your past was not born in the
United States. Their story is part of the American story of
multiculturalism, cultural pluralism, and diversity. They contributed to
the economy and they or their children or grandchildren became
Americans. You are the result of immigration.

Why did the Progressive Era begin? What does it mean to be
Progressive? What is Progressivism?

Despite real and perceived social, political, and economic
contradictions, individuals and groups constantly work to change
oppressive elements of society. There are various social, economic,
and political factors that contributed to the movement toward
Progressive reform. Progressive is an attitude of making progress with
new ideas and actions. Progressivism is a conglomeration of various
interests and goals in trying to enact social, political, and economic
reforms. The Progressive Era began as a response to the rapid
industrialization, immigration, and urbanization that occurred in the
post-Civil War period and the issues that resulted from it. Progressive
reform movements resulted as reaction to the dominance of robber
barons and large corporations in society. Industrialization resulted in a
class of poor workers who lived in urban slums that were overcrowded,
lacked light and ventilation, were unsanitary, and posed a fire hazard
and worked for long hours with no breaks for low wages in unsafe
conditions. Corruption prevented government from acting efficiently.
Citizens realized private efforts to address these issues were
inadequate and looked to government to help in solving the nation’s
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Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings
problems. Progressives looked towards the protection of individuals
but did not necessarily believe in the equality of African-Americans or
the lower classes and many were intolerant to lifestyles that did not fit
the social and moral values of white middle/upper class citizens.

What power does the media/literature have in inspiring reforms and
impacting politics and society in America?

During the Progressive Era, muckrakers exposed the problems of
business and government corruption, tenement housing, child labor,
prostitution, racial discrimination, alcoholism, work place hazards, etc.
Their pictures and stories increased public awareness of urban
problems. How the Other Half Lives by Jacob Riis inspired many
Progressive urban-reform initiatives. Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle led
directly to legislation like the Pure Food and Drug Act. Steffens
exposed government corruption showing evidence of payments in
return for political favors and increasing public outrage. The History of
the Standard Oil Company helped gain support for anti-trust legislation.
Literature continues to play a role in improving American society and
politics. From Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring to Julian Assange (fan or
not) and Michael Moore literature brings attention to issues people
may otherwise have ignored or not of which they were not aware
(chemicals, unhealthy food, government infringement on individual
rights) and places pressure to address the issues placed before the
public.

Are labor unions a positive force for a society based on free enterprise?
No, labor unions promote socialism, anarchism, and violence. They
place controls on free-enterprise and reward all members regardless of
individual initiative. Unions are contrary to free enterprise. Unions
negatively impact the economy by preventing businesses from being
competitive in a global market by having to pay workers more than
places without unionized workers. When unions negotiate for better
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Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings
benefits or higher wages it causes the company to cut spending in
other areas or to raise prices on goods contributing to inflation. Yes,
unions place pressure on unregulated capitalism to have a
responsibility to the worker and the consumer. The only bargaining
chip workers have is their labor so unionized strikes effectively help to
press for the changes needed in pay, benefits, and safety. Unions help
to ensure all workers are treated fairly by employers and protect
groups from being wrongfully fired.

What is the best way to respond to the difficulties of the urban poor?
Should the poor be helped? What is the best way to help the poor?
Should government play an active role in assuring accessibility to the
American dream? Does government have a responsibility to help the
needy? Do we have a responsibility to help others?

Progressives believed that poverty not moral flaws caused the crime,
poor sanitation, disease and other problems common in poor
neighborhoods. Progressives felt the best way to help the poor was to
provide access to opportunities for education and jobs and full
participation in the democratic process. They advocated laws to
protect workers (8 hour day, child labor laws). They wanted
government legislation to help in providing opportunities for the poor.
Private relief programs, church programs, and other charitable
organizations should provide direct relief to the poor for food, housing,
clothing, and other basic necessities. These organizations can assist in
education and job and career readiness. Government should have
nothing to do with helping the poor. Poor people are poor because of
the decisions they chose to make. Providing people with entitlements
does nothing to help the poor and supports what is wrong with society.

Is a strong president good for our nation?
The Constitution set up a system of checks and balances to prevent the
tyranny the colonists suffered under King George. A strong president
can through Executive Order and other actions harm democracy and
limit economic and personal freedom. A strong President may create
issues between other world powers if they do not negotiate. A strong
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Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings
President is good for the nation. Leadership many times requires
making unpopular decisions and confronting others whose power may
harm the people. A strong president sets a tone for the nation, inspires
a following, and provides stability. A weak president negatively
impacts economic markets, foreign affairs, and domestic tranquility.
Even if a strong president is “wrong” in the decisions made, the ability
to anticipate how the strong leader will respond to a crisis ensures a
more stable environment. For example, though the economy was
unstable during the Roosevelt presidency including a Panic in 1907,
Roosevelt’s leadership allowed for J.P. Morgan to intervene in righting
the economic crisis.

Who should own a nation’s natural resources?
Private companies and entrepreneurs should be able to use a nation’s
resources to create wealth for the company and its shareholders, and
contribute to the nation’s wealth. Government should never restrain
private industry, even industry of national resources. Capitalism
promotes private industry not communal ownership or government
trusteeship of resources. A nation’s natural resources should belong to
the public, not private interests. Private interests may diminish
resources for economic gain leaving nothing for future generations.
Roosevelt believed natural resources play a fundamental role in the
health of the economy and in the nation’s strength globally. Roosevelt
believed if private companies controlled the nation’s resources it
would actually threaten democracy. For these reasons he established
the US Forest Service and conserved acres of land as national parks,
bird preserves, and in the Antiquities Act of 1906 preserved
archeological sites and other areas of national significance.
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Essential Questions
To what extent does the legacy of Progressivism continue today and in
today’s political discourse?
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Enduring Understandings

Many Progressive Era reforms remain in place today like worker
protections (think fire drills and fire exits), child labor laws, food and
drug safety laws, and antitrust legislation. The federal progressive
income tax advocated by Populists and adopted by Progressives
became law during this period. Anti-trust laws helped to maintain free
enterprise because they restored prices to be based off competition, a
fundamental of capitalism, rather than market control. Progressivism
helped prevent a Marxist revolution. The government established
itself as an active participant in protecting individuals while still
retaining a commitment to capitalism and democracy. Teddy
Roosevelt was the first President to take an active role in siding with
labor (Coal Strike). The Progressive Era set a precedent for government
protections against unchecked capitalism and provided social
protections to citizens. The Progressive mantle of TR continued
through the Taft and Wilson Presidencies and would later be
championed by FDR, carried on by JFK and Johnson, and provide
inspiration for Clinton and Obama. The fight for child labor laws
continued into FDR’s Presidency which culminated in the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938. Many politicians, education, and business
leaders like to be thought of as “progressive” and adopt the term in
promoting their policies with the belief that they will better society.
The spirit of progressive reform remains alive today in the community
service activities and volunteerism in which many Americans
participate. Likewise, the critiques of Progressivism as advocating
socialism through having the government play an active role in
checking capitalism and establishing government control over
monetary and banking systems that many Republicans opposed
continue to be critiques made in new “Progressive” financial reforms.

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Content Standards:
Power (Primary):
NJSLS.6.1.12.C.5.a
Analyze the economic practices of corporations
and monopolies regarding the production and
marketing of goods, and determine the positive
or negative impact of these practices on
individuals and the nation and the need for
government regulations.

Students will understand the rise of industry
in the US and be able to judge the impact of
the economic practices of corporations on the
nation and individuals.

Identify monopoly, laissez-faire, Social Darwinism,
vertical integration, horizontal integration,
philanthropist
List the factors in the Industrialization of America
Identify key business leaders of the late 1800s
Explain the business practices of key business
leaders of the late 1800s
Summarize the ways that industrialists gained a
competitive edge over rivals and the effects that
big business had on American society
Identify arguments in “The Gospel of Wealth”
Define Old Immigration, New Immigration,
Nativism, Melting Pot
Compare and contrast the Old and New
Immigration
Describe the push-pull matrix in regards to
immigration
Compare the experiences of “typical immigrants”
List arguments for and against the New
Immigration
Critique arguments made against the New
Immigration
Analyze and Synthesize information from multiple
sources to create an immigration narrative
addressing the push-pull matrix and cultural
experience of an immigrant group
List problems in the cities resulting from
industrialization and immigration

NJSLS.6.1.12.D.5.d
Relate varying immigrants’ experiences to
gender, race, ethnicity, or occupation
NJSLS.6.1.12.D.5.b
Evaluate how events led to the creation of labor
and agricultural organizations that protect the
rights of workers.

Students will understand push and pull factors
related to immigration and be able to
compare and contrast varying immigrants’
experiences.
Students will understand problems workers
faced in Industrial America and evaluate the
various responses to improve their conditions.
Students will understand Progressive goals
during the Roosevelt Presidency and assess
the legacy of Teddy Roosevelt.

NJSLS.6.1.12.A.6.a
Evaluate the effectiveness of Progressive
reforms in preventing unfair business practices
and political corruption and in promoting social
justice.
Supportive (Secondary):
NJSLS.6.1.12.B.5.b
Assess the impact of rapid urbanization on the
environment and on the quality of life in cities
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Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

NJSLS.6.1.12.A.5.a
Assess the impact of governmental efforts to
regulate industrial and financial systems in order
to provide economic stability
NJSLS.6.1.12.D.5.a
Analyze government policies and other factors
that promoted innovation, entrepreneurship,
and industrialization in New Jersey and the
United States during this period
NJSLS.6.1.12.A.6.b
Evaluate the ways in which women organized to
promote government polices (i.e., abolition,
women’s suffrage, and the temperance
movement) designed to address injustice,
inequality, workplace safety, and immorality.
NJSLS.6.1.12.D.6.a
Assess the impact of technological innovation
and immigration on the development of
agriculture, industry, and urban culture during
the late 19th century in New Jersey (i.e.,
Paterson Silk Strike 1913) and the United States.
NJSLS.6.1.12.B.6.b
Compare and contrast issues involved in the
struggle between the unregulated development
of natural resources and efforts to conserve and
protect natural resources during the period of
industrial expansion.
Key Ideas and Details:
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Learning Objectives
Describe problems in the cities resulting from
industrialization and immigration
Draw Evidence from informational texts to explain
how monopolistic practices had positive and
negative economic effects on individuals and the
nation
Define muckraker
Identify the purpose of The Jungle and explain its
impact
Describe working conditions in the Industrial Era
Describe living conditions in the Industrial Era
Describe disasters that occurred in the Industrial
Era
Explain the impact of disasters that occurred in the
Industrial Era
Define union, strike, anarchist
Identify capitalism, socialism, and communism
Explain characteristics of capitalism, socialism, and
communism
Summarize the struggle of the workers during the
Industrial Revolution
Identify reasons workers formed unions
Identify reasons for worker strikes
Describe various labor conflicts
Analyze and evaluate the relationship between
powerful industrialists (like Andrew Carnegie) and
their employees through analyzing labor conflicts
(like the Homestead Strike).
Compare and contrast various unions

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.1
Accurately cite strong and thorough textual
evidence to support analysis of primary and
secondary sources, attending to such features as
the date and origin of the information.
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.2
Determine the theme, central ideas, key
information and/or perspective(s) presented in a
primary or secondary source; provide an
accurate summary that makes clear the
relationships among the key details and ideas.
Craft and Structure:
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.4
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as
they are used in a text, including vocabulary
describing political, social, or economic aspects
of history and the social sciences; analyze the
cumulative impact of specific word choices on
meaning and tone.
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.6
Compare the point of view of two or more
authors in regards to how they treat the same or
similar topics, including which details they
include and emphasize in their respective
accounts.
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas:
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.7
Integrate quantitative or technical analysis (e.g.,
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Learning Objectives

Describe politics in the Gilded Age
Explain examples of Gilded Age culture
Identify problems Progressives saw in society
List goals of Progressives
Explain ways in which Progressives advocated to
improve society
Explain how government policies responded to the
conditions and called for change
Identify the policies of Teddy Roosevelt’s
administration
Analyze the impact of the policies of Teddy
Roosevelt’s administration
Assess the legacy of Teddy Roosevelt

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

charts, research data) with qualitative analysis in
print or digital text to analyze information
presented via different mediums.
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.9
Compare and contrast treatments of the same
topic, or of various perspectives, in several
primary and secondary sources; analyze how
they related in terms of themes and significant
historical concepts.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2
Write informative/explanatory texts, including
the narration of historical events, scientific
procedures/ experiments, or technical
processes.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.A
Introduce a topic and organize ideas, concepts,
and information to make important connections
and distinctions; include formatting (e.g.,
headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and
multimedia when useful to aiding
comprehension.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.B
Develop the topic with well-chosen, relevant,
and sufficient facts, extended definitions,
concrete details, quotations, or other
information and examples appropriate to the
audience's knowledge of the topic.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.C
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Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Use varied transitions and sentence structures
to link the major sections of the text, create
cohesion, and clarify the relationships among
ideas and concepts.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.D
Use precise language and domain-specific
vocabulary to manage the complexity of the
topic and convey a style appropriate to the
discipline and context as well as to the expertise
of likely readers.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.E
Establish and maintain a style and tone
appropriate to the audience and purpose (e.g.
formal and objective for academic writing)while
attending to the norms and conventions of the
discipline in which they are writing.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.F
Provide a concluding paragraph or section that
supports the argument presented.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis
of substantive topics or texts, using valid
reasoning and relevant sufficient textual and
non-textual evidence.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.A
Introduce precise claim(s), distinguish the
claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and
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Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

create an organization that establishes clear
relationships among the claim(s), counterclaims,
reasons, and evidence.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.B
Develop claim(s) and counterclaims using sound
reasoning, supplying data and evidence for each
while pointing out the strengths and limitations
of both claim(s) and counterclaims in a
discipline-appropriate form and in a manner
that anticipates the audience's knowledge level
and concerns.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.C
Use transitions (e.g. words, phrases, clauses) to
link the major sections of the text, create
cohesion, and clarify the relationships between
claim(s) and reasons, between reasons and
evidence, and between claim(s) and
counterclaims.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.D
Establish and maintain a style and tone
appropriate to the audience and purpose (e.g.
formal and objective for academic writing) while
attending to the norms and conventions of the
discipline in which they are writing.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.E
Provide a concluding statement or section that
supports the argument presented.
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Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Production and Distribution of Writing:
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.4
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development, organization, and style are
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.5
Develop and strengthen wiring as needed by
planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a
new approach, focusing on addressing what is
most significant for a specific purpose and
audience.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.6
Use technology, including the Internet, to
produce, share, and update writing products,
taking advantage of technology’s capacity to link
to other information and to
Research to Build and Present Knowledge:
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.7
Conduct short as well as more sustained
research projects to answer a question
(including a self-generated question) or solve a
problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when
appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the
subject, demonstrating understanding of the
subject under investigation.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9.10.8
Gather relevant information from multiple
authoritative print and digital sources, using
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Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

advanced searches effectively; assess the
usefulness of each source in answering the
research question; integrate information into
the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas,
avoiding plagiarism and following a standard
format for citation.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.9
Draw evidence from informational texts to
support analysis, reflection, and research.
Range of Writing
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.10
Write routinely over extended time frames (time
for reflection and revision) and shorter time
frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a
range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and
audiences.

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Performance Assessments

Questioning, Discussions, Exit
Slips, Graphic Organizers (EX:
Immigration T-Chart),
Think/Pair/Share,
Read/Pair/Share, Quizzes

Quiz
Test
“Diary” Entries
Robber Baron/Captain of
Industry narrative
Immigration Poster
Immigration Narratives
Progressive Proposal

Debate
Immigration Stations
RAFT The Industrial United States
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Major
Activities/Assignments/Assessments
(required)
Immigration Narratives
Quiz
RAFT The Industrial United States
TR Resume
February Summative Assessment

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Performance Assessments

Major
Activities/Assignments/Assessments
(required)

Muckraking-Child Labor Today
Creating A Political CartoonWorkers, Strikes, and Unions
Photography ExhibitProgressive Era Issues
Workplace Reform in the Past
and Present,

Instructional Strategies
Cooperative Learning – Students working in groups to form examples of vertical and horizontal integration.
Direct Instruction-Lecture
Guided Reading – In class readings of Tarbell’s “The History of Standard Oil”, Sinclair’s “The Jungle”, and Riis’s “How the Other Half Lives”.
Reading For Meaning
Writing to Inform – RAFT letter from fictitious characters with authentic historical characteristics to industrial giants of the time.
Graphic Organizers
Mini-Lessons
Compare/Contrast –Robber Barons versus Captains of Industry debate.
Homework
Note Taking
Role Playing
Games
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Unit Vocabulary
Essential: monopoly, laissez-faire, Social Darwinism, Bessemer Process, vertical integration, horizontal integration, philanthropist, Old
Immigration, New Immigration, Ellis Island, push-factors, pull-factors, nativism, melting pot, Chinese Exclusion Act, tenements, capitalism, strike,
blacklist, union, strikebreakers (scabs), muckraker, capitalism, anarchist, communism, socialism, assassinated, muckraker, trustbuster, robber
barons, political machines, Sherman Anti-Trust Act, Pure Food and Drug Act, Meat Inspection Act, conservationist, Triangle-Shirtwaist Factory Fire
Non-Essential: salad bowl, Morganization, Castle Garden, steerage, Angel Island, arbitration, lockout, AFL, IWW, Knights of Labor, ARU, WTUL,
NWSA, AWSA, Pendleton Act, Pullman Strike, Haymarket Riot, Homestead Strike, NY Tenement House Act of 1901
Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

Technology:
Technology
NJSLS.TECH.8.1.12.D.1
Demonstrate appropriate application of Poll Everywhere
copyright, fair use and/or Creative
Laptop Carts
Commons to an original work.

Promethean Board

NJSLS.TECH.8.2.12.C.2
Analyze a product and how it has
changed or might change over time to
meet human needs and wants
Career Ready Practices:
CRP4
Communicate clearly and effectively
and with reason.
CRP7
Employ valid and reliable research
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

____ Global Awareness

__x__ Creativity & Innovation

____ Civic Literacy

____ Media Literacy

__x__ Financial, Economic,

__x__ Critical Thinking and Problem

Business, & Entrepreneurial

Solving

Literacy

____ Life and Career Skills

____ Health Literacy

____ Information & Communication
Technologies Literacy
__x__ Communication & Collaboration

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

strategies.

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit
__x__ Information Literacy

Financial Literacy:
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.A.6
Summarize the financial risks and
benefits of entrepreneurship as a
career choice.
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.A.9
Analyze how personal and cultural
values impact spending and other
financial decisions.
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.A.13
Analyze the impact of the collective
bargaining process on benefits, income,
and fair labor practice.
Subject-Specific Interdisciplinary
E/LA: English Language Arts
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1
Initiate and participate effectively in a
range of collaborative discussions (oneon-one, in groups, and teacher-led)
with peers on grades 9-10 topics, texts,
and issues, building on others’ ideas
and expressing their own clearly and
persuasively.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.A
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Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

Come to discussions prepared, having
read and researched material under
study; explicitly draw on that
preparation by referring to evidence
from texts and other research on the
topic or issue to stimulate a thoughtful,
well-reasoned exchange of ideas.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.B
Collaborate with peers to set rules for
discussions (e.g. informal consensus,
taking votes on key issues, presentation
of alternate views); develop clear goals
and assessment criteria (e.g. student
developed rubric) and assign individual
roles as needed.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.C
Propel conversations by posing and
responding to questions that relate the
current discussion to broader themes
or larger ideas; actively incorporate
others into the discussion; and clarify,
verify, or challenge ideas and
conclusions.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.D
Respond thoughtfully to various
perspectives, summarize points of
agreement and disagreement, and
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

justify own views. Make new
connections in light of the evidence and
reasoning presented.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.4
Present information, findings, and
supportive evidence clearly, concisely,
and logically. The content,
organization, development, and style
are appropriate to task, purpose, and
audience.
Visual and Performing Arts:
NJSLS.VPA.9-12.1.3.12.C.1
Create plays that include wellstructured plots and subplots, clear
thematic intent, original characters, and
technical theatrical elements
appropriate to a variety of theatrical
genres.
Health/PE:
NJSLS.HE.9-12.2.2.12.C.1
Analyze the impact of competition on
personal character development.
NJSLS.HE.9-12.2.2.12.C.2
Judge how individual or group
adherence, or lack of adherence, to
core ethical values impacts the local,
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

state, national, and worldwide
community
NJSLS.HE.9-12.2.1.12.E.1
Predict the short- and long-term
consequences of unresolved conflicts.
NJSLS.HE.9-12.2.1.12.E.2
Analyze how new technologies may
positively or negatively impact the
incidence of conflict or crisis.
Career Exploration:
NJSLS.CAEP.9.2.12.C.8
Assess the impact of litigation and
court decisions on employment laws
and practices.
NJSLS.CAEP.9.2.12.C.4
Analyze how economic conditions and
societal changes influence employment
trends and future education.
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.AR-AV.2
Demonstrate the use of basic tools and
equipment used in audio, video and
film production
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.AR-AV.4
Design an audio, video, and/or film
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

production.
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.AR.-JB.3
Plan and deliver a media production
(e.g., broadcast, video, Internet and
mobile).
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.ED.2
Demonstrate effective oral, written and
multimedia communication in multiple
formats and contexts.
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.GV-GOV.2
Develop and articulate reasoned,
persuasive arguments to support public
policy options or positions.

Resources:
Texts/Materials: The American Republic Since 1877
“The Gospel of Wealth”
“Maggie: A Girl of the Streets”—Stephen Crane
“Life in the Tenements”—Jacob Riis
“How I Found America”-Anzia Yezierska
A Different Mirror—Robert Takaki
Video Teddy Roosevelt: An American Lion
Photographs by Jacob Riis, Lewis Hines
“Proclamation of the Striking Textile Workers of Lawrence, 1912”
“Arturo Giovannitti’s Address to the Jury, 1912”
“Ludlow Massacre”
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Resources:
“Remember Ludlow”---Julia May Courtney
Documents on Parsons and the Haymarket Riot (Albert Parsons’ testimony to the House of Representatives Select Committee on Causes of the
General Depression in Labor and Business, 1879, Albert Parsons on anarchism from Anarchism: Its Philosophy and Scientific Basis, as Defined by
Some of its Apostles, 1887, excerpt from Death in the Haymarket by James Green 2006, The Anarchists’ Trial from the New York Times 28 July
1886, Parsons letter to his wife while awaiting trial 20 Aug 1886, Mayor Harrison’s testimony at the trial 2 August 1886)
Documents on the Homestead Strike-“The Homestead Srike,” Reaction to the Homestead Strike from Emma Goldman’s autobiography, Interview
of Frick in the Pittsburgh Post 8 July 1892,
“A Boss Speaks”—George Washington Plunkitt

Major Assignments (required): Immigration Narratives
Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations
Special Education Students

ELLs [English Language Learners]

At-Risk Students

Gifted Students

Accommodations
● Additional Time
● Vary Test Formats
● Student Choice
● Highlight Key Directions
● Pace Long-Term Projects
● Allow Retakes on Certain
Assessments
● Provide Study Guides
● Order Test Items from
Least Complex to Most
Complex

Accommodations
● Additional Time
● Vary Test Formats
● Student Choice
● Highlight Key Directions
● Allow Retakes on Certain
Assessments
● Provide Study Guides
● Order Test Items from
Least Complex to Most
Complex
● Google Translate
● Resources in Native

Accommodations
● Additional Time
● Vary Test Formats
● Student Choice
● Highlight Key Directions
● Pace Long-Term Projects
● Allow Retakes on Certain
Assessments
● Provide Study Guides
● Quiz / Test Prep
● Order Test Items from
Least Complex to Most
Complex

Accommodations/Differentiation
● Enhanced Learning Goals
● Additional Reading and
Resources to Enrich Material
● One-to-One Teacher Interaction
to Further Learning
● Retakes Allow Student to
Achieve Higher Levels with no
Limit
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Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations
Special Education Students
Modifications
● Oral Testing
● Choice Format /
Alternative Assessment
Differentiation
● Extra Practice
● One-to-One Tutoring
● Varied Homework
Assignments
● Choice Menu
● RAFT
● Provided Visuals and
Other Study Aids
● Tiered Homework
● Tiered Assessments
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ELLs [English Language Learners]
Language
● Simplified Assessment
● Simplified Content
Modifications
● Oral Testing
● Accept Short Answers
● Choice Format /
Alternative Assessment
● Allow Electronic Device
Differentiation
● Extra Practice
● One-to-One Tutoring
● Varied Homework
Assignments
● Choice Menu
● RAFT
● Provided Visuals and
Other Study Aids
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At-Risk Students
Modifications
● Choice Format /
Alternative Assessment
Differentiation
● Extra Practice
● One-to-One Tutoring
● Varied Homework
Assignments
● Choice Menu
● RAFT
● Provided Visuals and
Other Study Aids
● Tiered Homework
● Tiered Assessments

Gifted Students

Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations
Special Education Students
Accommodations
● Graphic Organizers
● Preferential Seating
● Review Sessions
● Textbooks for At-Home
Use
● Additional Time for
Assignments
● Guided Notes
● Copies of Notes Provided
● Support Auditory
Presentations with Visuals
● Hands-On Activities
● Use of Manipulations
● Establish Classroom Rules
and Procedures
● Alternate Quiet and Active
Time
● Teach Time Management
Skills
● Verbal and Visual Cues for
Staying on Task
● Adjusted Assignment
Timelines
● Immediate Feedback
● Work-In-Progress Check
● Personalized Examples
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ELLs [English Language Learners]
Accommodations
● Graphic Organizers
● Visuals Accompany
Written Information
● Textbooks for At-Home
Use
● Additional Time for
Assignments
● Guided Notes, Google
Translate Option via
Google Classroom
● Copies of Notes Provided
● Support Auditory
Presentations with Visuals
● Hands-On Activities
● Verbal and Visual Cues for
Staying on Task
● Adjusted Assignment
Timelines
● No Penalty for Spelling
Errors or Sloppy
Handwriting [assessments
graded at higher standard
than homework]
Modifications
● No Penalty for Spelling
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At-Risk Students

Gifted Students

Accommodations
Accommodations/Differentiation
● Graphic Organizers
● Tiered assignments
● Preferential Seating
● Multiple texts (leveled
● Review Sessions
reading)
● Textbooks for At-Home Use
● Tiered Homework
● Additional Time for
assignments
Assignments
● Mini-lessons/Small group
● Guided Notes
instruction
● Copies of Notes Provided
● One-on-one conferences
● Support Auditory
● Oral quizzes
Presentations with Visuals
● Learning Stations
● Hands-On Activities
● Flexible grouping
● Use of Manipulations
● Learning Contracts
● Establish Classroom Rules
● Curriculum Compacting
and Procedures
● Jigsaw
● Alternate Quiet and Active
Time
● Teach Time Management
Skills
● Verbal and Visual Cues for
Staying on Task
● Adjusted Assignment
Timelines
● Immediate Feedback
● Work-In-Progress Check
● Personalized Examples
● No Penalty for Spelling

Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations
Special Education Students
●

No Penalty for Spelling
Errors or Sloppy
Handwriting [assessments
graded at higher standard
than homework]

Modifications
● No Penalty for Spelling
Errors
● Change of Level of
Difficulty and Complexity
● Read Passages Aloud
● Shortening Assignment
● Allow outlining, instead of
writing for an essay or
major project
● Reworded Questions /
Problems
● Projects Instead of Written
Products
● Modified Grading

ELLs [English Language Learners]
●
●
●
●
●

Gifted Students

Errors
Errors or Sloppy
Change of Level of
Handwriting [assessments
Difficulty and Complexity
graded at higher standard
Shortening Assignment
than homework]
Reworded Questions /
Modifications
Problems
Projects Instead of Written
● No Penalty for Spelling
Products
Errors
Modified Grading
● Change of Level of
Difficulty and Complexity
● Read Passages Aloud
● Shortening Assignment
● Allow outlining, instead of
writing for an essay or
major project
● Reworded Questions /
Problems
● Projects Instead of Written
Products
● Modified Grading

Differentiation
● Mini-lessons / Small Group
Instruction
● One-on-One Conference
● Learning Stations
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Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations
Special Education Students
●

ELLs [English Language Learners]

Flexible Grouping
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At-Risk Students

Gifted Students

Kingsway Regional School District
Grade 10-Academic United States History I
Unit 5: American Foreign Policy

Recommended Duration: 4-5 weeks (March/April)

Unit Description: The United States was a late comer in the quest for overseas territory. As the country completed its Manifest Destiny and
settled the West, growth in American industry an expanding market for international trade promoted policies that resulted in America emerging
as a world power. In this unit, students will understand the motives behind US overseas expansion and how the US developed as a world power.
They will be able to explain the causes and results of the Spanish-American War and the Philippine-American War. Students will compare and
contrast the foreign policies of various presidents and debate US foreign policy during this time period.
Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings

Do stronger nations have the right to control weaker societies? What
are the consequences of pursuing an imperialist foreign policy for the
US and for the nations subject to US foreign control?

Stronger nations often control weaker societies politically,
economically and socially in order to establish and/or maintain their
status. Yes, stronger nations have a right and a duty to control weaker
societies. Weaker nations cannot provide their citizens with basic
needs, infrastructure, and or security. Stronger nations benefit weaker
nations in developing their economy and civilization and in protecting
their society. No, stronger nations do not have the right to control
weaker societies. Sovereignty is a fundamental right and the people
within the weaker societies should decide their own fate.

Does pursuing an imperialist foreign policy conflict with US democratic
principles?

No, US policy promoted and enabled weaker nations to establish
democratic traditions. It promoted democracy in these areas. Yes, as
the anti-imperialist league remarked, “We regret that it has become
necessary in the land of Washington and Lincoln to reaffirm that all
men, of whatever race or color, are entitled to life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness. We maintain that governments derive their just
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Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings

Was American expansion overseas justified?

powers from the consent of the governed.” Acquiring overseas
possessions and denying these nations sovereignty is contradictory to
the principle upon which this nation was founded.

Was the United States justified in going to war against Spain in 1898?
When is war justified?

At the turn of the Nineteenth Century, competition for economic,
political and military power brought the US into international conflict
and motivated the US in becoming a world power. Yes, in order for
the US to compete with other industrialized nations it needed to
secure markets for its goods and obtain raw materials. In order to
protect national security and economic investments, the US needed to
build the Panama Canal and establish naval bases in the Caribbean and
Pacific. To maintain economic and military strength overseas
expansion was necessary. As the other world powers expanded
overseas it became necessary to compete and protect our national
security and economic investments. American expansion prevented
nations like Germany and Japan from gaining more power and helped
nations like Hawaii who would have been controlled by a nation like
Japan. The US was justified in expanding simply to benefit those
nations which would have been controlled by nations without a
commitment to justice and democracy. No, the nation was rich in
natural resources and already fulfilled its Manifest Destiny. Overseas
expansion contradicts American principles

How much should the United States be involved in world affairs?
Yes, the US was heavily invested in the sugar industry in Cuba and
McKinley cited the injury to commerce, trade, and business and the
destruction of property. Cuba is “right at our door” and the inability of
Spain to control the chaos there put US citizens and US economic
interests at risk. Spain was unable to assure the safety and security to
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Essential Questions

Does racism motivate US foreign policy?

Enduring Understandings
US interests and US citizens. The US was also justified at a
humanitarian level. It reminded the nation of our revolution against
Britain and Weyler forced Cubans into concentration camp where
thousands of civilians were dying of starvation and disease.
No, what happens in another nation’s colony is not our business.
American citizens and investors need to accept risk when they invest in
countries outside of the US. It is not the job of the government to
protect investor’s interests. Citizens should be called home, and the US
should have stayed out of Spain’s issues with its colony. War is
justified to protect US citizens and their property. War is justified
when genocide or crimes against humanity are being committed by a
nation. War is only justified if an aggressor nation attacks. War is
never justified.
American involvement in foreign affairs is debated through the present
day. Some believe the US should avoid involvement in the affairs and
conflicts of other nations. Some of these anti-internationalists believe
assert the US should take care of its problems at home first (economic
issues, inequality issues, etc.). Some believe it is the responsibility of
the US as a world leader to set an example by promoting just
government, democratic ideals, and economic development at home
rather than forcing these values abroad. Others believe the US as a
world power must play an active role in world affairs. A threat abroad
is a threat to the US. Preserving geo-political boundaries and
promoting democracy is necessary to protect US interests. Because we
live in an interdependent global community, as a leader, it is necessary
for the US to involve itself in the affairs of other nations.
Yes, some viewed overseas expansion as an extension of Manifest
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Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings
Destiny, which promotes a belief of “American Exceptionalism.” Many
Americans also believed in Social Darwinism, Anglo-Saxon superiority,
and the “White Man’s Burden,” which all incorporate elements of
inherent racism. Many Americans believed that because Anglo-Saxon
people are “racially and culturally superior” that they had a duty to
spread civilization, democracy, and culture.” The ways in which the US
described the Filipinos demonstrates also demonstrates racism. The
Americans used the same language they used towards AfricanAmericans and Native-Americans and viewed them as savages. Though
Americans may have viewed their policies as helping the uncivilized,
that notion in itself is racist especially when applied directly to people
of color without offering them the respect accorded to European
peoples. No, Americans were motivated by economics and a desire for
power, not racism. If racism became a part of the argument, it was
second to the motivations for power and prestige. It may have been a
justification for foreign policy at the time, but it was not the motivation
for US foreign policy. Today, the US imposes democratic values on
areas of the world which may have other ideas for government. The
US still believes it has the best and right way to do things. In dealing
with Asia and Africa and sometimes even Russia, ideas about American
superiority still tend to influence policy.
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Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Content Standards:
Power (Primary):
NJSLS.6.1.12.D.6.b
Compare and contrast the foreign policies of
American presidents during this time period,
and analyze how these presidents contributed
to the United States becoming a world power

Students will understand imperialism and be
able to evaluate the role geography played in
gaining access to raw materials and finding
new global markets to promote trade.

Label a map of areas subject to US influence
Define imperialism
Recognize reasons for imperialism
Describe how the areas on the labeled map relate
to imperialism
Describe and summarize the reasons for
imperialism
Summarize the annexation of Hawaii
Summarize US involvement in China and Japan
Define yellow journalism
Identify the causes of the Spanish-American War
Describe the results of the Spanish-American War
Identify reasons McKinley gave for annexing the
Philippines
Summarize reasons some Americans opposed War
with the Philippines and annexing the Philippines

NJSLS.6.1.12.B.6.a
Determine the role geography played in gaining
access to raw materials and finding new global
markets to promote trade.
NJSLS.6.2.12.D.3.d
Analyze the extent to which racism was both a
cause and consequence of imperialism, and
evaluate the impact of imperialism from
multiple perspectives.
NJSLS.6.2.12.A.3.e
Analyze the motives for and methods by which
European nations, Japan, and the United States
expanded their imperialistic practices in Africa
and Asia during this era, and evaluate the
impact of these actions on their relations.

Students will understand the role of racism in
US foreign policy and be able to analyze US
foreign policy from multiple perspectives.
Students will understand how US foreign
policy resulted in the US becoming a world
power and be able to compare and contrast
the foreign policies of presidents in the
Emergence of Modern America.
Students will understand how US foreign
policy made the United States both welcome
and unpopular around the world and be able
to defend and/or condemn the role of the US
in various regions.

Supportive (Secondary):
NJSLS.6.2.12.C.3.b
Analyze the interrelationships among the
Industrial Revolution, nationalism, competition
for global markets, imperialism and natural
resources.
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Summarize the causes and results of the SpanishAmerican War and Philippine-American War
Describe the relationship between racism and US
foreign policy
Analyze US foreign policy from the perspective of
various groups of white Americans, many AfricanAmericans, and Filipinos
Analyze political cartoons as being pro or anti-US
and explain the symbols and meanings
Draw Conclusions as to why American soldiers
acted the way they did in the Philippines
Identify Open Door Policy, Monroe Doctrine,

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

NJSLS.6.2.12.D.3.C
Compare and contrast China’s and Japan’s
views of and responses to imperialism, and
determine the effects of imperialism on the
development and prosperity of each country in
the 20th century.
NJSLS.6.2.12.A.6.b
Analyze the relationships and tensions between
national sovereignty and global interests in
matters such a territory, economic
development, use of natural resources, and
human rights.
Key Ideas and Details:
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.1
Accurately cite strong and thorough textual
evidence to support analysis of primary and
secondary sources, attending to such features
as the date and origin of the information.
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.2
Determine the theme, central ideas, key
information and/or perspective(s) presented in
a primary or secondary source; provide an
accurate summary that makes clear the
relationships among the key details and ideas.
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.3
Analyze in detail a series of events described in
a text; determine whether earlier events
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Learning Objectives
Roosevelt Corollary, Imperialism, Big Stick, Dollar
Diplomacy, Missionary Diplomacy, Great White
Fleet, White Man’s Burden, banana republic
Recognize ways in which the US become a world
power
Describe some foreign policies used by the US
Explain how the construction of the Panama Canal
helped the US become a world power
Summarize Roosevelt’s arguments about the role
of the US in Latin-America
Summarize anti-imperialist views about the role of
the US in Latin-America
Assess the foreign policy of Theodore Roosevelt
Compare and contrast the foreign policies of
McKinley, Roosevelt, Taft, and Wilson
Explain how US foreign policy made the US both
welcome and unpopular around the world and
support this statement with specific examples
Debate America’s New Role in the World and
defend and/or condemn this role in various
regions
Cite evidence to support a position on US foreign
policy

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

caused later ones or simply preceded them.
Craft and Structure:
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.4
Determine the meaning of words and phrases
as they are used in a text, including vocabulary
describing political, social, or economic aspects
of history and the social sciences; analyze the
cumulative impact of specific word choices on
meaning and tone.
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.6
Compare the point of view of two or more
authors in regards to how they treat the same
or similar topics, including which details they
include and emphasize in their respective
accounts.
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas:
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.7
Integrate quantitative or technical analysis
(e.g., charts, research data) with qualitative
analysis in print or digital text.
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.8
Assess the extent to which the reasoning and
evidence in a text support the author's claims.
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.9
Compare and contrast treatments of the same
topic, or of various perspectives, in several
primary and secondary sources; analyze how
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Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

they related in terms of themes and significant
historical concepts.
Range of Writing:
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.10
Write routinely over extended time frames
(time for reflection and revision) and shorter
time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for
a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes,
and audiences.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1
Write arguments to support claims in an
analysis of substantive topics or texts, using
valid reasoning and relevant sufficient textual
and non-textual evidence.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.A
Introduce precise claim(s), distinguish the
claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and
create an organization that establishes clear
relationships among the claim(s),
counterclaims, reasons, and evidence.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.B
Develop claim(s) and counterclaims using
sound reasoning, supplying data and evidence
for each while pointing out the strengths and
limitations of both claim(s) and counterclaims
in a discipline-appropriate form and in a
manner that anticipates the audience's
knowledge level and concerns.
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Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.C
Use transitions (e.g. words, phrases, clauses) to
link the major sections of the text, create
cohesion, and clarify the relationships between
claim(s) and reasons, between reasons and
evidence, and between claim(s) and
counterclaims.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.D
Establish and maintain a style and tone
appropriate to the audience and purpose (e.g.
formal and objective for academic writing)
while attending to the norms and conventions
of the discipline in which they are writing.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.E
Provide a concluding statement or section that
supports the argument presented.
Production and Distribution of Writing:
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.4
Produce clear and coherent writing in which
the development, organization, and style are
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
Research to Build and Present Knowledge:
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.7
Conduct short as well as more sustained
research projects to answer a question
(including a self-generated question) or solve a
problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when
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Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the
subject, demonstrating understanding of the
subject under investigation.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9.10.8
Gather relevant information from multiple
authoritative print and digital sources, using
advanced searches effectively; assess the
usefulness of each source in answering the
research question; integrate information into
the text selectively to maintain the flow of
ideas, avoiding plagiarism and following a
standard format for citation.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.9
Draw evidence from informational texts to
support analysis, reflection, and research.

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Performance Assessments

Questioning, Discussions, Exit
Slips, Graphic Organizers (ex:
Soldiers In the Philippines),
Think/Pair/Share, “Grab It”
Simulation WB, Read/Pair/Share,
Quizzes
“Reading Like A Historian”
Soldiers in the Philippines

The US becomes A World
Power Timeline Historical
Theme Park Map,
Map Quiz, Imperialism
Interview,
Spanish-American War Quiz,
Unit Test
Imperialism Essay

Imperialism News Broadcast
Imperialism Debate
RAFT-American Foreign Policy
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Major
Activities/Assignments/Assessments
(required)
Map Quiz
SAC-“Should the US annex the
Philippines?”
“Reading Like A Historian”—Soldiers
in the Philippines
Graphic Organizer “Soldiers in the
Philippines”
RAFT-American Foreign Policy

Possible Assessment Modifications/Accommodations
Time and ½ on quizzes and tests
Oral questioning and answering
Modified Tests
Instructional Strategies
Cooperative Learning
Direct Instruction-Lecture
Guided Reading
Reading For Meaning
Writing to Inform – Students writing their own examples of Yellow Journalism concerning actual situations during the period of Imperialism.
Graphic Organizers – Using Venn diagrams to compare and contrast The Monroe Doctrine and Roosevelt’s Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine.
Mini-Lessons
Compare/Contrast
Homework
Note Taking
Map work – Students will complete a map illustrating the land acquisitions to the United States through imperialism.
Role Playing – Students portray Teddy Roosevelt applying for a job by creating a resume on his foreign policy achievements.
Games

Unit Vocabulary
Essential: annex, anti-imperialist, Big stick, banana republic, dollar diplomacy, Great White Fleet, guerillas, Hawaiian League, hypocritical,
imperialism, Latin-America, Maine, missionary diplomacy (moral imperialism), Monroe Doctrine, nationalism, nationalist, open door policy,
prestige, protectorate, (re)concentration, Roosevelt Corollary, Rough Riders, Russo-Japanese War, sovereignty, subjugate, Treaty of Paris, white
man’s burden, yellow journalism
Non-Essential: arbitration, spheres of influence, jingoism, extraterritoriality, martyr,, Bayonet Constitution, Teller Amendment, Platt Amendment,
gorged, customs, Guantanamo Bay, Manchuria, Boxers, San-Juan Hill, de Lome letter, usurp
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Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

Technology:
Technology
NJSLS.TECH.8.1.12.D.1
Demonstrate appropriate application of Poll Everywhere
copyright, fair use and/or Creative
Laptop Carts
Commons to an original work.
Career Ready Practices:
CRP2
Apply appropriate academic and
technical skills.
CRP4
Communicate clearly and effectively
and with reason.
CRP5
Consider the environmental, social and
economic impacts of decisions.
CRP6
Demonstrate creativity and innovation.

Promethean Board
Today’s Meet

S – Students will read historical
information online.
S – Students will study
geography by playing online
map games.

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

___x_ Global Awareness

__x__ Creativity & Innovation

__x__ Civic Literacy

__x__ Media Literacy

__x__ Financial, Economic,

__x__ Critical Thinking and Problem

Business, & Entrepreneurial

Solving

Literacy

____ Life and Career Skills

____ Health Literacy

__x__ Information & Communication
Technologies Literacy
__x__ Communication & Collaboration

A – Students will take a quiz
using Google Form instead of
using a pencil and paper.

CRP7
Employ valid and reliable research
strategies.
CRP12
Work productively in teams while using
cultural global competence.
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__x__ Information Literacy

Subject-Specific Interdisciplinary:
E/LA: English Language Arts
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1
Initiate and participate effectively in a
range of collaborative discussions (oneon-one, in groups, and teacher-led)
with peers on grades 9-10 topics, texts,
and issues, building on others’ ideas
and expressing their own clearly and
persuasively.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.A
Come to discussions prepared, having
read and researched material under
study; explicitly draw on that
preparation by referring to evidence
from texts and other research on the
topic or issue to stimulate a thoughtful,
well-reasoned exchange of ideas.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.B
Collaborate with peers to set rules for
discussions (e.g. informal consensus,
taking votes on key issues, presentation
of alternate views); develop clear goals
and assessment criteria (e.g. student
developed rubric) and assign individual
roles as needed.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.C
Propel conversations by posing and
responding to questions that relate the
current discussion to broader themes
or larger ideas; actively incorporate
others into the discussion; and clarify,
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verify, or challenge ideas and
conclusions.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.D
Respond thoughtfully to various
perspectives, summarize points of
agreement and disagreement, and
justify own views. Make new
connections in light of the evidence and
reasoning presented.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.2
Integrate multiple sources of
information presented in diverse media
or formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively,
qualitatively, orally) evaluating the
credibility and accuracy of each source.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.3
Evaluate a speaker’s point of view,
reasoning, and use of evidence and
rhetoric, identifying any false reasoning
or distorted evidence.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.4
Present information, findings, and
supportive evidence clearly, concisely,
and logically. The content,
organization, development, and style
are appropriate to task, purpose, and
audience.
Visual and Performing Arts:
NJSLS.VPA.9-12.1.3.12.C.1
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Create plays that include wellstructured plots and subplots, clear
thematic intent, original characters, and
technical theatrical elements
appropriate to a variety of theatrical
genres.
Health/PE:
NJSLS HE.9-12.2.1.12.E.1
Predict the short- and long-term
consequences of unresolved conflicts.
Career Exploration:
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.GV-FIR.1
Apply the knowledge acquired from
history, law, geography, science,
language studies, social sciences
(including economic and political
science), business, foreign policy and
culture to perform diplomatic
functions.
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.GV-GOV.3
Select and apply appropriate political
processes to gain consensus for the
resolution of differing opinions and
positions.
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.AR-AV.2
Demonstrate the use of basic tools and
equipment used in audio, video and
film production
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.AR-AV.4
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Design an audio, video, and/or film
production.
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.AR.-JB.3
Plan and deliver a media production
(e.g., broadcast, video, Internet and
mobile).
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.ED.2
Demonstrate effective oral, written and
multimedia communication in multiple
formats and contexts.
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.GV-GOV.2
Develop and articulate reasoned,
persuasive arguments to support public
policy options or position

Resources:
Texts/Materials: The American Republic Since 1877
A Patriot’s History of the United States
A People’s History of the United States
“President McKinley Submits a War Message”
“Destruction of the War Ship Maine Was the Work of an Enemy”---New York Journal
“Maine Explosion Caused by Bomb or Torpedo”---The World
“The White Man’s Burden”—Rudyard Kipling
“McKinley Prays for Guidance”/ “President McKinley Puts the Philippines on the U.S. Map”
“A Senator Speaks in Support of Empire”—Albert J. Beveridge
“Filipino Opinion of Reconcentration”—El Renacimiento, 1905
“African-American Democrats Speak Out Against US Imperialism”----Negro National Democratic League, 1900
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Resources:
“A Filipina Activist Appeals to the New England Woman’s Suffrage Association”---Clemencia Lopez, 1902
“A Filipino Representative Appeals to the American People”—Galicano Apacible
“Moro Massacre”
“Testimony of Corporal Richard O’Brien”
“Testimony of Corporal Daniel J. Evans”
“American Soldiers’ Letters Home”
“Filipino Soldiers”
“Frederick Funston”
“Platform of the American Anti-Imperialist League”
Multiple Political Cartoons (EX: “Criminals Because They Were Born Ten Years Before We Took the Philippines” New
York Journal 5 May 1902, “The Filipino’s First Bath” Judge 1899)
“The Burdens of Policeman in the Caribbean”—Theodore Roosevelt
“An Argentinian Speaks Out Against Imperialism”—Jose Ingenieros
Multiple Resources From the Kingsway Approved Subscription Data Bases (Ex: Facts on File)
Major Assignments (required): Map Quiz
“Reading Like A Historian”—Soldiers in the Philippines
Graphic Organizer “Soldiers in the Philippines”
Imperialism Essay
Major Activities (required): SAC-“Should the US annex the Philippines?”
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Resources:
Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations
Special Education Students

ELLs [English Language Learners]

At-Risk Students

Gifted Students

Accommodations
● Additional Time
● Vary Test Formats
● Student Choice
● Highlight Key Directions
● Pace Long-Term Projects
● Allow Retakes on Certain
Assessments
● Provide Study Guides
● Order Test Items from
Least Complex to Most
Complex

Accommodations
● Additional Time
● Vary Test Formats
● Student Choice
● Highlight Key Directions
● Allow Retakes on Certain
Assessments
● Provide Study Guides
● Order Test Items from
Least Complex to Most
Complex
● Google Translate
● Resources in Native
Language
● Simplified Assessment
● Simplified Content

Accommodations
● Additional Time
● Vary Test Formats
● Student Choice
● Highlight Key Directions
● Pace Long-Term Projects
● Allow Retakes on Certain
Assessments
● Provide Study Guides
● Quiz / Test Prep
● Order Test Items from
Least Complex to Most
Complex

Accommodations/Differentiation
● Enhanced Learning Goals
● Additional Reading and
Resources to Enrich Material
● One-to-One Teacher Interaction
to Further Learning
● Retakes Allow Student to
Achieve Higher Levels with no
Limit

Modifications
● Oral Testing
● Choice Format /
Alternative Assessment
Differentiation
● Extra Practice
● One-to-One Tutoring
● Varied Homework
Assignments
● Choice Menu
● RAFT
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Modifications
● Oral Testing
● Accept Short Answers
● Choice Format /
Alternative Assessment
● Allow Electronic Device
Differentiation
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Modifications
● Choice Format /
Alternative Assessment
Differentiation
● Extra Practice
● One-to-One Tutoring
● Varied Homework
Assignments
● Choice Menu
● RAFT

Resources:
●

Provided Visuals and
Other Study Aids
● Tiered Homework
● Tiered Assessments

●
●
●

Extra Practice
One-to-One Tutoring
Varied Homework
Assignments
● Choice Menu
● RAFT
● Provided Visuals and
Other Study Aids

●

Provided Visuals and
Other Study Aids
● Tiered Homework
● Tiered Assessments

Possible Instructional Modifications/Accommodations/Differentiation
Special Education Students

ELLs [English Language Learners]

At-Risk Students

Accommodations
● Graphic Organizers
● Preferential Seating
● Review Sessions
● Textbooks for At-Home
Use
● Additional Time for
Assignments
● Guided Notes
● Copies of Notes Provided
● Support Auditory
Presentations with Visuals
● Hands-On Activities
● Use of Manipulations
● Establish Classroom Rules
and Procedures

Accommodations
● Graphic Organizers
● Visuals Accompany
Written Information
● Textbooks for At-Home
Use
● Additional Time for
Assignments
● Guided Notes, Google
Translate Option via
Google Classroom
● Copies of Notes Provided
● Support Auditory
Presentations with Visuals
● Hands-On Activities
● Verbal and Visual Cues for

Accommodations
Accommodations/Differentiation
● Graphic Organizers
● Tiered assignments
● Preferential Seating
● Multiple texts (leveled
● Review Sessions
reading)
● Textbooks for At-Home Use
● Tiered Homework
● Additional Time for
assignments
Assignments
● Mini-lessons/Small group
● Guided Notes
instruction
● Copies of Notes Provided
● One-on-one conferences
● Support Auditory
● Oral quizzes
Presentations with Visuals
● Learning Stations
● Hands-On Activities
● Flexible grouping
● Use of Manipulations
● Learning Contracts
● Establish Classroom Rules
● Curriculum Compacting
and Procedures
● Jigsaw
● Alternate Quiet and Active
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Gifted Students

Resources:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Alternate Quiet and Active
Time
Teach Time Management
Skills
Verbal and Visual Cues for
Staying on Task
Adjusted Assignment
Timelines
Immediate Feedback
Work-In-Progress Check
Personalized Examples
No Penalty for Spelling
Errors or Sloppy
Handwriting [assessments
graded at higher standard
than homework]

Modifications
● No Penalty for Spelling
Errors
● Change of Level of
Difficulty and Complexity
● Read Passages Aloud
● Shortening Assignment
● Allow outlining, instead of
writing for an essay or
major project
● Reworded Questions /
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Staying on Task
● Adjusted Assignment
Timelines
● No Penalty for Spelling
Errors or Sloppy
Handwriting [assessments
graded at higher standard
than homework]

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Time
Teach Time Management
Skills
Verbal and Visual Cues for
Staying on Task
Adjusted Assignment
Timelines
Immediate Feedback
Work-In-Progress Check
Personalized Examples
No Penalty for Spelling
Errors or Sloppy
Handwriting [assessments
graded at higher standard
than homework]

Modifications
● No Penalty for Spelling
Errors
● Change of Level of
Difficulty and Complexity
● Shortening Assignment
● Reworded Questions /
Modifications
Problems
● Projects Instead of Written
● No Penalty for Spelling
Products
Errors
● Modified Grading
● Change of Level of
Difficulty and Complexity
● Read Passages Aloud
● Shortening Assignment
● Allow outlining, instead of
writing for an essay or
major project
● Reworded Questions /
Problems
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Resources:
Problems
● Projects Instead of Written
Products
● Modified Grading
Differentiation
● Mini-lessons / Small Group
Instruction
● One-on-One Conference
● Learning Stations
● Flexible Grouping
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●

Projects Instead of Written
Products
● Modified Grading

Kingsway Regional School District
Grade 10-Academic United States History I
Unit 6: WWI

Recommended Duration: 3 weeks–(April)

Unit Description: In this unit, students will review the causes and spark of World War I and analyze the series of events that moved the US from
neutrality to entry into WWI. Students will learn how the United States prepared for WWI and the steps the government took to support the war
effort. Students will describe how efforts to enforce loyalty led to hostility and repression and evaluate the impact of government policies
designed to promote patriotism and protect national security on individual rights. Finally, students will describe Wilson’s plan for peace,
compare and contrast his plan with the Treaty of Versailles and debate the fairness of the Treaty.
Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings

Was world war inevitable in 1914?

World leaders involve their countries in wars for various economic,
political, and social reasons. War was not inevitable in 1914, but the
causes of war were aligned properly where it was a highly likely
possibility.

Was it possible for the US to remain neutral in WWI?

Yes, though it would result in negative repercussions regarding US
economic interests; private enterprise is separate from government
action. The US could have either created laws to penalize companies
that violated its position of neutrality or ignored the submarine attacks
as their purpose was to break the illegal British blockade. No, JP
Morgan banking was too heavily invested in the Allies to allow the
Central Powers to claim victory in Europe. It was imperative the Allies
win and therefore the US needed to be involved. In addition to this,
German spies were active in the US and waging a terroristic war on US
economic interests. This terrorism sanctioned by the German
government while meant to keep America out of war is enough reason
to declare war on Germany.

Why might a country be drawn into an international conflict in spite of
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Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings

its efforts to remain neutral?

Should a democratic government tolerate dissent during times of war
and other crises?/Is the suppression of public opinion during times of
crisis ever justified?

Was the Treaty of Versailles a fair and effective settlement for lasting
world peace?

Even though the European Powers agreed to Belgium’s neutrality in the
1839 Treaty of London, Germany invaded Belgium violating Belgium’s
neutrality and placing Belgium on the side of the Allies. Countries may
be drawn into international conflict in spite of efforts to remain neutral
because of aggressive attacks. Economic issues may also impact a
neutral nation. The US and Britain had strong economic ties. A defeat
of Britain would result in economic disaster for the US. Economic
reasons combined with unrestricted submarine warfare and the
Zimmerman Note, pushed the US to war even though the US remained
neutral through a German sabotage campaign that if publicized would
have had citizens clamoring for war.
Yes, freedom of speech is a Constitutional right; even speech that runs
counter to mainstream opinion should be valued in a democratic
society. No, national security trumps civil liberties during wartime; war
requires sacrifices in order to win. The government needs to be able to
quiet dissent. The goal is to win the war, and the nation no longer
exists if that goal is not met.

Yes, Germany was an aggressor nation. Germany invaded neutral
Belgium and was the key contributor in creating the world war.
Germany broke international law and pushed America into war. The
penalties Germany imposed on France in the Franco-Prussian War and
on Russia in the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk were no more lenient than the
Versailles Treaty. Germany deserved the Treaty of Versailles. No, the
Treaty of Versailles sowed the seeds for World War II. Making
Germany accept sole responsibility for a world war is ridiculous when
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Essential Questions

Can there be fair and just agreements among countries and leaders?

Enduring Understandings
Germany was not the first nation to declare war. The Allies also broke
international law and the US was not neutral in deed. The economic
penalties in the Treaty were overly burdensome and led to economic
depression and hyper-inflation and assisted in Germany turning to
fascism under Hitler. The loss of land imposed on Germany created
resentment by placing Germans within the boundaries of other
nations. The Treaty of Versailles was not effective in creating world
peace as it fostered resentment, did not completely address the causes
of conflict, and Wilson’s League of Nations was unsuccessful without
US participation.
Yes, fair and just does not mean that selfish ambitions of one nation
are given privilege over the selfish ambitions of another nation.
Countries may not view the concluded agreement as fair or just, but if
an arbitrator ruled in that way and other nation’s view the decision as
fair and just, the agreement may be fair and just. Just because a nation
does not get everything it wants does not mean and agreement is not
fair or just. No, every country is out for what benefits their nation.
Even nations acting as arbitrators may have their nation’s interest at
stake in the agreement made. Nations may compromise, but the seeds
of discontent are sown when they don’t get everything they believed
they should.
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Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Content Standards:
Power (Primary):
NJSLS.6.2.12.D.4.a
Analyze the reasons for the policy of neutrality
regarding World War I and why the United
States eventually entered the war 6.1.12.A.7.a

Students will understand the causes of WWI
and US entry into the war and analyze the
extent to which militarism, alliances,
imperialism, and nationalism led to WWI and
judge whether or not it was necessary for the
US to enter the war.

Label key players and alliances in WWI
Identify the causes of WWI
Recognize the spark of WWI
Summarize the causes and events that led to WWI
Describe the relationship between the causes of
WWI and the spark of WWI
Identify and Explain new technologies of WWI
Explain why the US went to war in 1917
Judge whether the US was justified in entering
WWI
Recognize the ways the US government prepared
the nation for war
Explain how the US raised an army
Explain how the US gained support for WWI
Define propaganda, espionage, conscription, bond,
pacifist, victory garden
Describe how and why propaganda was used
Explain how the US raised an army and won
support for WWI
Describe how efforts to enforce loyalty led to
hostility and repression
Summarize reasons some Americans opposed the
war and wartime governmental policies
Defend and/or Condemn US policies designed to
promote patriotism and protect national security
Define the Fourteen Points
Identify Wilson’s general goals in the Fourteen
Points
List 3 specific points in Wilson’s Plan

NJSLS.6.2.12.D.4.a
Analyze the extent to which nationalism,
industrialization, territory disputes, imperialism,
militarism, and alliances led to World War I
NJSLS.6.1.12.A.7.b
Evaluate the impact on individual rights of
government policies (i.e., the Espionage Act and
the Sedition Amendment) designed to promote
patriotism and to protect national security
during times of war
NJSLS.6.1.12.A.7.c
Analyze the Treaty of Versailles and the League
of Nations from different countries’ perspectives
Supportive (Secondary):
NJSLS.6.1.12.D.7.b
Determine the extent to which propaganda, the
media, and special interest groups shaped
American public opinion and American foreign
policy during World War I

Students will understand how technological
advancements affected the nature of WWI
and assess how technological advancements
affected the nature of WWI on land, on water,
and in the air.
Students will understand the impact of WWI
on individual liberties and be able to judge
government policies designed to promote
patriotism and protect national security.
Students will understand the goals of the
Fourteen Points and the Treaty of Versailles
and be able to compare and contrast the
Fourteen Points and the Treaty of Versailles
and judge the fairness of the Treaty.

NJSLS.6.1.12.C.7.a
Determine how technological advancements
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Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

affected the nature of World War I on land, on
water, and in the air
NJSLS.6.1.12.B.7.a
Explain how competition for land and resources
by nations led to increased militarism in the
global struggle for wealth and power
NJSLS.6.1.12.C.7. b
Assess the immediate and long-term impact of
women and African Americans entering the
work force in large numbers during World War I
Key Ideas and Details:
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.1
Accurately cite strong and thorough textual
evidence to support analysis of primary and
secondary sources, attending to such features as
the date and origin of the information.
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.2
Determine the theme, central ideas, key
information and/or perspective(s) presented in a
primary or secondary source; provide an
accurate summary that makes clear the
relationships among the key details and ideas.
Craft and Structure:
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.4
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as
they are used in a text, including vocabulary
describing political, social, or economic aspects
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Learning Objectives
Summarize the main provisions of the Fourteen
Points
Summarize the main provisions in the Treaty of
Versailles
Describe the relationship between the causes of
war and provisions in the Fourteen Points and the
Treaty of Versailles
Compare and Contrast the Fourteen Points and
the Treaty of Versailles
Judge the fairness of the Treaty of Versailles

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

of history and the social sciences; analyze the
cumulative impact of specific word choices on
meaning and tone.
Range of Writing:
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.10
Write routinely over extended time frames (time
for reflection and revision) and shorter time
frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a
range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and
audiences.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2
Write informative/explanatory texts, including
the narration of historical events, scientific
procedures/ experiments, or technical
processes.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.B
Develop the topic with well-chosen, relevant,
and sufficient facts, extended definitions,
concrete details, quotations, or other
information and examples appropriate to the
audience's knowledge of the topic.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.C
Use varied transitions and sentence structures
to link the major sections of the text, create
cohesion, and clarify the relationships among
ideas and concepts.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.D
Use precise language and domain-specific
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Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

vocabulary to manage the complexity of the
topic and convey a style appropriate to the
discipline and context as well as to the expertise
of likely readers.
Production and Distribution of Writing:
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.4
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development, organization, and style are
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis
of substantive topics or texts, using valid
reasoning and relevant sufficient textual and
non-textual evidence.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.A
Introduce precise claim(s), distinguish the
claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and
create an organization that establishes clear
relationships among the claim(s), counterclaims,
reasons, and evidence.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.B
Develop claim(s) and counterclaims using sound
reasoning, supplying data and evidence for each
while pointing out the strengths and limitations
of both claim(s) and counterclaims in a
discipline-appropriate form and in a manner
that anticipates the audience's knowledge level
and concerns.
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Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.C
Use transitions (e.g. words, phrases, clauses) to
link the major sections of the text, create
cohesion, and clarify the relationships between
claim(s) and reasons, between reasons and
evidence, and between claim(s) and
counterclaims.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.D
Establish and maintain a style and tone
appropriate to the audience and purpose (e.g.
formal and objective for academic writing) while
attending to the norms and conventions of the
discipline in which they are writing.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.1.E
Provide a concluding statement or section that
supports the argument presented.
Research to Build and Present Knowledge:
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.7
Conduct short as well as more sustained
research projects to answer a question
(including a self-generated question) or solve a
problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when
appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the
subject, demonstrating understanding of the
subject under investigation.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9.10.8
Gather relevant information from multiple
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Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

authoritative print and digital sources, using
advanced searches effectively; assess the
usefulness of each source in answering the
research question; integrate information into
the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas,
avoiding plagiarism and following a standard
format for citation.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.9
Draw evidence from informational texts to
support analysis, reflection, and research.

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Performance Assessments

Questioning, Discussions, Exit
Slips, Graphic Organizers (EX:
14pts vs. Treaty of Versailles),
Think/Pair/Share,
Read/Pair/Share, Quizzes,
Twitter Conversation between the
Archduke and Princip

Quiz
Test
Rights vs. National Security
Essay

Treaty of Versailles Debate

Instructional Strategies
Providing Clear Learning Goals and Scales
Identifying Critical Information
Chunking Content into digestible bites
Academic Games
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Major
Activities/Assignments/Assessments
(required)
WWI Applied Map Quiz
14 pts Treaty of Versailles Graphic
Organizer
Treaty of Versailles Debate

Instructional Strategies
Cooperative Learning – Students will recreate the Versailles treaty through video/skit.
Direct Instruction-Lecture
Guided Reading
Reading For Meaning – Classes will read Wilson’s 14 Points Plan in order to understand the American perspective regarding the war’s outcome.
Writing to Inform
Graphic Organizers – Students will use graphic organizers as a means of understanding the progression of the alliances throughout the war.
Mini-Lessons
Compare/Contrast
Homework
Note Taking
Role Playing – Students will play an alliance game using fictitious countries to recreate the actual alliances that started World War I.

Unit Vocabulary
Essential: militarism, nationalism, imperialism, alliances, Central Powers, Allies, Black Hand, Lusitania, Zimmerman Note, unterseeboot (u-boat),
dog fight, trench warfare, propaganda, espionage, conscription, Selective Service Act, bond, pacifist, victory garden, armistice, Fourteen Points,
self-determination, League of Nations, Treaty of Versailles, reparations
Non-Essential: Triple Alliance, Triple Entente, no man’s land, zeppelins, big Bertha, big Willie, Hello Girls, munitionettes, Four Minute Men, CPI,
Food Administration, Sedition, Schenck v the US, Big Four, Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, Saar, Alsace-Lorraine, Rhineland, DMZ, shell shock
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Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

Technology:
Technology
NJSLS.TECH.8.1.12.D.1
Demonstrate appropriate application of Poll Everywhere
copyright, fair use and/or Creative
Laptop Carts
Commons to an original work.

Promethean Board

Career Ready Practices:
CRP4
Communicate clearly and effectively
and with reason.

S – Students will read historical
information online.

CRP7
Employ valid and reliable research
strategies.

S – Students will study
geography by playing online
map games.

Financial Literacy:
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.A.5
Analyze how the economic, social, and
political conditions of a time period can
affect the labor market

A – Students will take a quiz
using Google Form instead of
using a pencil and paper.

Subject-Specific Interdisciplinary:
E/LA: English Language Arts
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1
Initiate and participate effectively in a
range of collaborative discussions (oneon-one, in groups, and teacher-led)
with peers on grades 9-10 topics, texts,
and issues, building on others’ ideas
and expressing their own clearly and
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M – Students will create a
video skit based on the Treaty
of Versailles.
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

__x__ Global Awareness

__x__ Creativity & Innovation

_x___ Civic Literacy

__x__ Media Literacy

____ Financial, Economic,

__x__ Critical Thinking and Problem

Business, & Entrepreneurial

Solving

Literacy

____ Life and Career Skills

____ Health Literacy

____ Information & Communication
Technologies Literacy
__x__ Communication & Collaboration
_x___ Information Literacy

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

persuasively.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.A
Come to discussions prepared, having
read and researched material under
study; explicitly draw on that
preparation by referring to evidence
from texts and other research on the
topic or issue to stimulate a thoughtful,
well-reasoned exchange of ideas.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.B
Collaborate with peers to set rules for
discussions (e.g. informal consensus,
taking votes on key issues, presentation
of alternate views); develop clear goals
and assessment criteria (e.g. student
developed rubric) and assign individual
roles as needed.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.C
Propel conversations by posing and
responding to questions that relate the
current discussion to broader themes
or larger ideas; actively incorporate
others into the discussion; and clarify,
verify, or challenge ideas and
conclusions.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.D
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

Respond thoughtfully to various
perspectives, summarize points of
agreement and disagreement, and
justify own views. Make new
connections in light of the evidence and
reasoning presented.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.2
Integrate multiple sources of
information presented in diverse media
or formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively,
qualitatively, orally) evaluating the
credibility and accuracy of each source.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.3
Evaluate a speaker’s point of view,
reasoning, and use of evidence and
rhetoric, identifying any false reasoning
or distorted evidence.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.4
Present information, findings, and
supportive evidence clearly, concisely,
and logically. The content,
organization, development, and style
are appropriate to task, purpose, and
audience.
Health/PE:
NJSLS HE.9-12.2.1.12.E.1
Predict the short- and long-term
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

consequences of unresolved conflicts.
NJSLS HE.9-12.2.3.12.C.3
Analyze the societal impact of
substance abuse on the individual,
family, and community.
Career Exploration
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.LW-SEC.7
Analyze the impact of the Fourth, Fifth,
Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments on
the security and protective services.
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.LW-SEC.18
Summarize the importance and roles of
intelligence analysis in crime
prevention and homeland security.

Resources:
Texts/Materials: The American Republic Since 1877
A Patriot’s History of the United States
A People’s History of the United States
“Murder at Sarajevo”
“Pan-Serbism, Nationalism, and Terrorism”
George Creel Primary Source
“The U-Boat and the Lusitania”
“The US Declares War”
“Strike Against War”—Helen Keller
“Two Anti-War Speeches”—Eugene Debs
“Address to the Jury”—Emma Goldman
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Resources:
Various WWI Propaganda Posters
Multiple Resources From the Kingsway Approved Subscription Data Bases (Ex: Facts on File)
Major Assignments (required): WWI Applied Map Quiz
Treaty of Versailles Debate
Major Activities (required):
14 pts Treaty of Versailles Graphic Organizer

Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations
Special Education Students

ELLs [English Language Learners]

Accommodations
Accommodations
● Additional Time
● Additional Time
● Vary Test Formats
● Vary Test Formats
● Student Choice
● Student Choice
● Highlight Key Directions
● Highlight Key Directions
● Pace Long-Term Projects
● Allow Retakes on Certain
● Allow Retakes on Certain
Assessments
Assessments
● Provide Study Guides
● Provide Study Guides
● Order Test Items from
● Order Test Items from
Least Complex to Most
Least Complex to Most
Complex
Complex
● Google Translate
● Resources in Native
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At-Risk Students

Gifted Students

Accommodations
● Additional Time
● Vary Test Formats
● Student Choice
● Highlight Key Directions
● Pace Long-Term Projects
● Allow Retakes on Certain
Assessments
● Provide Study Guides
● Quiz / Test Prep
● Order Test Items from
Least Complex to Most
Complex

Accommodations/Differentiation
● Enhanced Learning Goals
● Additional Reading and
Resources to Enrich Material
● One-to-One Teacher Interaction
to Further Learning
● Retakes Allow Student to
Achieve Higher Levels with no
Limit

Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations
Special Education Students
Modifications
● Oral Testing
● Choice Format /
Alternative Assessment
Differentiation
● Extra Practice
● One-to-One Tutoring
● Varied Homework
Assignments
● Choice Menu
● RAFT
● Provided Visuals and
Other Study Aids
● Tiered Homework
● Tiered Assessments
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ELLs [English Language Learners]
Language
● Simplified Assessment
● Simplified Content
Modifications
● Oral Testing
● Accept Short Answers
● Choice Format /
Alternative Assessment
● Allow Electronic Device
Differentiation
● Extra Practice
● One-to-One Tutoring
● Varied Homework
Assignments
● Choice Menu
● RAFT
● Provided Visuals and
Other Study Aids
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At-Risk Students
Modifications
● Choice Format /
Alternative Assessment
Differentiation
● Extra Practice
● One-to-One Tutoring
● Varied Homework
Assignments
● Choice Menu
● RAFT
● Provided Visuals and
Other Study Aids
● Tiered Homework
● Tiered Assessments

Gifted Students

Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations
Special Education Students

ELLs [English Language Learners]

Accommodations
Accommodations
● Graphic Organizers
● Graphic Organizers
● Preferential Seating
● Visuals Accompany
● Review Sessions
Written Information
● Textbooks for At-Home
● Textbooks for At-Home
Use
Use
● Additional Time for
● Additional Time for
Assignments
Assignments
● Guided Notes
● Guided Notes, Google
● Copies of Notes Provided
Translate Option via
● Support Auditory
Google Classroom
Presentations with Visuals
● Copies of Notes Provided
● Hands-On Activities
● Support Auditory
● Use of Manipulations
Presentations with Visuals
● Establish Classroom Rules
● Hands-On Activities
and Procedures
● Verbal and Visual Cues for
● Alternate Quiet and
Staying on Task
Active Time
● Adjusted Assignment
● Teach Time Management
Timelines
Skills
● No Penalty for Spelling
● Verbal and Visual Cues for
Errors or Sloppy
Staying on Task
Handwriting [assessments
● Adjusted Assignment
graded at higher standard
Timelines
than homework]
● Immediate Feedback
Modifications
● Work-In-Progress Check
● Personalized Examples
● No Penalty for Spelling
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At-Risk Students

Gifted Students

Accommodations
Accommodations/Differentiation
● Graphic Organizers
● Tiered assignments
● Preferential Seating
● Multiple texts (leveled
● Review Sessions
reading)
● Textbooks for At-Home Use
● Tiered Homework
● Additional Time for
assignments
Assignments
● Mini-lessons/Small group
● Guided Notes
instruction
● Copies of Notes Provided
● One-on-one conferences
● Support Auditory
● Oral quizzes
Presentations with Visuals
● Learning Stations
● Hands-On Activities
● Flexible grouping
● Use of Manipulations
● Learning Contracts
● Establish Classroom Rules
● Curriculum Compacting
and Procedures
● Jigsaw
● Alternate Quiet and Active
Time
● Teach Time Management
Skills
● Verbal and Visual Cues for
Staying on Task
● Adjusted Assignment
Timelines
● Immediate Feedback
● Work-In-Progress Check
● Personalized Examples
● No Penalty for Spelling

Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations
Special Education Students
●

No Penalty for Spelling
Errors or Sloppy
Handwriting [assessments
graded at higher standard
than homework]

Modifications
● No Penalty for Spelling
Errors
● Change of Level of
Difficulty and Complexity
● Read Passages Aloud
● Shortening Assignment
● Allow outlining, instead of
writing for an essay or
major project
● Reworded Questions /
Problems
● Projects Instead of
Written Products
● Modified Grading

ELLs [English Language Learners]
●
●
●
●
●

Gifted Students

Errors
Errors or Sloppy
Change of Level of
Handwriting [assessments
Difficulty and Complexity
graded at higher standard
Shortening Assignment
than homework]
Reworded Questions /
Modifications
Problems
Projects Instead of Written
● No Penalty for Spelling
Products
Errors
Modified Grading
● Change of Level of
Difficulty and Complexity
● Read Passages Aloud
● Shortening Assignment
● Allow outlining, instead of
writing for an essay or
major project
● Reworded Questions /
Problems
● Projects Instead of Written
Products
● Modified Grading

Differentiation
● Mini-lessons / Small
Group Instruction
● One-on-One Conference
● Learning Stations
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Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations
Special Education Students
●

ELLs [English Language Learners]

Flexible Grouping
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At-Risk Students

Gifted Students

Kingsway Regional School District
Grade 10-Academic United States History I
Unit 7: Boom Times to Hard Times: The 20’s Boom, the Crash, the Recommended Duration: 5-6 weeks (May/June)
Great Depression, and the New Deal
Unit Description: The 1920s is characterized as a time of social, economic, technological, and political change as well as a time of emerging
isolationism, racial and social tensions, and economic problems. Students will examine the decade of the 20s as a time of change and conflict.
They will recognize the 20s as a culmination of some Progressive Era reforms and how those reforms clashed with changing societal values. The
1920s began saw the ratification of the 19th Amendment granting women suffrage. Students will trace the development of the women’s rights
movement and the struggle for suffrage and the impact social and political changes had on the “new woman.” They will examine the way the war
pushed the nation in new political, social, and economic directions and analyze the impact of the Red Scare and assess reasons for racial
intolerance and intolerance towards other groups.
In addition in this unit, students will examine the events leading to the crash of the stock market in 1929 and the Great Depression. Students will
be able to recognize the correlation between the economic Boom of the Twenties and the Crash and identify signs of weaknesses in the
American economy prior to the Crash. Students will be able to describe the way in which the Depression impacted individuals, businesses,
society, and the nation, and how the Dust Bowl exasperated conditions for those living in the Great Plains. Students will outline Hoover’s
response to the Depression and compare and contrast the key characteristics of Hoover and Roosevelt. Students will identify the New Deal aims
of recovery, relief, and reform, and explain how New Deal programs had a lasting impact on the expansion of the role of the national government
in the economy.
Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings

Should government legislate morality? How effective was moral
legislation in the Twenties?

Progressive reformers’ attempts in legislating morality originated in
their belief that immigrant and working class population participated in
activities that white upper/middle class people viewed as prohibitive to
development. Progressives tried to make immigrants, the poor, and
the young more moral by fighting against alcohol and regulating
movies, dancing, and music. They condemned jazz and disliked its
association with African-Americans. Government legislation was not
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Essential Questions

Is Prohibition a noble experiment or a national disaster? (Should the
United States have enacted the Eighteenth Amendment? Should it
have a war on drugs?)
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Enduring Understandings
effective as prohibition led to speakeasies and the rise of organized
crime and young women adopted a more rebellious stance in the 20s
smoking, drinking, bobbing their hair, and dancing the Charleston. It is
not the job of the government to involve itself in peoples’ personal
lives or to make broad statements about what is approved behavior. It
is not the job of the government to spend money legislating morality as
they did during the Prohibition Era. Churches, families, and other
groups outside the government can pressure the public to behave in a
certain way without government laws. The government has no
business legislating morality. Morality changes over places and time; it
is open to interpretation and not static. The government should
legislate morality. The government should set standards of what is and
isn’t appropriate behavior for society. Legislation sets a code of what is
acceptable and ensures there will be repercussions for inappropriate
actions.
The Eighteenth Amendment was proposed out of concerns reformers
and citizens had about the impact of the saloon and alcohol on the
family and society. Reformers believed alcohol hurt families’ income
and caused crime, disease, and poverty. Others pointed to worker
absenteeism and work place accidents due to alcoholism and believed
Prohibition would create a more efficient workforce. Prohibition
resulted in less per-capita consumption of alcohol which did not rise
again until the 40s. This shows it did have a positive impact.
Conversely, Prohibition did lead to the rise of organized crime,
disrespect for the law, harmful liquor, corrupt law enforcement, and
overburdened jails and lost tax revenue. The majority of these
arguments can be applied to the current debate over the war on drugs.
It is noble to try to protect society through legislation when one knows

Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings
the substance in question is dangerous to society.

How was society changing in the Twenties?

How does society change?

To what extent was the US the “land of the free” in the 1920s? Was
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There were changes in people’s attitudes and values. People had
changing ideas about morality. There was a conflict between
fundamentalist values in the Bible belt and a resurgence of religious
revivalism that clashed with modernist values regarding topics like
evolution that culminated in the Scopes Trial. The flapper represents
the extreme model of changing attitudes regarding woman’s role and
behavior in society. Social influences like the movies impacted the
attitude and behaviors of young women in the Twenties. The Roaring
Twenties was a time of excitement, of speak-easies, jazz, flagpole
sitting, and dances like the Charleston. There were numerous new
technologies and labor saving devices that increased leisure time.
Demographics changed with the migration of African-Americans to
northern cities during the war and the high levels of pre-war
immigration. Though African-Americans faced continued intolerance,
they also did not remain powerless. Places like Harlem encouraged
and developed African-American culture and movements like Garvey’s
pressed for Black Power.

Society changes through the economic, social, and political factors at
play during the time period. For example, the war resulted in a desire
for a return to normalcy and a return to conservative values. Economic
changes like prosperity brings new opportunities and leisure time. In
the 20s cars and labor saving devices gave people more freedom.
Movies, media, and other entertainment influence people and spread

Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings

the USA in the 1920s a good time for all?

mass culture. The radio gave access to new types of music and
advertisements of products. Technology and prosperity contributed in
shifting social norms.

How does one accomplish change in society?
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The 1920s was a decade of freedom and opportunity for some, but not
for others. Women gained suffrage and many of the social restrictions
women faced before the war weakened. An economic boom created
prosperity and access to cheap mass-produced goods and labor saving
devices providing people with more leisure time and freedom. The
expansion of credit meant people could purchase goods even if they
did not have enough money. Laissez-faire policies and lower taxes on
income and company profits promoted business growth, spending, and
risky investment. The automobile also provided more individual
freedom. New music created more openness in dance and morals.
African-American culture flourished in places like Harlem. There was,
however, a wave of intolerance that restricted the freedom of some
groups politically, socially, and economically. The Red Scare of the
early 1920s promoted intolerance towards communists, socialists, and
anarchists, led to immigration restrictions, sanctioned injustice in the
case of Sacco and Vanzetti, and provided a growing support for groups
like the KKK which claimed they protected American values and
targeted foreigners, Jews, Catholics, communists, and sinners in
addition to blacks. Race riots and lynching occurred without
consequences for the perpetrators. The eugenics movement and
sterilization was upheld by the Supreme Court. White middle upper
class people were viewed as superior to new immigrant, the lower
class, African Americans, the mentally disabled, criminal, and insane.
While the economy boomed and many Americans prospered,

Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings
technology replaced workers, unions lost strength, and many farmers
suffered from overproduction.
One creates change in society by drawing attention to injustice,
working within the system, building coalitions and working outside of
the system. Non-violent means of protest that garner press attention
and public sympathy also assists in accomplishing change. For
example, the women’s movement employed all of these things.
Women worked within the US system by challenging unjust laws and
used the court system in place to advocate change. They built
coalitions with abolitionists early in the movement and with political
and social groups later in the movement. They used media and
education, printing articles and speaking. They hosted parades. They
used grassroots movements. They worked state by state while others
pressed for a federal amendment. They used states to put pressure on
the federal government. Radicals in the movement picketed and
employed a hunger strike.

Was the Great Depression inevitable? Why did the economic boom of
the Twenties end in disaster in 1929?
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Economic depressions have many causes and multiple effects. The
United States emerged from World War I as a global power. The stock
market boom and optimism of the 1920s were generated by
investments made with borrowed money. When businesses failed, the
stocks lost their value, prices fell, production slowed, banks collapsed,
and unemployment became widespread. An unequal distribution of
wealth, tariff wars, debt, overproduction, and speculative investing all
led to the Crash. The indicators were there that there were problems
in the economy. Banks began to become aware of the risks and started
to take action in 1929. If banks or the government had acted sooner,
the Depression may not have been inevitable.

Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings

What is the responsibility of the government towards its citizens?

The responsibility of the government toward its citizens is to establish
justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense,
promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty.
To provide jobs and welfare assistance is not the responsibility of the
government.
If unemployment and the results of poverty result in cases of rebellion
or threaten public safety, then it is the job of the government to step
in.
It is the job of the government to quiet rebellion and they have the right
to use the military to restore order, to protect its citizens, but it is still
not the government’s responsibility to clothe and feed its citizens.

Did the New Deal weaken or save capitalism?

The New Deal saved capitalism in the way that the Square Deal saved
capitalism by preventing the working class from fomenting a complete
rebellion or communist revolution. By providing people with jobs, it
promoted consumer spending on which capitalism is dependent. The
New Deal weakened capitalism by putting too many restraints on
business and private industry. The legacy of these restraints extends to
today and New Deal programs like Social Security are proving
financially insolvent. The socialistic New Deal programs made
Americans dependent upon the government and it impacts the nation’s
economy today.

Was the New Deal an effective response to ending the Great
Depression and restoring prosperity?

Government plays a role in mandating political and social change. Yes,
it put people back to work. No, the New Deal was only a temporary fix
that created long term problems and it was not until the US adopted a
wartime economy in relation to WWII that the nation was pulled out of
the Depression.
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Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings

How involved should the government be in the nation’s economy?

The health of a nation is tied to its economy. The government should be
involved in regulating interest rates, businesses, banking, and the stock
market in the best interest of economic growth. The government should
have nothing to do with the nation’s economy. A laissez-faire approach
is the best method to ensure a nation’s economic growth.
Private charity groups and churches should be responsible to aid the
poor and elderly. When the federal government takes on the
responsibility of caring for the poor and elderly, it contributes to
running up national debt and placing an unfair burden on the income
of those who are actually working; it takes away an incentive to work
and provides no incentive to put the poor to work (R. Taft).
Government welfare problems will never eliminate poverty. Private
industry is best equipped to assist the poor because only private
industry can truly put people back to work. State and local
governments should assume the role in helping their citizens. The
federal government should provide for the poor and elderly. Only the
government has the resources to prevent starvation and want, to feed,
clothe, and house those who are unable to provide necessities for
themselves (FDR). It is a social duty of the federal government to
protect its weakest citizens like poor children and the elderly (FDR).

Who is responsible for the unemployed, poor, and elderly?

To what extent does the legacy of the New Deal continue today and in
today’s political discourse?
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The legacy of the New Deal influenced the public’s belief in the
responsibility of government to deliver public services, to intervene in
the economy, and to act in ways that promote the general welfare. The
New Deal altered permanently the role of American government in the
economy. It also fostered changes in people’s attitudes toward
government’s responsibilities. Organized labor acquired new rights, as
the New Deal set in place legislation that reshaped modern American

Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings
capitalism. The Democratic Party became the key proponent of this
change and support in the role of the American government in the
economy and in their responsibilities to its citizens. Controversy over
how involved the federal government should be in states, the economy,
and people’s lives continues today between the Republicans and
Democrats and is the key issue that divides the major parties
(Republicans: less government/more states’ rights Democrats: support
for federal government programs).

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Content Standards:
NJSLS.Power (Primary):
6.1.12.A.8.c
Relate social intolerance, xenophobia, and fear
of anarchists to government policies restricting
immigration, advocacy, and labor organizations

Students will understand the causes of the
Red Scare and be able to analyze the impact
of the Red Scare on American Society.

Define Red Scare
Explain the causes of the Red Scare
Explain why Americans believed “reds” were
active in America
Examine the impact of the Red Scare on the Trial
of Sacco and Vanzetti
List examples of racial intolerance in the 1920s
Explain the causes of racial intolerance in the
1920s
Identify Harlem Renaissance and key individuals
involved in the Harlem Renaissance
Describe the Harlem Renaissance
Summarize the influence of African-American
musical styles on mass culture
Define eugenics
Define flapper
Describe characteristics of the New Youth Culture
Describe the main features of the Roaring

NJSLS.6.1.12.C.8.b
Relate social, cultural, and technological
changes in the interwar period to the rise of a
consumer economy and the changing role and
status of women

NJSLS.6.1.12.D.8.a
Explain why the Great Migration led to
heightened racial tensions, restrictive laws, a
rise in repressive organizations, and an increase
in violence
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Students will understand racial intolerance in
the post-war period and be able to assess why
there was increased racial intolerance and the
ways in which racial intolerance was
addressed.
Students will understand changing attitudes
and values in the post-war period and be able
to analyze the impact of intolerance and
changing attitudes and values on society and
politics.
Students will understand the successes and
failures of efforts to expand women’s rights
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Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

NJSLS.6.1.12.A.9.a
Analyze how the actions and policies of the
United States government contributed to the
Great Depression

and be able to compare and contrast the goals Twenties
and methods of important leaders in the
Define Prohibition
movement and trace its development .
Explain reasons for Prohibition
List arguments for and against Prohibition
Evaluate the successes and failures of Prohibition
Cite Evidence in an analysis of Prohibition
Explain the historical context of gender roles in
the US
Identify suffrage
Identify key leaders in the early women’s
movement and explain their arguments
Summarize the major arguments in the
Declaration of Sentiments

NJSLS.6.1.12.D.9.b
Analyze the impact of the Great Depression on
the American family, migratory groups, and
ethnic and racial minorities.
NJSLS.6.1.12.C.10.b
Compare and contrast the economic ideologies
of the two major political parties regarding the
role of government during the New Deal and
today.
NJSLS.6.1.12.A.10.b
Assess the effectiveness of governmental
policies enacted during the New Deal period
(i.e., the FDIC, NLRB, and Social Security) in
protecting the welfare of individuals.
Supportive (Secondary):
NJSLS.6.1.12.D.6.c
Analyze the successes and failures of efforts to
expand women’s rights, including the work of
important leaders (i.e., Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
Susan B. Anthony, Alice Paul, and Lucy Stone)
and the eventual ratification of the 19th
Amendment.
NJSLS.6.1.12.C.8.a
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Learning Objectives

Describe the debate over women’s equality in the
late 1800s
List arguments for and against suffrage for
women
Trace the Development of the suffrage
movement
Compare and contrast the goals and methods of
key leaders in the women’s movement
Summarize the different strategies that NAWSA
and the NWP used in the final push for suffrage
Analyze the factors that led to a final victory for
the suffragists
Analyze and Synthesize information from
multiple sources to evaluate the role of
individuals on the suffrage movement

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Analyze the push-pull factors that led to the
Great Migration.
NJSLS.6.1.12.D.8.b
Assess the impact of artists, writers, and
musicians of the 1920s, including the Harlem
Renaissance, on American culture and values
NJSLS.6.1.12.C.9.b
Explain how economic indicators (i.e., gross
domestic product, the consumer price index,
the national debt, and the trade deficit) are
used to evaluate the health of the economy.
NJSLS.6.1.12.B.9.a
Determine how agricultural practices,
overproduction, and the Dust Bowl intensified
the worsening economic situation during the
Great Depression.
NJSLS.6.1.12.C.9.a
Explain how government can adjust taxes,
interest rates, and spending and use other
policies to restore the country’s economic
health.
NJSLS.6.1.12.A.10.c
Evaluate the short-and long-term impact of the
expanded role of government on economic
policy, capitalism, and society.
NJSLS.6.1.12.A.10.a
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Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Evaluate the arguments regarding the role of
the federal government during the New Deal
era.
Reading History and Social Studies
Key Ideas and Details:
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.1
Accurately cite strong and thorough textual
evidence, to support analysis of primary and
secondary sources, attending to such features
as the date and origin of the information.
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.2
Determine the theme, central ideas, key
information and/or perspective(s) presented in
a primary or secondary source; provide an
accurate summary that makes clear the
relationships among the key details and ideas.
Craft and Structure:
NJSLS.ELA.RH.9-10.4
Determine the meaning of words and phrases
as they are used in a text, including vocabulary
describing political, social, or economic aspects
of history and the social sciences; analyze the
cumulative impact of specific word choices on
meaning and tone.
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas:
NJSLS.ELA-Literacy.RH.9-10.8
Assess the extent to which the reasoning and
evidence in a text support the author's claims.
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Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

NJSLS.ELA-Literacy.RH.9-10.9
Compare and contrast treatments of the same
topic, or of various perspectives, in several
primary and secondary sources; analyze how
they relate in terms of themes and significant
historical concepts.
Range of Reading and Level of Text
Complexity:
NJSLS.ELA-Literacy.RH.9-10.10
By the end of grade 10, read and comprehend
history/social studies texts in the grades 9-10
text complexity band independently and
proficiently
Writing History, Science and Technical
Subjects:
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2
Write informative/explanatory texts, including
the narration of historical events, scientific
procedures/ experiments, or technical
processes.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.A
Introduce a topic and organize ideas, concepts,
and information to make important
connections and distinctions; include
formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g.,
figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to
aiding comprehension
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Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.B
Develop the topic with well-chosen, relevant,
and sufficient facts, extended definitions,
concrete details, quotations, or other
information and examples appropriate to the
audience's knowledge of the topic.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.C
Use varied transitions and sentence structures
to link the major sections of the text, create
cohesion, and clarify the relationships among
ideas and concepts.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.D
Use precise language and domain-specific
vocabulary to manage the complexity of the
topic and convey a style appropriate to the
discipline and context as well as to the
expertise of likely readers.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.E
Establish and maintain a style and tone
appropriate to the audience and purpose (e.g.
formal and objective for academic writing)
while attending to the norms and conventions
of the discipline in which they are writing.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.2.F
Provide a concluding paragraph or section that
supports the argument presented.
Production and Distribution of Writing:
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Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.4
Produce clear and coherent writing in which
the development, organization, and style are
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
Research to Build and Present Knowledge:
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9-10.7
Conduct short as well as more sustained
research projects to answer a question
(including a self-generated question) or solve a
problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when
appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the
subject, demonstrating understanding of the
subject under investigation.
NJSLS.ELA.WHST.9.10.8
Gather relevant information from multiple
authoritative print and digital sources, using
advanced searches effectively; assess the
usefulness of each source in answering the
research question; integrate information into
the text selectively to maintain the flow of
ideas, avoiding plagiarism and following a
standard format for citation.

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Questioning, Discussions, Exit
Slips, Graphic Organizers,
Think/Pair/Share,

Then and Now-Comparing
“Votes For Women” Debate
Issues from the 1920s to today Great Depression/New Deal
(Ex: generation gap/fashion
Narrative Presentations
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Performance Assessments

Major
Activities/Assignments/Assessments
(required)
Epithet to the 20s
Museum Artifact Project
Great Depression/New Deal

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Read/Pair/Share, Quizzes

and music, Rosewood/Race
Riots and Trayvon Martin,
Prohibition and the War on
Drugs,
Xenophobia/Immigration
Restrictions and Immigration
laws, Domestic
Terrorism/Anarchists and
Domestic Terrorism/Extremist
groups.),
1920s Dialogue,
Epithet to the 20s,
20s Board Game,
Racial Equality Collage,
Quiz,
Test
“Votes For Women”—
Research and Debate Project
Museum Artifact Project
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Performance Assessments

Major
Activities/Assignments/Assessments
(required)
Narratives
Final Summative Assessment

Instructional Strategies
Cooperative Learning
Direct Instruction-Lecture
Guided Reading
Reading For Meaning – Students will read primary sources concerning the youth culture of the 1920’s and assess the similarities and differences
between the lives of young people in the 1920’s and their own lives.
Writing to Inform – Students create a PowerPoint on a selected agency meant to remedy the Great Depression.
Graphic Organizers – Students create stock market chart, track stock for one week, and analyze their results to compare to the stock market
crash.
Mini-Lessons
Compare/Contrast
Homework
Note Taking
Role Playing
Games – “Catch Capone”. Students will play a game in which they try to arrest characters who were not permitted to consume, sell or produce
alcohol.
Observation – “Museum of Great Depression”. Students visit stations displaying pictures of the Great Depression and write opinions of the
lifestyle of the 1930’s.
Unit Vocabulary
Essential: red, Red Scare, Sacco and Vanzetti, Harlem Renaissance, eugenics, flapper, speak-easy, prohibition, Eighteenth Amendment,
bootleggers, Twenty-First Amendment, WASP, Scope’s trial, Declaration of Sentiments, NAWSA, NWP, abolitionist, suffrage, suffragist, stereotype,
Nineteenth Amendment, ratify, Black Tuesday, Great Depression, dust bowl, new deal, Social Security, relief, recovery, reform
Non-Essential: Palmer Raids, Buck v. Bell, xenophobia, wet, dry, rumrunners, fundamentalists, AAA, FDIC, CCC, Social Security, Brain Trust,
Hundred Days, polio, Bonus Army
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Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Technology
NJSLS.TECH.8.1.12.D.1
Demonstrate appropriate application
of copyright, fair use and/or Creative
Commons to an original work.

Technology

____ Global Awareness

__x__ Creativity & Innovation

Poll Everywhere
Laptop Carts
Promethean Board

_x___ Civic Literacy

____ Media Literacy

____ Financial, Economic,

_x___ Critical Thinking and Problem

Business, & Entrepreneurial

Solving

Literacy

____ Life and Career Skills

____ Health Literacy

____ Information & Communication

Career Ready Practices:
CRP4
Communicate clearly and effectively
and with reason.

S – Students will read historical
information online.

CRP5
Consider the environmental, social
and economic impacts of decisions.

S – Students will study
geography by playing online
map games.

CRP7
Employ valid and reliable research
strategies.

A – Students will take a quiz
using Google Form instead of
using a pencil and paper.

Financial Literacy:
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.A.12
Explain how compulsory government
programs (e.g., Social Security,
Medicare) provide insurance against
some loss of income and benefits to
eligible recipients.
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.D.3
Summarize how investing builds
wealth and assists in meeting long-and
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Technologies Literacy
__x__ Communication & Collaboration
___x_ Information Literacy

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

short-term financial goals.
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.D.12
Compare and contrast the past and
present role of government in the
financial industry and in the regulation
of financial markets.
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.A.5
Analyze how the economic, social, and
political conditions of a time period
can affect the labor market.
NJSLS.PFL.9.1.12.G.1
Analyze risks and benefits in various
financial situations.
Subject-Specific Interdisciplinary:
E/LA: English Language Arts
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1
Initiate and participate effectively in a
range of collaborative discussions
(one-on-one, in groups, and teacherled) with peers on grades 9-10 topics,
texts, and issues, building on others’
ideas and expressing their own clearly
and persuasively.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.A
Come to discussions prepared, having
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

read and researched material under
study; explicitly draw on that
preparation by referring to evidence
from texts and other research on the
topic or issue to stimulate a
thoughtful, well-reasoned exchange of
ideas.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.B
Collaborate with peers to set rules for
discussions (e.g. informal consensus,
taking votes on key issues,
presentation of alternate views);
develop clear goals and assessment
criteria (e.g. student developed rubric)
and assign individual roles as needed.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.C
Propel conversations by posing and
responding to questions that relate
the current discussion to broader
themes or larger ideas; actively
incorporate others into the discussion;
and clarify, verify, or challenge ideas
and conclusions.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.1.D
Respond thoughtfully to various
perspectives, summarize points of
agreement and disagreement, and
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

justify own views. Make new
connections in light of the evidence
and reasoning presented.
NJSLS.SL.9.10.4
Present information, findings, and
supportive evidence clearly, concisely,
and logically. The content,
organization, development, and style
are appropriate to task, purpose, and
audience.
Visual and Performing Arts:
NJSLS.VPA.9-12.1.2.12.A.2
Justify the impact of innovations in the
arts (e.g., the availability of music
online) on societal norms and habits of
mind in various historical eras.
NJSLS.VPA.9-12.1.3.12.C.1
Create plays that include wellstructured plots and subplots, clear
thematic intent, original characters,
and technical theatrical elements
appropriate to a variety of theatrical
genres.
Health/PE:
NJSLS HE.9-12.2.3.12.C.3
Analyze the societal impact of
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

substance abuse on the individual,
family, and community.
Career Exploration
NJSLS.CAEP.9.2.12.C.4
Analyze how economic conditions and
societal changes influence
employment trends and future
education.
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.AR-AV.2
Demonstrate the use of basic tools
and equipment used in audio, video
and film production
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.AR-AV.4
Design an audio, video, and/or film
production.
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.AR.-JB.3
Plan and deliver a media production
(e.g., broadcast, video, Internet and
mobile).
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.12.ED.2
Demonstrate effective oral, written
and multimedia communication in
multiple formats and contexts.
NJSLS.CAEP.9.3.GV-GOV.2
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

Develop and articulate reasoned,
persuasive arguments to support
public policy options or positions.

Resources:
Texts/Materials: The American Republic Since 1877
A Patriot’s History of the United States
A People’s History of the United States
The USA Between the Wars 1919-1941
“A Ten Year Spree”
“The Case Against the Reds”—A. Mitchell Palmer
“The Wets and the Drys”
“The Volstead Act”
“A New Klan”
“A Town Called Rosewood”
“If We Must Die”—Claude McKay
“Memo From J. Edgar Hoover”
“Buck v Bell”
“The Wonderful Women”
The Declaration of Sentiments and Resolutions
“Address To the New Jersey Legislature”—Lucy Stone
Iron Jawed Angels
Excerpts from The Grapes of Wrath
Photographs by Dorthea Lange and other Depression Era pictures
Various political cartoons
“Brother Can You Spare A Dime”-E.Y. Harburg
“Ballad of Roosevelt”—Langston Hughes
“This Land Is Your Land”—Woody Guthrie (full song)
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21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

“Depression”
“The Great Depression”---War, Peace, and All That Jazz
“The Stock Market Crash” ”---War, Peace, and All That Jazz
“The Dustbowl”
“FDR and the New Deal”
“FDR’s Alphabet Soup of Relief, Recovery, Reform”
“First Lady”
“New Deal”
Major Assignments (required): Epithet to the 20s
Museum Artifact Project
Great Depression/New Deal Narratives
Final Summative Assessment
Major Activities (required):
Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations
Special Education Students

ELLs [English Language Learners]

Accommodations
Accommodations
● Additional Time
● Additional Time
● Vary Test Formats
● Vary Test Formats
● Student Choice
● Student Choice
● Highlight Key Directions
● Highlight Key Directions
● Pace Long-Term Projects
● Allow Retakes on Certain
● Allow Retakes on Certain
Assessments
Assessments
● Provide Study Guides
● Provide Study Guides
● Order Test Items from
● Order Test Items from
Least Complex to Most
Least Complex to Most
Complex
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At-Risk Students

Gifted Students

Accommodations
● Additional Time
● Vary Test Formats
● Student Choice
● Highlight Key Directions
● Pace Long-Term Projects
● Allow Retakes on Certain
Assessments
● Provide Study Guides
● Quiz / Test Prep
● Order Test Items from

Accommodations/Differentiation
● Enhanced Learning Goals
● Additional Reading and
Resources to Enrich Material
● One-to-One Teacher Interaction
to Further Learning
● Retakes Allow Student to
Achieve Higher Levels with no
Limit

Complex
Modifications
● Oral Testing
● Choice Format /
Alternative Assessment
Differentiation
● Extra Practice
● One-to-One Tutoring
● Varied Homework
Assignments
● Choice Menu
● RAFT
● Provided Visuals and
Other Study Aids
● Tiered Homework
● Tiered Assessments
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●
●

Google Translate
Resources in Native
Language
● Simplified Assessment
● Simplified Content
Modifications
● Oral Testing
● Accept Short Answers
● Choice Format /
Alternative Assessment
● Allow Electronic Device
Differentiation
● Extra Practice
● One-to-One Tutoring
● Varied Homework
Assignments
● Choice Menu
● RAFT
● Provided Visuals and
Other Study Aids
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Least Complex to Most
Complex
Modifications
● Choice Format /
Alternative Assessment
Differentiation
● Extra Practice
● One-to-One Tutoring
● Varied Homework
Assignments
● Choice Menu
● RAFT
● Provided Visuals and
Other Study Aids
● Tiered Homework
● Tiered Assessments

Possible Instructional Modifications/Accommodations/Differentiation
Special Education Students

ELLs [English Language Learners]

Accommodations
Accommodations
● Graphic Organizers
● Graphic Organizers
● Preferential Seating
● Visuals Accompany
● Review Sessions
Written Information
● Textbooks for At-Home
● Textbooks for At-Home
Use
Use
● Additional Time for
● Additional Time for
Assignments
Assignments
● Guided Notes
● Guided Notes, Google
● Copies of Notes Provided
Translate Option via
● Support Auditory
Google Classroom
Presentations with Visuals
● Copies of Notes Provided
● Hands-On Activities
● Support Auditory
● Use of Manipulations
Presentations with Visuals
● Establish Classroom Rules
● Hands-On Activities
and Procedures
● Verbal and Visual Cues for
● Alternate Quiet and
Staying on Task
Active Time
● Adjusted Assignment
● Teach Time Management
Timelines
Skills
● No Penalty for Spelling
● Verbal and Visual Cues for
Errors or Sloppy
Staying on Task
Handwriting [assessments
● Adjusted Assignment
graded at higher standard
Timelines
than homework]
● Immediate Feedback
Modifications
● Work-In-Progress Check
● Personalized Examples
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At-Risk Students
Accommodations
● Graphic Organizers
● Preferential Seating
● Review Sessions
● Textbooks for At-Home Use
● Additional Time for Assignments
● Guided Notes
● Copies of Notes Provided
● Support Auditory Presentations with Visuals
● Hands-On Activities
● Use of Manipulations
● Establish Classroom Rules and Procedures
● Alternate Quiet and Active Time
● Teach Time Management Skills
● Verbal and Visual Cues for Staying on Task
● Adjusted Assignment Timelines
● Immediate Feedback
● Work-In-Progress Check
● Personalized Examples
● No Penalty for Spelling Errors or Sloppy Handwriting [assessments
graded at higher standard than homework]
Modifications
● No Penalty for Spelling Errors
● Change of Level of Difficulty and Complexity
● Read Passages Aloud

●

No Penalty for Spelling

●

●

Errors or Sloppy
Handwriting [assessments
graded at higher standard
than homework]

●

Modifications
● No Penalty for Spelling
Errors
● Change of Level of
Difficulty and Complexity
● Read Passages Aloud
● Shortening Assignment
● Allow outlining, instead of
writing for an essay or
major project
● Reworded Questions /
Problems
● Projects Instead of
Written Products
● Modified Grading

●

●
●

●

No Penalty for Spelling
Errors
Change of Level of
Difficulty and Complexity
Shortening Assignment
Reworded Questions /
Problems
Projects Instead of Written
Products
Modified Grading

Differentiation
● Mini-lessons / Small
Group Instruction
● One-on-One Conference
● Learning Stations
● Flexible Grouping
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●
●
●
●
●

Shortening Assignment
Allow outlining, instead of writing for an essay or major project
Reworded Questions / Problems
Projects Instead of Written Products
Modified Grading
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